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Art. I.— The Vegetation of the Rocky Mountain Region and a Comparison with tliat of other Parti
of the World.

By Asa Gray and Joseph

D. Hooker.

I.

Jin:

VEGETATION OF THE ROCK! MOUNTAIN REGION.

The vegetation of the wide central tract which lies between the AtUnited States and those which border on the Pacific is replete
with interest and importance, both scientific and economical.
We are

lantic

to Bketch its general features, as

made known

by personal obserand by the botanical
For doing this to much purto as

vation, by the published observations of others,

we have been devoted.
Decessary to compare or to contrast the vegetation of the district in question with that of the more fertile regions on both sides, and
with a somewhat similar wide interior district in another part of the
studies to which
.

is

it

northern temperate zone.
"the Atlantic States," as contradistinguished from those of the
fie, we here mean not
only those which touch upon the Atlantic
i. but
also those which border the Mississippi River, on its w«
stern

Bide; the greal woodless plains being taken as

The term "Rocky Mountain Region," lieiv used
and in the lack of a better appellation, we propoc

their western limit.

apply

general

in

in

such wise as

to

in

include the gradually elevated pla-

which flanks the
base of the
fountains on the
hand, and the equally elevated district or
thickly travi
lain ranges, which extend- westward to the eastern
>f the
revada of California, and
ide Mountains further no
Rocky Mountains
uvenienl and
oral, from our point of vi(
uioii
nderthi
I

I

I

all

the

t

We

understand the term
1

i

(

Wahsatch

in<

sao*

.

2
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Whitney, to be a comprehensive appellation for the whole system of
mountains, from the most eastern Rocky Mountains to the Sierra Nevada
and the continuation of the latter in the Cascade Mountains
Oregon and British Columbia. The region which we are to treat
botanically might take the name of the Cordilleran Eegion of North

inclusive,

of

on several accounts, be better to adhere in this
title.
For, although the term "cordilleras" would he the only appropriate one if we had the whole vast
mountain system in view, from Patagonia to the Arctic sea-coast, itisa
term which belongs primarily and mainly to South America, and our
survey is to embrace only a few parallels of latitude, in fact just those
which contain the ranges which early took the name of the Rocky Mountains, both at the north, where they were traversed by Lewis and Clarke
at the beginning of this century (1803-1806), and at the south, where
they were reached on the frontiers of New Mexico by Pike a year or two

America.

essay

ti>

Hut

it

will,

the designation used in our

later.
A\ ith

these Rocky Mountains proper,

i.

e.

the eastern and dominating

ranges, as the central line of our field of view, the horizon should extend

where the gradually subsiding plain becomes green with a
be at length fringed with forest, and westward
the base of the Siena. Nevada and the Cascades, the eastern verge of

eastward

to

rich prairie vegetation, to
to

the Pacific forest region.
In a developed treatise, the physical geography and the climatic elements of the region would have to pass under review, and the multifarious and scattered botanical data would have to be collected, discussed, and tabulated.
We cannot undertake an exhaustive task like
this, nor could we add much to what has already been done in various wellconsidered and well-known government reports. The climatology and
the practical considerations deducible from it form the subject of Major
Powell's u Report on the Lands of the Arid Region of the United
States." the second edition of which was issued in 1870.
In the "General Report " which forms the introduction to the botanical volume of
Clarence King's celebrated "Survey on the Fortieth Parallel" and
which prefaces that elaborate systematic treatise which was too modestly styled a " Catalogue," and so has by some been cited as such),
Mr. Bereno Watson has thoroughly and ably discussed the elements of
the flora of the Great Basin, exemplifying it with lists and other details.
And for a district further south, Professor Rothrock, in his volume on
the Botany of Wheeler's Surveys, has within the last year published

botany of ColoProfessor Sargent has given
a useful .sketch of the arboreal and fxtltescenl vegetation of Nevada in
the American Journal of Science fortune, L879 and among Professor
his instructive notes on the characteristic features of the

rado,

New Mexico, and

a pari

of Arizona.

;

Bayden'a very important reports, tin of Henry Gannett, "On the Arable and Pasture Lands of Colorado " (1875, reprinted in 1878), is note
worth;
t

—
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Our sketch meat be, Uke onr observations, a rapid and cm wrj recoil'
Mtorawe, noting some features which arrested onr attention, drawing
e

comparisons, and suggesting inferences which seem to us probable.
]»li
raphy of the temperate portion of the North American

Tlif

broad outlines is evidently this An Atlantic forest i«
and, between the two, the wide interior, main!;
Bubjectof our essaj
a regiou n<>t eas
special
the
non-1
prion
b nor to describe succinctly, but of which the eastern half is a
Hess plain, gradually and evenly rising, bo that its western margin
inent, in

:

a Pacific forest region

.

;

—

;

the high*
feet above the sea-level; then a mountain i»«*l
and peaks of which rise from 1,000 to 14, 100 feet then, shut
out from moisture by these mountains on the east and the Sierra mi the
an arid interior district of flains, at an average of 5,000 feet
above the sea. This la mainly desert, and is traversed bj many mountain ranges, generally of north and south direction, and reaching an elevation of £,008 or 10,000 feet, or rarely higher. This whole interior, of
milebreadth like other meat interiors not very exceptionally
marked by the scantiness or absence of arboreal vegetation
and <>t" rainfall, the former being in great measure dependent on thelat[ts plains are treeless except along water-courses; the mountains
trees along sheltered ravines and <>n their higher slopes, upon
which there is considerable condensation of moisture; but, whenever

out 5,000

t

est ridges

1

.

;

—

they

rise to a certain

height (about 11,000

feel

in

latitude.;;" to

woodless from cold and other hardship attending elevation,
although they enjoy an abundant condensation of moistu
ly in
ire

lOWi

The Rocky .Mountain region may be therefore divided

vertically into

botanical distric

An

1.

arid

and woodless

district,

which occupies

far the

part

a area.

•

A wooded district, in some pi ices covering, in others locally adornhe mountain slo]
lpine unwooded district amove the belt where tre<
Bui
lie plaoeSfSlopes woodless from dryness merge into tracts woodless

<•«>].]. do proper forest belt interveni
These three botanical distri<
separately investigated.
The smallest in area since it is restricted t<» mountain summits and
i

—

the leasl peculiar,

is

1.

—
'i'jii.

A

i.i'i.M

!;,

aone in the northern
ard ic
in the boreal parts, but more and more mixed with special
r latitude
special typ<
a part of the flora which is
tanicallj the alpine n

bemispbe

southward

p

I

ions of

\

coutinent

iu

tho

•

\

<

;
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Leaving out of view

a

number of temperate

considerable

species which
dwarfed forms within some
of the United States does not

here and there become alpestrine or persist
truly alpine regions, the

[Toi.vi:

alpine flora

in

comprise a large number of species. It may be useful to present a tabulated list of them, i. <.. of the phsenogtfcmous portion, under three heads,
placing the ampler Rocky Mountain alpine flora in the center and the
more restricted Atlantic and Pacific alpine floras one on each side.
will

It

be understood that the survey

is

limited to the United States

proper, reaching latitude 47° on the Atlantic

and 49°

on the Pacific
high altitudes,
I, (KM) feet above the sea-level.
from about 5,000 to over
On the Atlantic side it is only a matter of a few isolated summits in New England
and Northern New York, the Alleghanian or Apalachian chain and its
dependencies not bein«i high enough in New York and Pennsylvania,
Bide, in all of

which the proper alpine

40'

flora is confined to

1

and being
the

<

in

too low latitude notwithstanding their greater elevation in

'arolinas, to

have more than alpestrine vegetation, although a few

properly alpine species Linger on the summits. On the Pacific side we
have to do only with the Sierra Nevada and its northern prolongation;

we make latitude 47° the northern limit, because north
we cannot at present well determine the limit between
what belongs to the Rocky Mountains and what to the continuation of

and

there, too,

of that parallel,

the Cascade Mountains.

The species which are not arctic are distinguished by italic type
when the genera are peculiar to the region, the generic name is printed
small capitals. To save space in the columns, the names are printed
without reference to authorship.

in

The left-hand column
omitted.

We

is

so insignificant, that

cannot amplify

it

by

might have been

it

adding alpine plants from farther

north, such as the stragglers about the Gulf of Saint

Labrador

flora, for

Lawrence and the

these are found nearly at the sea-level and are ex-

tensions of the proper arctic flora.

Maintain Alpine.

Atlantic United States Alpine.

Pacific United States Alpine.

Thalictrom alninmn.

Anemone

d ircissiflora.

Eschseholteii.

Ranunculus pygmsus.

Anemone narcissiflora.
Anemone occidentalis (A. Baldensia
Hook).
Ranunculus
Ranunculus

Eschscholbtii.

pj

gm&ns.

"S.

uiiiiii

(nudioaule).

I

uinc bellidifolia.

Card.ijuim- boUidiiblJ

Ranunculus ottynotu*.
Papaver alpinum (nudioanle).
Parrya macrocarpa.

1

Cardamine

bellidlfolia.

I

ilpina.

Draba

alpina.

Draba crcusifolia.
Draba Btellata ox muricella.
Draba uryoarpa.
Draba DougUuii,
Drain
<

AM. HOOKEH on

,,,,

Upine,

ROi KV

UN pL0BiL

M(M N1

.

\lj.llir.

rhlaspi

Mpino.

.il|i.

Xhlaapj alp
•tea.

uiliiii

alpinnm.

ii

Arena]

alpinnm.

Arenaria versa or vara

Arenai
<

i

.dug

alpinus.
hpinna.

Qxytropia dralenaia

Rabns Chama'moms.

Rubue Cbanuemonu
Rnbua arcticna

•etopetala?

Orvm

radiatum,

Rnbua

tala au<l var.

arcti<

Peclrii.

Potentilla frig

Potentilla

Bn
'osa.

i

Sibbaldia procunibens.

Saxifra

Sibbaldia pr<

mi.
[VB8LA
Sibbaldia procumbent.

M

i

_-

tga rirularia
8

rnoa

idus.

Saxifraga

st.llaris.

5

Saxifragaopposi;,
ifolinm.

folium.
;

'^o humili*. rax alpina.

-

k

nri

1

/

:

1
/

Gaapbaliam

i
'

'

5
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Rocky Mountain Alpine.

Atlantic United States Alpine.

Artemisia DO

Artemisia borealia.
rtemina Kopulorumi
Artemisia arotica.

imVL

Pacific United States Alpine.

.1

monti.

/';••

Artemisia arctica.
Senecio Fremonti.

vmpleetens.
Sotaanetta.

Crepis nana.

pis nana.

!l

<

Hieracium

ittWJ triate.

triste.

Nabai

Nauau

Taraxacum lsvigatund!
Campanula oniflora.

s Boott&i.

Yaccinium cozspitosum.

Vaccini

phyloe alpina.

tphyloa alpina.
h\

•

Bryantbus

jiii< iiil.

^.

Caasiope tetragona.
Mertensiona.

Cassiope tetragona.
Cassiope Mertcnsiana.
Cassiope lycopodioides.
Bryanthus Breweri.

Bryanth

Bryanthus empetriformis.

taxifolius.
/;,

Rhododendron Lapponicum.

yanthus glandvliflorus.

Bryanthus

fjlandidiflorus.

Rhododendron Lapponicum.

Loiseleuria procumbent.

Diapensia Lapponica.

Primula angustifolia.
J 'rim (da Parryi.

Primula

anguatifolia.

Primxda

suffrutescens.

Douglasia nivalis.
.

tav a.

Androsace Chamaejasme.

Androsace Chamaejasme.

barbellata.
Lana tenella.
a

Gen1
Gentiana propinqua.
Qentiana arctophita.
Gentiana pro.strata.
..ni iana glauca.
rrigida,

<

Gentiana

Gentiana Newbcrryi.
Ch ntiana Parryi.

Phlox bryoides.
Phlox muscoides.
Phlox easpitosa.

Phlox

ii a Brand
Polemonium comfertum.

Polemonium confertum.

(

;

ccespitosa.

i

mm.

Polcmi

Pol< monium humile.
Eriti 'icbium mi num.

Polemonium humile.
Eritricbium nanum.

Mertensia alpina.
Chionophtl v Jamesii.
>\ \ btris alpina.
Veronica alpina.

Veronica alpina.

Castilleia pallida, var. sept.

Castilleia pallida, var.

i

a alpina.
Castilleia pallida, var sept.
ii

'<'.

Oast

Euphrasia officinalis

(gracilis).

Euphrasia

officinalis (gracilis).

Pedicularis G
i, is Parryi.

Pedicularis Grcenlandica.

'

Pedicularis omithorrhyncha.
/',

diculai

is

P< di< alaris

scopulorum.
flammea.

Paronychia pulvinata.

Eriogonum inoanum.
Eriogonum Lobbii.
Eriogonum pyrolovfolium.

Km
Oxyria

dig.v

Polygonum

B

nigia Lslancuoa,

vivipai am.

Oxyria digyna.

na.

i

Polygonum viviparum.
tn minimum.

Polygonum Shastcnse.
Polygonum viviparum.

•

ctica, var.

1

Balii reticulata.
hlelophylla.

Salix arctioa, var.
Salix reticulata.
Strfix phlelophylla.

Empetrum Digram.
:ria obtutata.

//,•/„ ,,., la
I

I

..ii.

!n\

l.li.i

ill.

i

-i

obtusaUs.
palustris.
ntiria.

f.ii/nl

Luzuln

.

Luzula

.11. ii. it.

i

I.luvdia s. ntma.
Lusula apicata.
Luzula arouata.

Ao.i.j

GRAY AND HOOKEB ON

AUai.

Upine,

Juii<

mi. ROCKY MOUNTAIN

FLORA.

D Alpine.

Llpina.

M
amis.
ndi.

.

Jodooi

Carer sciipoidca.

Jonciu caataneua.
Juncne chlorocepbalos.

UUa.

'

t'arej

I

Caxt\

tt:i.

Brcweri.
in.iirv.i.

'rata.

1

Ipina.

1'iua.

frigid*.
fcetida.

[

Carex

Lagopina.

.a.i.
:

Lgida.

podooarpa.

'

I

Ourex

Alop
Fblr am ali»iaam.

jilifolia.

luzulfpfolia.

as.

Phleam alpinam.

Pblc-am alpinam.

•ingii.

Ili.r.M hloa

rum.

.1'

Trisetum subspicatam.

.?um.

Poa laxa.
I'.

'.1

Poa

1

arctic*.
alpina.

Poo
01

rubra

alpina.
brevifolia or rubra.
.1

ill sp.

Tin- analysis of this alpine flora aeed oot detain as.

glance thai

it

is

the arctic

flora,

The botanist

or rather prolongations of

.

i

tended southward along the mountains of sufficient elevation, with certain admixtures of types pertaining to the vegetation of the regions.
The peculiar elements in the scanty alpine flora of the Eastern United
States are only five species, viz:
Df arctic affinity, Calamagt
<

>

ao orchid, HaJx naria obtusata a Qi uw, which has its principal borne on the snbalpine summits of the Alleghanies farther south,
and is aearrj represented by a species oe the Northern Pacific <
and two species of HTabalu8t which will be allowed to be altered stau
species peculiar to North America and oearly peculiar to the Atlantic
it

.-

:

side.

The

Dumber of aon arctic
must Deeds be, con-id. ring its long stretch through so many
parallels of latitude
but the number pertaining to non-arctic £
Pacific alpine flora has a higher proportional

species, as

;

small.

They are
nia

'

puynum.

'

Aplopaj

jynia pectinate,

J

All of

them are of

|

< ;•

'Hi.

m,

i

specif-.

only

_•

Buliai to

An

1

third

and a qua
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known to extend to Arctic America. Of the whole 111
about
50 are not known in Europe and Asia in identical species.
species
The list of Rocky Mountain alpine species reaches the number of 184.
Those of the Sierra in California, and northward up to the British
boundary, to 111.
Those of the mountains in the northeastern part of the Atlantic States
(the AHeghanies, though reaching a greater altitude, are not high enough
for tlif latitude to have an\ alpine vegetation, though they verge on it)
of these arc

are only 52.

The comparative meagerness of this last list is not surprising when
we consider how \ cry restricted the alpine area altogether is in Maine,
New Hampshire (which has most of it), and the northeastern corner of
New York. And we have not taken into account the arctic-alpine spewhich descend to the sea-level on the shores of the Gulf of Saint
Lawrence, nor the few which occur on the bleak northern shore of Lake
Superior. The latter, as some one has well suggested, owe their existence or continuance there neither to the absolute elevation nor to the
latitude, but to the moist bleakness of a wind-swept coast, which gives
them congenial summer conditions, on ground which forest cannot stand
upon, owing to the severe exposure. Yet this forest resumes its sway
northward, as soon as some shelter is given.
The Pacific alpine region, notwithstanding its long stretch along the
mountain tops of a continuous but narrow north and south range, is
In California only the very culminations of the
also a restricted one.
Sierra Nevada can be said to be alpine, and they are too arid in summer
for the development of a true alpine flora.
In Oregon and Washington Territory there is equal height under more northern parallels of
latitude, abiding snow, and summer rain.
The botany of these heights
Probably all the arctic species of the Eocky
is tar from well known.
Mountain column also belong there, and a fair share of exclusive
cies

species.

It is difficult to say what are or are not alpine species in the Sierra
Nevada, especially southward, where, notwithstanding the heavy winter
fall of snow, tin* higher elevations are unwooded from dryness as much
as from cold.
But, as we have excluded species which show themselves
to be nt home at lower altitudes, and have included all arctic-alpine
tj !><•>. the number of questionable character is very small.

we know their ranges and aptitudes better, is there
drawing a Una between truly alpine and alpesthe other regions.
There are a goodly number of spe-

Nor, except that

much

less difficulty in

trine Bpecies in

which are normal to low altitudes or to the sea-level in the northern
temperate zone, such as Campanula rotundifolia, Taraxacum Dens-leonis,

cies

EHophorum alpinum, polystachyon, &c, and
which also flourish m an alpine station. And. indeed,
these Bame species, and others like them (such as Erigeron composition,
which flourishes ;it the base as well as on the highest summits of the
Bock^ Mountains, and also in Greenland), make a part of the extreme
Androsaa
Fc8tuoa

septentrionalis,

<>r;, m.

\M' HOOKER OK

ORA.Y

N

Anj

arotio flora.

will

list
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some extent arbitrary. For
while Cardamine beUidjfolia, Silene

therefore be to

the Atlantic alpine

iple, in

mm

Slbbaldia procumbent,

li>t.

CfnaphaHum supinum. Rhododendron Lappo-

LapponioOj and the like, are strictly and exclusively

and Genm radiatum [PeehU) are included
which any botanist who baa ascended these mountains will

alpiue, Arenaria Ghreenlandica
for reasons

appreciate, although a form of the
levels in Southern

Arenaria sparingly occurs

New England and New York, and both on

at

low

the bops

of the higher Alleghanies, where no characteristically alpine Bpecies
accompany them, and where Buch summits as arc bare of trees are not
woodless on account of cold <>r any other incident of mere elevation.

Notwithstanding the geographical extent of the country over which it
read, the North American alpine flora Is meagre in Bpecies com
with that of Europe. This will abundantly appear in the comparison t<> be made in another part of this report.
Reasons connected
with geographical configuration and climate will account for this, but it
must also be remembered that the botany of the European Alps is
i

•

>ughly
e

known:

imperfectly

that of the

Rocky and other western mountains

so.

II.— Tin: FoKi.si
1.

REGION.

Its U

The most conspicuous portion of the vegetation of a country, and the
important under more than one point <>f view, is its trees. Their
importance
than

a

whir

most manifest in the district under consideration, where
quarter of the area is capable of producing them, and of

is

to tires

.

ties as

and other causes, only about hair of what Major
••

tin i>er
i

regions B are actually covered with forest

krd the north the case is men
3 altered, especially in
British
America, where, in a wide tract with moderately abundant and well
distributed rainfall, and summers not excessively warm, the Atlantic
and Pacific forests join and intermingle. Southward, and indeed nearly
up to th<- northern boundary of the United states, trees are borne only
on the mountains and high plateaux, and along the immediate banks of

from the*

The

species of the whole
inch

an- not long

t<>

may

Rocky Mountain region taken in the wi<
name of trees — even of tree-like shrubs
1

claim the

enumerate. 1
.

Willd.

\ndidentatum, Nutt.
ch.

They are

th<

IfortM microphyUa^ Buckley.
Populue angustifolia, James,

Populiu bah
-

3

.

L.
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Gray.
Parkinsonia Torrci/ana, Watson.

Olnci/a Tcsota,

Prosopis juliflora,

DC.

(!ity<iii,

Gray.

Pru n us Fen nsylvan ica f L.
Certooarpus icdi/olius,

Nutt

&

Pyrua sambucifolio, ('ham.
Cratetgus

Schl.

— oear rirularis, Nutt.

A m< la itchier alnifolia,

Xutt.

0d /' im gigcmteus, Engelm.
Sumbucus (flailed. Xntt.
Arbutus Mcnzicsii, Pursh,

Fru.rinus unomala, Torr.

riridis,

Michx.,

f.

Don.
Plata uus Wright ii, Watson.
Juglans Califomica, Watson.
Juglans rupestris, Engelm.
Chilopsis maligna,

Quercus
(h<,

Emory

i,

Torr.

reus hypoleuca,

monilifcra, Ait.

tremuloides, Michx.

Engelm.

(/m mis undulata, Torr.

Betula occidentalism Hook.

trichocarpa, Torr.

Juniperus Virghniana, L.
Juniperus pachyphUca, Torr.
Abies concolor, Lincll.
Abies subalpina, Engelm.
Pseudotsuga Pouglasii, Carr.
J'lcra

var.

Frawiitus pistaciafolia, Torr.

Fraxinus

Fremontii, Watson.

& Gray.
Juniperus occidentalism flook.
Juniperus Californica, Carr.

Prosopis pubcsccns, BeiitU.

Acacia

Fopulus
Populus
Populus
Fopulus

[Vol.Yl,

Wngelmannij Engelm.

Picea pungens, Engelm.

Larix occidentalism Nutt.
Finns id ul is, Engelm.
Finns flexilis, James.
Pinus aristata, Engelm.
Pinus Chihuah liana, Engelm.
Finns contorta, var. Murrayana,~Eng.
Pinus monophylla, Torr.
Finns ponder osa, Dougl., var. scopuforum, Engelm.
Pinus Arizonica, Engelm.
Yucca brcri/olia, Engelm.

This mere botanical enumeration of about fifty species of trees, or at
least arborescent plants, gives no proper idea of the arboreal flora as it
presents itself to the view of a botanical traveler. It includes all the
trees we know to inhabit any part of a vast tract, extending from the
the eastern base of the Siena
eastern base of the Rocky Mounts
Nevada and Cascade range.-, and from the Mexican boundary, in latitude 32°j t<> the northern limit of forest, in about latitude 50°. The
characters of the flora at the two extremes are most widely different.
There is a far greater development of forest in the northern part, but it

and to the southern portion an undue
given to a very scanty sylva first, by the enuspecies which are only arbuscuhv in their best

consists of the fewest species;

appearance of richness
meration

<>l'

80

Is

—

many
commonly mere shrubs;

and ansecond, by including species
which belong only or mainly to the Mexican frontier region to the southern pari of Arizona and New Mexico.
)f the latter sort are Yucca brrrijolia. the only monocotyledonons arboestate,

—

<

reSCenl species (tree

giganteus, of the

il

cannot well be called); the giant Cactus. Ccreus

Lower Gila district; Pinus Chi kuahuana and

P. Arizonica,

Mexican line: Sapindus marginatum, Arbutus
Menziesii, or what seems to be a mere geographical variety of the
California!) Madroha, Which is not uncommon in Mexico, and which
reaches Southwestern Texas; Fraxinus anomala and F. pistaciafolia,
winch

barely cross

the

gkav ami HOOKEB on THE &OCKT MOUNTAIN FLORA.
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Platanus

\c,

Wriiiltlii.

<Jin

reus Enaniii

with these, as equally foreign to
ains ami the accessor} ranges,

selves those trees

\\ li

tin*

we should

with

To

inostlj

«

>i*

tin-

lo><k\

<»f

0!'

tin-

Bouthern arid plains,

these 001116

into

Bummer

portion ^( the subtropical

ami

tali

I

which,

to a district,

rainfalL

belong
peculiar genus of papilionaceous Legumitv

a

l\ukinsoiti<i Ti>rr<>/((ita. the Palo

rmsojns

leu

Along
Mount-

Iiiipolrua, &C.

belong to Arizona, and

all its aridity, recefr es a

this category

(Hnega Zteoto,

A

(>.

eliminate and place 03 them-

are characteristic

iili

rather than of the mountains.

Nevada, bul they

and

timber region

11

Verde [Cercidiuf* of ant

the true Bfesquite, ami P,

/((liiiora,

pt/bese, us,

horsj.

the Screw

Bean

or Screw-pod Mesquite, the pods and seeds of which furnish food and
the balk a kind of gum-arabic, and the wood good fuel.
.

ggiij

the only one which, in this

district

becomes abores*

cent.

Desert Willow, fringing water courses

Ckilopsis 8aligna,the

in

tin?

arid district

ophylla,a Texas Mulberry which extends along the south-

.V.

New Mexico and Arizona.
might he expected that a fair number

ern part of
It

inoister

and cooler

district of the

of trees represented

in

the

Northern Rocky .Mountains would

dis-

appear from the scantier, interrupted or scattered or restricted woods of
the southern mountains: hut we miss from them only one of the northern trees above enumerated, namely, the Larch of the region, Larix
n. w hile we miss from the northern mountains no small number
ot

those

This

in

the southern.

not the place

to institute a comparison between the Rocky
and the eastern; but
ma\ he remarked that, while
tspermous, round headed, and deciduous-leaved trees prevail in the
latter, largely in the number of species and genera and conspicuously
in the extent of surface occupied, the Rocky Mountain sylva, in its characteristic features, i^ gymnospernious, spiry, and evergreen.
In the
importance of its useful products, such as Lumber, the difference between
the two BOrtS, as a whole, in the Atlantic forest cannot he .meat,
lint
with perhaps only one exception, thai ot' the so-called Mountain Mm
'minis ledifolius a small tree or more common! j
shrub),
is

Mountain

forest

it

;i

the economical value of the
-

trees,

and

in

Rocky

.Mountain forest

is

almost wholly

in

the mountains these alone strike the eye.

Disregarding unessential and inconspicuous features, and eliminating
those outlying small trees of the Mexican border, we maj say that the
Rocky Mountain forest is composed of the following species, winch are

arranged somewhat

in

the order

«»f

their conspicuousness

ami impor-

tarn

pandtrosa^ called Yellow Pine, and sometimes Long Leaved Pine,
well from the next.
which distinguishes
It is a composite si >c
the form of it which we are concerned with, and to winch [£ngeluiann>
I',, i»s

it
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Dame of scopulorum {i. c, the Rocky Mountain variety), is
which
the term "long-leaved" least applies. It is one of the
the one to
Largest trees of the proper Rocky Mountains, along which it ranges from.
latitude 51°, according to \h\ G. M. Dawson, to, New Mexico, is rare on
any of the ranges which traverse the Nevada desert, and takes its fullest
development and predominance in California and Oregon, extending also
into the central dry region of British Columbia.
It becomes a large
tree even on the interior mountains, in the southern part mostly on slopes
between 7,000 and 9,000 feet above the level of the sea, in the most
northern ceasing at three to four thousand. Its heavy and coarsegrained limber is suitable for the ruder building and the mining purposes to which it is devoted.
1*1)1 us contorta, singularly called Tamarack in California, but in British
Columbia Bull or Black Pine, and in Utah Red Pine, is also a rather
composite species, one of equally great geographical range, but in higher
altitudes and latitude than the preceding. It replaces it on the mountains of Colorado at between eight or nine and ten or eleven thousand
is naturally absent from the Nevada and most of the Utah ranges;
feet
in British Columbia, according to young Dr. Dawson, "it is the characteristic tree over the northern part of the interior plateau, and densely
c< >\ei s great areas.
In the southern part of the province it is found only
on those parts of the plateau which rise above about 3,500 feet, where
the rainfall becomes too- great for the healthy growth of P. ponder om.
It grows also abundantly on sandy beaches and river Hats at less elevations." Loving moisture and coolness, it is also a coast species even
as far south as Mendocino County, California, whence it extends to the
Yukon River, in latitude 03°. Northeastward it gets beyond the Rocky
Mountains, in latitude 56°, and is replaced by the Banksian Pine "at
the watershed between the Athabasca and Saskatchewan." The wood
IS white and light (so that the tree is sometimes called Spruce or White
Pine), but fairly durable; but the tree never attains a great girth.
In
London's Encyclopaedia of Trees and Shrubs, where this species is first
published on Douglas's specimens, it is named in English "TheTwistedbranched Pine." Douglas is thought to have given the name in reference to the dead and denudated Blender lower brandies, which persist
at
for a long while and curve downward and inward, but do not twist
.us the

I

:

:

least

this

is

the habit of the tree in the mountains.

The trunk

is

per-

fectly straight.

Pinu8aristataoi Engelmann, the only form in our region of the earlierP. Balfeuriana of California (from which it differs only in the
armed tip of the cone-scales), is well called Fox-tail Pine from the appearance of the leafy branches, on which the closely Bel leaves persist

named

it belongs only to high mountains and to latitudes
for a dozen years,
north of the forty-first parallel, and is nowhere found out of the drier
It is a small tree, of only botandistricts and their immediate borders.

ical interest

except

in

the mountains of Nevada,

in

the southern part of

Xo.i:
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which 11 abounds at the elevation of 7,500 or 3,000 feet, or rather onoe
abounded, for, as Professor Sargent states, the trees within reach are
For this purfast being out awaj tosupplj the mines with timbering.
its strong and close grained, tongh, and reddish wood is preferred
to that of an\ other a\ ailable tree.

lOHopkylUif the single-leaved Nut

Pine, isa most characteristic

of the interior basin, mainly of the western and southern part of it,

which

onlj slightly overpasses in Arizona

i!

yet with trunk

sometimes two

it

much used

is

Califor-

for

diameter, and with whin- and soft

in

feet

and
making charcoal.

furnishing valuable

i.

choice

and Southeastern

m growth,andof only ten to twenty feet in height,

[tisal

nia,

fuel,

in

this

region of narrow

The great important
the crop of large and delicately flavored

and still is, in
which it yields, constituting a staple article of food for the Indians
of the Great Basin.
/'"
Pine of the Southeastern Rocky
the Pinon or Nut
?,
Mountains, extends from the Arkansas to New Mexico and Arizona, a
tree uot larger than the foregoing, also has its importance in its edible
the

i

-

Is,

and

its wood for fuel.
White Pine of the Rocky -Mountains, and belonging
general section as the Atlantic White Pine, but peculiar in

in

the value of
i,

to th<

the

thick cones and good-sized edible seed, inhabits the higher region of

its

the

Rocky Mountains from Montana
da ranges.
-

What

to

New. .Mexico and the higher

considered as a Bhort-coned variety of it
the highest tree, commonly reduced to a shrub, on and around
is

summits of the Sierra Nevada throughout all its length, and even
northward in the Cascade Ranges to latitude 53°, in British Columbia.
In the Rocky Mountain region this tree becomes large enough to be
sawn into boards; and its light and sofi w<H>d is the best substitute for

alpine

the

ne Lumber.

.

Pa

the Douglas Spruce, the most valuable timber
is
ith the possible exception of the Redwood
hardly one of the second rank iii such of the interior districts as it inlint it is apparently absent from all the ranges west of the
habit.-,
rjintas and south of the forty-second parallel until the western slope ot
the Sierra Nevada is reached, and is not very abundant in those of Col
orado and N« -v. Mexi<
da along the northern Rockj {fountand a stunted variety descends on itains almost to latitude
ern flanks.
It
is found *
other Conifer® at middle elevations.
But from Oregon to British Columbia, toward the coast and

Do

glat

[,

of the w(

.

.~.

i

.

i

jn the liver valleys, this noble tree

elopment

in

size

and

oited \ai ie;\

tremity of

in

forma entire and vast forests, and
numbers which is truh extraordi-

//,,
i

cura

manni

irry,

the southei

at

on,

thi

and

the

e\t.

ads

•

the

—
1
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Spruce of the higher Rocky Mountains,
timber-tree.

It

is an important and good-sized
forms the principal part of the forest in Colorado

between 8,600 and 11,000 feet, and at the upper tree-line is dwarfed to
shrub, accompanying Pinus contorta, but growing also at higher ele-

a

vations.
in

It is

the representative of the Atlantic Spruces, in aspect

and

the character of the lumber resembling Black Spruce, while the cones

between those of the White Spruce and of the folon the whole in character and in station,
it docs seem as if these ran together in a series of specimens; while, on
the other hand, on its northeastern limits, between the Peace Eiver
plateau and the Athabasca, east of the Bocky Mountains, in latitude 54°
and 55°, P. Engelmanni seems to pass into P. alba. This species extends
southward into Arizona, westward somewhat into the higher mountains of Nevada, and northwestward into the interior plateau of British
< Columbia.
It should there be studied in its relations to P. tfitchensis of
the northwest coast, the original Abies Menziesii.
Picea pungens, as Dr. Engelmann now calls it, the u Abies MenziesiV
of Colorado, to the Rocky Mountains of which it is nearly confined,
belongs to an elevational range just beneath that of P. Engelmanni,

.ire

just intermediate

lowing.

Distinct as they are

being sparsely associated with Pinus ponderosa, while the latter attends
(and generally dominates) P. eontorta, both, however, affecting moister
The timber of the two is probably
soil, as is the habit of the Spruces.
not unlike. The rigid and prickly-pointed leaves render the name of
/'. pungens appropriate.
This species takes kindly to cultivation both
in England and in the Northern Atlantic States.
portion of the
young trees display a very glaucous foliage, and are much admired.
Abies concolor, the more southern of the two Firs of the Rocky Mountains, accompanies Picea Engelmaimi and Pinus contorta in the southern
part of Colorado, and extends to £Tew Mexico, where Fencller collected
the specimens originally named. It passes westward in the mountains
of Southern Utah and Arizona, and thence extends, according to Engelmann's identification, into and through the whole length of the Sierra
Nevada, from 8,000 down t<> :i,000 or 4,000 feet of elevation, there

A

becoming a pretty large tree. Its soft wood, like that of the eastern
Balsam Firs, is of little account. The same is to be said of
Abies subalpina, the more southern Rocky Mountain Fir, with smaller
cones, which most resembles the eastern

This, from Cen,1. balsam ea.
Colorado and from towards the upper forest limit, extends northward t<> British Columbia, and northeastward t<> beyond the mountains
(where it may meet ami even pass into the Balsam Fir), and northwesttral

ward perhaps almost to the Pacific coast [n the United States at least,
now hero constitutes any important portion of the forest.
it

Western Larch, belongs only to the northers
Bocky Mountain forest region, and to the moister portion of
This.
Eveil their
seems to be an unimportant tree.
Juniperus Virginiana^ the Eed Cedar and Savin, is a tree of great
Laria occidentalism the

pari of the

it

No.\.\
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nil.

Golf of Saint Lawrence

to thai of Mexico,
Columbia, while soutHwestward it
in the Northern Rocky Mountains il is associated with
rencaon Utah,
Invaluable as
J.iabina; in the Southern with the following Bpecies.
tod is the tree is not large or abundant enough in the region under
consideration t<» be of much account
'Ktalis and -/. OaHforniea^ the Western Bed Cedars,
,///
have also a great range, a dubious variety of the former (too neai b
Mexican species being the Oedar of Western Texas. The two in their
various farms u»- \.-i\ striking an<l characteristic trees of tin* dry inteLike the eastern Bpecies, they are sometimes mere shrubs,
rior region.
sometimes Large but low n
lipervs pm-lniplihm, named for its very thick" hark, which is likened
to that of a Pine or of White Oak. takes the place of these species in

tange, as

extends

it

and northwestward

the

British

into

;

Western New Mexico and adjacent parts of Arizona.
d. and which arc
These are tin- trees Of which the
the sole reliance for construction and fuel.
Of their value to the
t

country, of the importance to the country of their preservation, of the
sad inroads that are made upon them by fires, and of their rapid consumption by the inhabitants, especially in mining, it is superfluous here

e

few angiospermons trees are of quite inferior importance, and the
the only considerable ones

folio

cocarpus ledifolius, called Mountain Mahogany,
mountains of the ( Ireal Basin and of it^ borders. It is
of 20 to

feet in

10

peculiar to the

commonly

on the mountain sides
height and a trunk which has

shrub, but at between 6,000 and 8,000
iched the girth of

is

fi

«-t

The wood

at

; feet

--i-

a
it

in

mere
forms

some

of a bright

mahog
tor, and susceptible of a beautiful polish, is exceedingly
hard, heavy, and close grained, but very brittle, and so Liable to heart
i:^,-ie<s in the ait-.
It is. however,
e and difficult t<> work as to i>
-

(

iployed for the bearings of machinery, where
as metal."

well

whom

••

It

it

i>

found to

Professor Sargent, from

ties

i-

taken, "probably the onlj North American
heavier than wal
ity being deterso -low that "an exam
mined by him To he 1.117 and itt

.

d which

is

!i

I

matioii

ol

imnal

I

in

specimens from one to two hundred years old shows
-d only one sixtieth of an inch in thickne
i

rundo aa
•

r-courses
;i-

in

the southern

Maple,
the

is

is

it

i

made

represented b
ida

and the bordei

found

in

valleys along

Rocky Mountains, and

the Wahsatch, and south

California

times

the Ash-leaved

llied

.

Bpecies.

it

in

a exsome-

-

fi

More important ami conspicuo

ai

and Arizona, while

e

Poplars, which,

—
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feature where streams issue from

forma
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the mountains, and are the

principal available shade-trees in places artiiicially irrigated, while their

white wood

The PopCottonwoods of the region, are:
Populus monili/erOj the Eastern Cottonwood, which reaches the eastern
slope of the Rocky Mountains, but probably does not cross them.
L\>p id us Fremontij a California n species, a doubtful variety of which
(or perhaps /'. Mexicana) is the prevalent Cottonwood of the southern
soft

is

of some, account in the absence of better.

lars of this kind, or the

pari of the Interior district.

Populus trichocarpa, a kind of Balsam Poplar, which ranges from
and reaches Western Nevada.
Populus baUamifera and its broad-leaved variety, candicaw, Northeastern Poplars, which reach and more or less cross the Eocky Mount-

British Columbia to Southern California,

ains;

and the related

Populus angustifolia, the common Balsam Poplar of the middle part
of the whole region under consideration.
Populus trcmuloides, the American Aspen, is perhaps the most widely
distributed of North American trees, and economically one of the most
insignificant, except that the soft wood is used of late for paper pulp,
and in Utah it is said to be employed in turnery and for flooriug. It
ranges from the Arctic coast to all the cooler parts of the Atlantic States,
through the Rocky Mountains to New Mexico and Arizona, and on the
western side of the continent to the middle of California. It is always
a small tree, fond of moist bottoms and slopes, but on the higher mountains southward it takes to the higher ridges, and forms thick copses
toward the upper limit of tree growth.
Betula occidentalis is a sparing but somewhat noteworthy element of
the Rocky Mountain forest along its northern border in British Columbia,
and is found down to Colorado and New Mexico, yet only as a shrub;
also along the Sierra Nevada, where, at its southern known limit, above
Owen's Valley, and in a dry region bordering the Great Basin, " it is
reported to be abundant, and often the main reliance of the settlers for
timber for fencing ami other purposes." (Bot. Calif., ii, 70.)
From the whole region Oaks are conspicuously absent as trees, though
Quercus undulata and the forms referred to it are prominent as shrubs
southward on the eastern slopes of the Colorado Rocky Mountains, and
around them into New .Mexico and Arizona, and although one or two
Mexican types, such as Q /iji/><>f<nca. Q, Etnoryi, and Q. reticulata, form
t

small trees

in

the southern portions Of Arizona.

The shrubby vegetation might
with the
that

is

forest

growth.

But

perennial becomes mor<

in
>

he taken

into account in connection

this region,

where almost everything
and where
predom-

Less Lignescent,

inant part of the vegetation of the woodless districts

herbs ami shrubs

may

it

sunrutioose, the

as well go together.

Without entering here into
with any Other,

;i

is

a

comparison of the Rooky Mountain forest

may he noted

that

the species are peculiar to the
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Prunt P
tylvaor the vicinity of it, with a few exceptions.
Populus baUamifera^ monilifera, and tremuloides, ma\ be
to
come in from the northeast, and onlj the lasl extends 6m Into the disIhe Negundo and Jtmtpiritf Rrgtnfana, with FVaannw riruife,
n

stoo,

>-

belong to the Atlanta
count the

<

)aliforniau

>n,

Negundo as

and do

;

i

i

<

I

do! penetrate far, unless

The connect

a derivative form.

we

ion * ith

Pacific forest species is closer; and for the reel they are mainrj Mexican plateau types, of which the botanical district in question maybe
ded as a northern extension.
1\

and shruhbi/ nqctation of
Mountain forert region.

Cltdractrristics of the herbaceous

Rooky

the

was convenient and, indeed, needful to take the sylva of this region
Columbia to New Mexico and AriMountains
to the western verge ofthe Great
zona, and from the Rocky
part
the distinction between woodland and
But in its northern
Basin.
less
country
marked,
and
the general botany is comparatively
is
woodless
homogeneous throughout the whole Latitude, the Atlantic and Pacific foreing there in fact continent. Along the southern border, under
different conditions and with little and sparse forest, there is an
analogous mtermingling of the botanical elements, and the general
It

into one view, extending from British

extremes is very different. Our personal
nations were math' on a middle and typical belt, on which the botany of the central region under notice is most largely developed and
tation of these wide-apart

:

purely exhibited, and where Atlantic and Pacific botany are most widely

We

shall do well, therefore, to restrict our
comprising Colorado and the southern part
of Wyoming on the east. Utah in the center, and Nevada at the wot.
And when treating Of the vegetation which is fostered by the forest,

eographically.

Bepai

Sketches

there

is,

t<>

this central belt,

in fact,

only the eastern half of the district to consider.

/.

<..

the

proper Rocky Mountains, the YVahsatch, and the I'intas. which connect
the-, twi
Par westward, throughout the Great Basin propel',
9.
there i> not forest tnougfa to impress any botanical character upon the

humbler growth, although wherever there

mm

is

moisture there

is a

veg

to correspond.

A- ha- already been BUggested, the timber region is more extensive
than the -rounds actually bearing forest The contraction ofthe latter
limits is. no doubt, largely a consequence of forest fires
through a long course of
but we suppose that it is also due to
an antecedent or accompanying
cation of the
which, however, had passed its Crisis before OUT aerith the region began, the turn be
tifled to by the in
<•

ater

in

the Great

;e

.

.

lint

t

hose

'

hich extend

during

tie

the plants w hich are
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upward over ground which might
This

growth.
that

<>f tin'

is

well nourish the

I

Vol.Yl.

same kind of

tree

the vegetation of the mountains, as distinguished from

high plains.

Tin- peculiar shrubs of the

Rocky Mountains (including the Wahsatch

Range and corresponding ranges farther

north) arc only Jamesia Ameri-

affinity to any other, except
which
unique)
to a lower region in New
(equally
belongs
Fendtera,
Mexico mikI Western Texas, Bobinia Neo-Mexicana, which is an outlying species on the southeastern border, Quercus tmdulata, Bubus
.>sus, Philadelphia microphyUus, Ccanothus Fendleri, and. Berberis

Bydrangeous genus of no near

cana, a

They are all southRocky Mountains have no characteristic shrub, as
they have do characteristic tree. The principal shrubs which they share
with the Pacific forest region are Acer glabrum, Prunus demissa, Bubus
U

ern

/•/.

the latter a species of the Vulgaris type.

the Northern

:

Nutkanus, Spircea

and

rotundifoliu8)

down

to such

discolor, Ribes,

3 or 4 species, Symphoricarpus oreophilus

Ledum glandulosum,

Salix Geyeriana, and, if

we come

low frutesceDt growth, Pachystima Myrsinites, and Berberis

)•<)>< IIS.

Arctostaphylos pungens, a species of the Mexican plateau, which appears
to

have taken

of which

it is

a

wonderful development and diversification in California,

the prevalent shrub, has reached the western portion of

the Rocky Mountain Region as high in latitude as the forty-first parallel,

and at an altitude which brings it among the forest shrubbery.
The shrubs which are common to this and to the Atlantic forests are
not numerous nor of sufficient, interest to be specified. They are such
as Ampelojisis, Cornus stoloni/era, and the like. The genus Shepherdia.
however, is somewhat noteworthy. S. argentea, the Buffalo Berry, which
seems most at home in the Northeastern Rocky Mountains, and which
extends much beyond them in the same direction, along with its relative FJaiignus argentea, extends southward even to New Mexico, and
westward to the Sierra forming that rim of the Great Basin; and it is
accompanied by 8, Canadensis, a characteristic shrub of the northern
border of the Atlantic forest. The third species of*the genus is peculiar
to Southern Nevada.
Of the shrubs which traverse the continent and completely enter the
Pacific forest the following are the principal:

Rhus

Betula glandulosa.

glabra.

Ulius aromatica,

Alnus incanat

Xrillia opulifolia.

Corylus rostrata.

I'ii

JumperUB communis.

r us sa in Inn [folia.

dymphorioarpui mux mosus.
8ymphorioarpui ocoidentalis.
Lonioera involucrata.
i

The
as well

Last

M

mo$u$

(

Jwiiperus sdbina

?

Ardostaphylos 1'ra-f'isi.
(\v>vk'\h\ to one so low,

it

we

con-

pnhms).

three and the Sambuout arc of the Old World. North Asiatic
European. They are all of northern range, and are there
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the coin incut, although extending well
mountains.
the
along
southward
full analysis oi' the herbaceous vegetation would run too far into
details.
We can mention only the peculiar typo and some of the genera

somewhat continuous across

A

which are characteristically prominent
The three genera (each of a single species) which are wholly restricted
to the Rocky Mountains are Chionophila, which is strictly alpine, and
has been already mentioned as such, and Leucampyx, an Anthemideous
Oomposita (both of southern habitat), and Orogcnia, S. Watson, a little
Umbelliferous plant, with habit of Erigenia, but too little known to
speak

of.

8ynthyr%8) a Scropkulariaceous genus of seven species, is a character-

but not quite a peculiar type, one of the seven species being of
more western habitat, and one on the eastern verge of the Atlantic

istic

region.

Hesperochiron of S. Watson is a peculiar Hydrophyllaceous type, but
both species occur also in the Sierra Zsevada.
/.
oisia is a most characteristic and almost peculiar genus; but the
original species has been found even in California,

and a second one

oc-

curs on the southwestern rim of the Great Basin.

but some species belong
above and some to the dry plains below the forest
a, and a few have a more western range.
alcea Candida is a restricted species of a genus peculiar to our and
a more western region.
Glycosma, Cynapium of Xuttall (now in Ligusticum), Camassia, Corydalis Casmna, Parnassia Jimbriata, Gaultlwria Myrrinites, and the considerable genera Wyethia and HeliantheUa, are in very similar case.
Calochortus is a most characteristic type of numerous species, some of
the Rocky Mountains, more of them Californian, and a few Mexican.
Adenocaulon bicolor (of a peculiar genus, which is also both Eastern
tic and Chilian) is rather a western coast plant, which has traversed
the Rocky Mountains at the north, even to Lake Superior.
Frasera, a marked and wholly North American genus, has given one
species to the Atlantic forest, and shared two or three with the western
Toumsendia

is

a highly characteristic genus,

to the alpine regions

region.

But the characteristic features

of the

Bocky Mountain herbaceous

whole and in reference to
abundance both of forms and of individuals, are imparted by the followj-ii'-ir;. which have assumed their maximum development in and
monntainSj and are mainly if not quite peculiar to Xorth
tation in the region specified, taken as a

A m<

.

OoUomiO) Phlox, and PolemoniwM) of the order Polemoniacece.
and Mimulu.s, of the order Scrophulariacea ; and
Pedicularia here takes its principal American development in the higher
G

-.

Pent.stcmon, Caatilleia,

regions.

—

—
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Phacelia

[Vol.vj

HydrophyUacece, but most of the Bpecies are below the for-

in

and of westward range.
Erioganum of Polygonacece, of which the same is to be
few species are conspicuous in the wooded region.

est district

a

said,

although

Composite are very prominent, as they are throughout North America.
and the genus Aplopappus might be added to the foregoing; but the
There, too
in the wooded region.
and of Aster are less numerous than at the East,
and Erigeron is more prominent than Aster.
The number of species of Astragalus in the Rocky Mountain and more

most characteristic genera are not

r

the species of Solidago

western districts
the unwooded

is

inferior only to those of Asia, but they mostly affect

plains.

Peculiar to and conspicuous in the cooler

wooded region are the two
and A. chrysantha,

beautiful long-spurred, species of Aquilegia, A. cccrulea

the former alpestrine, the latter at lower elevations, neither found north
of Colorado.

A

few of the Rocky Mountain wooded-region shrubs occur on the
higher mountains and ravines of the Great Basin, probably more of them
than are yet recorded. Of additional species onlj- two come to mind,

and both are peculiar.

They are

Shepherdia rotundifblia of Parry, in the mountains of Southern Utah.

Peraphyllum ramosissimum, Xutt., a peculiar Pomaceous genus, along
the western rim of the Great Basin.

A

few other higher-mountain species of Ceanothus come in from California, as to various herbs but we call to mind no characteristic species
of the basin which belong unequivocally to the forest district.
;

III.

Woodless Regions below Forest.

These may be distinguished into the lower mountain slopes, the westthe so-called Great Basin is the center and
the exemplar, and the less arid, unbroken plains east of the proper
Rocky Mountains.
The Lower Eoehy Mountain Xlojies, including the "parks," so called.
1.
Of Colorado and valleys which are not condemned to a saline vegetation.
partake of the growth above and below, but they have a good number
of characteristic plants.
The prevalent characteristic shrubs are largely
ern arid district, of which

RosaceOUS,

They

are:

Cercocarpus par trifolius, along with C. ledifoUus

when that

is

not reck-

oned among the trees; the former a species which is even more common
on all Californian foot-hills. These districts are the headquarters oi
this peculiar genus, although the Latter was founded on a Mexican
species.

Oowania Mexicana, which is likewise Mexican, as the name intimates.
Purshia tridentata, which extends much farther north than the others,
but not ascendin
the base of the mountains.
>
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Spiraea discolor, which in
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various forms flourishes under exceed-

its

ingly different altitudes.

which is quite peculiar to theGreal Basin.
should be added, although it spreads in mats over
rocks, concealing its trunk, instead of rising into the air.

Spircea Millefolium,

8pirasa ccespitosa
the lace

et'

Coleogyne ramosissima, a highly peculiar genus of a single species,

found only on the southern border of the Great Basin.
"Prunus Andersonii, of the

Amygdaleous

type, restricted to

its

south-

western rim.

Hardly elsewhere is such an assemblage to be found. Of other shrubs,
\othus velutinus and Ribes cereum are the most widespread and abun-

One

dant.

species of Ephedra extends along the mountains almost to

the northern border of the Great

among
As

Basin,

and two or three more are

the characteristic shrubs of the region south of

it.

genera and the groups mentioned above as predominant at a greater elevation (especially (HUa, Pentstcmon, Phacelia, and
<ionum) still play a prominent part. Astragali become more numerto herbs, the

ous, as also

do white-flowered species of CEnoth-era^and llelianthoideous,

Belenioideous, and Seneeionoideous Composite are conspicuous, yet not

more so than

in

other parts of iSTorth America.

peculiar To this zone,

and few genera are peculiar

ain region as distinguished
istic

Few Composite

from the Californian.
may be adverted to

genera of the whole region

are

Rocky MountThe more character-

to the

in

another connec-

tion.
2. The arid or desert interior district, namely, that between the Rocky
Mountains and the Sierra Nevada, the central part of which is the
at Basin proper, with no exterior drainage, but which also extends
north between the Rocky Mountains and the Cascades, and is there
drained by the Columbia River, and far south over the district through
which flow the waters of Rio Colorado and the Gila, with also an extenatern outlier between the Wahsatch and the Colorado Rocky

Mountains, and, as well, north of the Uintas, drained bytheGreen River,
the main and farthest source of the Colorado, where an arid woodless
trad, with all the features of the Great Basin, broadly intersects the

wooded Rocky Mountain ranges.

The mountains which traverse and

diversify these deserts are thought to occupy about half the area,

and although many of them appear to be as bare as the intervening valleys,
yel their varied surface and exposure and the condensation of moisture
which they compel, even from an unwilling air. nourish a different
etaiion. consisting of a larger

been noted, only the botany

number

ot

of species.

This having already

the valleys and plains

IS

under present

consideration.

The

one of undershrubbiness and
the prevalent growth is composed of Artemisia*) Chenopods, and li.u
It
funall-flowered Composite.
cannot be better described than
region, in a genera] botanical view,

is

,-

r

-
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in the terms

employed by Mr. Watson

xxv), which

is

"No
fact,

[Vol.VT

in King's Exploration (Rep. xxiv,

here accordingly cited:

portion of this whole district,
destitute of

is

however desert in repute and in
some amount of vegetation even in the driest seasons,

excepting only the alkali Hats, which are usually of quite limited extent.
Even these have frequently a scattered growth of Sarcobatus or Halostachj/s, Burmounting isolated hillocks of drifted sand, compacted by
their roots and buried branches.

"This vegetation, covering alike the valley plains, the graded incline
of the mesas, the rounded foot-hills, and the mountain slopes, possesses
a monotonous sameness of aspect, and is characterized mainly by the
absence of trees, by the want of a grassy-green sward, the wide distribution of a few low shrubs or half-shrubby plants, to the apparent exclusion of nearly all other growth, and by the universally prevalent gray
or dull olive color of the herbage. * * * The turfing Buffalo or
Grama' Grasses, which make the plains east of the Rocky Mountains a
vast pasture for the bison, deer, and antelope, are here unknown. There
i

'

1

are, indeed, various other species

more or

less

abundant

in localities,

but always growing in sparsely scattered tufts and dying away with the
early summer heats, or to be then found only in favored spots in the
mountain canons. Two or three species that may be said to mat into a
sward are confined to alkaline meadows, and are nearly worthless for
pasturage.
u Of the more predominant species which form the mass of the shrubby

and perennial vegetation of the entire region, some a^re confined almost
wholly to the more saline localities. Of these the Ealostachys occidentalis is an exclusively alkaline shrub, growing where almost no other
plant will. Much more widely distributed and abundant is the Sarcobatus vermiculatU8j found nearly everywhere in the lower valleys where
there is a decided amount of alkali, but rarely extending much beyond
such limits. The more frequent plants accompanying these are Salicornia herbacea and several species of Suwda, and other mostly Chenopodiaceous plants, and, if there are grasses at all, Brizopyrum spicatum and
Spa/rtina gracilis,

"On
found
ne;ul\

A

i

/<

the

somewhat less alkaline and drier portion of the valleys are
abundance A triplet- confertifolia and cancscens, or the

frequent

in

as

misia

common Orayia polygaloides, and rather less abundantly
q rineim <».v, Eurotia lanata^ and Kochia prostrata. Sometimes

mingled with them, but wholly free from alkaline preferences, and
beyond their range usurping entire predominance, is the 'Everlasting
Sage Brush,' the Artemisia tridentata. This is by far the most prevalent
of all SpedeS, covering valleys and toot-lulls in broad stretches further
than theeye can reach, the growth never so dense as to seriously obstruct
the way, but very uniform over large surfaces, very rarely reaching the
saddle-height of a mule,

"The

•

Broom Sage'

and

ordinarily but half that altitude.

Bigelovia graveolens occurs in considerable abun-
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dance along the drj valleys, often accompanied by Tetradymia canescens
but upon the gravelly toot hills the smaller Bigelovia Douglasii is much
more frequent."
One or two names arc changed in copying so as to conform to the
more recent nomenclature. Eurotia lanata, though it happens not to
come into the above extract, is anion- the commonest of those plants,
and is one of the widest in range. Borne Astragali, various Eriogona and
Giliu. also several PhaceUcB and Oenothera, would be next in promi;

much
much in

the most so.

nence, the Eriogona
basin flora

as

lies

terize adjacent districts

But

peculiarity of the

the

the absence of other genera which charac-

as in the ubiquity of those which have been

mentioned.

The genera

peculiar, or nearly so, to the

Great Basin proper and

its

holders are chiefly
1'hysaria. a genus which was confounded on mere habit with Vesicaria,
belonging to the foot-hills rather than to the valleys, the principal species
extending around the whole limits of the region, a peculiar one at the

north and another at the south.

Phtysi)crmum. Hook., a

Cruciferous annual of the western

little

border.

Pwshia,
Trioardia

DC.

lb>>aceous shrub, already mentioned.
S.

Watson, Hydrophyllaceous herbs, the

Xama. the former a

latter close to
>-t<:s.

a

and Conanthus, of

peculiar genus.

Watson, a rather obscure Solanaceous herb of Western

da.

EtirophUa, Watson, an Amarantaceous herb of alkaline

soil.

Hook., a Chenopodiaceous undershrub, already enumerated as
OJM <>i" the most characteristic of the desert plants. (Sarcotatu* would
go with it. except that it crosses the Uocky Mountains and abounds on
tht upper waters of the Missouri, where it was first known, being the
•yia.

Pu py Thorn

of Lewis and Clark.)

rmidiumj Watson, a Xyctagineous perennial of the western edge of
the basin, intermediate between BougaiinviUea and Mirabilis.
1I>

Cxytheca, Xutt., an offshoot of the great genus Eriogonum.

Tetradymia^ DO., characteristic Bhrubby Senecioneous Composite of

two or three species, which slightly overpass the borders of the basin.
one. deptopleura, Eaton, of two Bpecies, and Anisoooma Gray,
d /ichoraceous annuals or biennials.
Chastadelpha^ BlepharipappuSj and Rigiopappus, each of a Bingle spe<
tmdPsathyrotesot two, southern in range, also Composite.
Their i>. besides, Caulanthus of 8. Watson, of two or three very charbut some Caliioraian, and the genus is only
artificially distinguished from StreptanikMs, species of which reacb the
"li the one hand and Missouri to Texas on the other.
y

j

i'

<

/

.

-

Watson,

is

a peculiar genus of grasses, one species

culiar to the basin, another to the southeastern part of

New M<

pe-
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The arid region south of the Great Basin we propose only in a genway to refer to. It Is one in which there is no barrier to the spreadin-- of the same species from the Gulf of California to the Gulf of Mex-

eral

ico, and in which the plants of the basin region, of Southern California,
of Texas, and of the -Mexican plateau and mountains meet and mingle.
This district has also a good number of peculiar genera of shrubs: Sal/''. in Labiatse;
Holacantha, a spiny Simarubacea Canotia, a rather
doubtful Eutacea, to which might be added Thamnosma except that a
;

second species

Texan; and Ch ilopsis jWhich extends into Mexico; among

is

herbs. Oanbya, a singular little Papaveraeea; Petalony.r, in

Loasaceae

which extends both to Texas and Mexico); HesperocalHq
in Liliaceae
Dithyrcea, which has been joined to the Old World genus
Biscutella ; Wislizena and Oxystylis, in Capparidaceae Achyronychid,
and among Composite the genera Bai leya, Riddellitt,
in QlecebracesB
Hymenoclea, llymenothrix ; and here also are the headquarters of Lapham ia and Perityle.
(also Cevallia,
:

;

;

3.

The eastern woodless plains.

If the arid district of the interior of the United States west of the eastern Rocky Mountains is denominated the region of " Sage Brush" (L e.,
of shrubby Artemisia and Chenopods), the mostly less arid, less saline,
equally homogeneous, and even more extensive plains between the Rocky
Mountains and the eastern forest region may be characterized as the
Its full development is between latitude 35°
where it occupies an average of ten degrees of longitude. North
of this it is narrowed or interrupted, and then merges into a district
which is woodless from cold or from the nature of the soil, and at length
arctic.
Southward it is equally broad, and it trends westward and loses
itself in the New .Mexican plateau region, which has a certain character
of its own, but in which the eastern forms of vegetation mingle first with
those of the Rocky Mountains, with those of the Mexican plateau, and
at length with those which prevail in the Great Basin.
The whole region rises very gradually westward and abuts agaiiist
the mountains at an elevation of, for the most part, fully 5,000 iM. The

region of Buffalo Grasses.

and

45°,

is from 24 to 32 inches, toleraMy
western part 14 to 1(5 inches. [Jpon the climatic
characteristics, topography, v^c, which have been well presented in
various reports and summaries, especially in those published by I)r
Bayden, it is not our purpose to enter.
Nor have we here any special call to discuss the vexed "prairie (pies
tion.*' viz, why it is that the eastern border of this broad district should
be treeless, excepl along river hanks, even where the annual rainfall is
from 28 to 32 Inches, and 8 to in inches of this in summer as much rain
as is in the upper pari of Michigan and on the Canada shore of Lake
Huron: also why prairies exist as deep hays or islands wit hin the Atlan-

annual rainfall on
well distributed

;

its

eastern border

in its

—

tic forest

region.

Suffice

it

to note that the prairies east of the Missis-

No.
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having little or do more rainfall
than that mentioned above; also that where annual tires have been pre

sippi are mainly restricted to places

rented, original prairie surfaces are changing into forests,* and that,
generally, trees properlj planted or raised from seed, with sonic nnrs

ing

at

the start, are found to thrive along this whole border.

this, and oi' the well-known habit of the Indians to burn
over the dry vegetation of the plains and prairies in autumn, we had
thought it most probable " that the line of demarkation between otu
woods and our plains is not where it was drawn by nature'"; that "between the ground which receives rain enough tor forest and that which

In

view of

receives too

little,

there must be a debatable border, where compara-

tively Blight causes will turn the balance either

and exposure

way,

,?

and where "dif-

And

along this borpurpose of increasing and improving buffalo feed, practiced for hundreds of years by our nomade predecessors,
may have had a very marked effect in carrying this woodless district
farther eastward than it otherwise might have reached.!
Along with this, a more hypothetical cause may be assigned, which,
ference

der,

in

soil

annual burnings,

will tell decisively."

for the

help in other explanations. That natural rain-gauge, the
Great Salt Lake in Utah, informs us that the rainfall is now increasing
over the western border of the region under consideration. We know
what the maximum height of the water was very long ago; but we know
not the minimum.
It is not improbable that this era of increasing moisture is of no recent commencement, but has supervened on an earlier one
of greater dryness than the present, and that this affected the great
if valid, will

plains east, as well as the great basin west, of the interposed Rocky
Mountains. In that case districts may now bear forest, under man's
care, which would have been incapable of it before this cycle commenced
or had attained the present condition.
The western portion of these plains is not only drier, but in some
parts alkaline, or with other characters of soil uncongenial to forage
grasses, especially at the north, where there are only two inches of rain
in tin- three summer and no more in the three winter months.
A good
deal of the southern part gets about four inches of summer rain, but only
half as much in winter.
In some parts, accordingly, the characteristic
The Pulpy Thorn,
station of the ultramontane plateau intrudes.
ibatugj and its Chenopodeous associates are Largely developed <>n the
Upper Missouri waters, accompanied by a peculiar Sage-Brush, Arte-

cana, while the

.1.

trideniata

i^

rather rarely established on this

side of th<- mountains.

We have termed this district the region of Buffalo trass. The gi asses
form such an inconspicuous and unimportant a feature in the interior
arid region that it has n<>t been worth while to mention them, and even
on th<- mountains, except in the alpine region, thej an- <»t -mill account
<

\.

White,
l»liy

in

Am.

Oct., 1878.

i

and Arrlia-olog\

.

in

Aukt.

.Jour. Bci., 1878

S
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When w<
the eastern plains they are the characteristic feature.
beyond the eastern prairie border, the grasses of which are prevailingly
eastern in character, we come upon plains which arc generally covered
with the very low and tufted grasses peculiar to the drier plains, which
form, if not a sward, yet something which serves as a substitute for it>
not green, except in early spring, but of a dull grayish hue, and the
characteristic species usually rising only a hand-breadth above the surThese are the Buffalo Grasses or Bunch Grasses, which have
face.
nourished hordes of bison and flocks of antelopes down to a few years
ago, and which are now the capital of the herdsmen or ranchmen, and

On

the nutritious food of increasing numbers of domestic cattle.
The Buffalo Grass, par excellence, and by its abundance, is Buchloe
This is a dioecious Chlorideous grass, the
dactyloides of Engelmann.

male and the comparatively scarce female plants of which were very
naturally thought to be of quite different genera until their relationship was suspected and determined by Dr. Engelmann, and this apt

name was applied to it.
Munroa squamosa of Torrey

(Crypsls squarrosa, Nutt.), another much
depressed and peculiar Chlorideous grass, is next in importance. Both
are wholly peculiar to this region.
Bouteloua, a Chlorideous genus of a more ordinary type, of several
species, chiefly endemic to this region and to corresponding districts in
Mexico, is the third in rank. These are the " Grama" Grasses a name
which probably came from the Spanish. They are taller, of sparser
growth, and make good forage.
Pleuraphis Jamesi, Torr., is a Buffalo Grass peculiar to the southern
part of the region, with some westward extension.
Vaseya comata, Gray, represents another peculiar genus; but the species extends to the Californian region.
Eriocoma cuspidata is the Bunch Grass of the very driest soils, and
naturally extends across the Great Basin.
Sporobolus airoides, Torr., abounds over the whole length of the region
and beyond it, in the more low and subsaline soils. It is accompanied
by Beckmannia (also a Xorth Asiatic grass), by Distichlis maritime by
one or two wide-spread species of Atropis, &c. The drier ground in
many places bears species of Stipa and ArisUda. Hordeum jubatum and
the peculiar Elymus sit union are characteristic grasses.
Of other dominant and more or less peculiar forms of vegetation having chiefly in view the central tract we should mention a great whiteflowered Argemone [A. Itisj>i<la, Gray); Stanleya, and the greater part of
the known species of Vesicaria; Oleome mtegrifoUa
the whole genns
Call h- rh
; a
Krameria; a Glycyrrhuta; the herbaceous 8ophora sericea;
the principal development of the peculiar genns PeUUosteman^ and southward onmerons species of Dalea (which goon increasing into Mexico
also of Psoralea
most of the species of Qauroj several of (Enothera, and
the peculiar genus Sft nosiphon, allied to Gaura ; a good number of Cac-

—

.

—

—

;

<>'r

;

;
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facta- (chiefly

Opuntia and McmiUariw), increasing southward

rooted perennial

ward

Cttcurhita (pcrcnnis), with

some

;
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a thick-

relatives sont

li

west-

Macharanthera, or biennial Asters; Aplopappw
spinulostts and some other species; Bigelovia and Gutierrezia in characteristic forms which are shared with the ultramontane arid district,

and

the species

:

o\'

development of Senecionoid Oomposit®, perhaps not exceeding the other parts of the United States, vet more conspicuous to the
eye: the two species of Solanum with prickly calyx closed over the fruit;
Pentstemon in speeies equaled only by California; Hedeoma and MoLeucoorinum, which, however, extends westward.
narda
Besides those variously mentioned, a goodly number of genera are
peculiar to this and the more western districts, which we need not here
enumerate. Of absolutely peculiar genera,, there is Selenia, inCruciferae;
Musenium, Polytcenia, and Trepocarpus^in
Cristdtella. in Capparidaceai
a great

;

;

Thclesperma (except for a Buenos Ayrean species), EngelSMNMtto, Bradburia, Diaperia, &c, among Composite; Stephanomeria,
Lygodesnid and Troximon are very characteristic Cichoraceous genera,
UmbelliteraB

;

which also abound

far

westward.

—

Eocky Mountain flora whether taken as a
broad whole or in its constituent geographical parts are in no small
degree negative. What this flora lacks is perhaps more remarkable
than what it possesses. This will appear on a comparison of the vegeThe

characteristics of the

tation of the three great regions

:

—

the Atlantic naturally wooded region

the Central region, woodless except on mountains

;

the Pacific region,

largely but not wholly wooded.
II.

COMPARISON OF THE ATLANTIC, PACIFIC, AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGION FLORAS.

A full

and

critical

comparison would require a tabulation of the gen-

North American flora, and of their geographical
would be a large and difficult undertaking.
Even the sketch of the principal or salient features, which we may
here present, it is best to confine to the central belt, along which the
three regions are particularly well defined, namely, to the United States
era and species of the
distribution,

and

this

north of the peninsula of Florida (which has considerable tropical \
and of Texas. Leaving out of view the Texaiio-Arizonian region,
which, with tin' adjacent parts of Mexico, has in general a vegetation
of its own. and is not very distinctly separable into wooded and wood
The same LB
<>r even into eastern, middle, and western, districts.
in a ditVerent way. in the country north of the United States
tation)

.

boundary, as has been already explained.
The comparison attempted is, therefore, thai of the flora of the
Atlantic State- between the dull of St. Lawrence and the Gulf of
Mexico, on the one hand, with that of California and Oregon and with
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the broad district between them, stretching from the plains of

Dakota

to

oil

the cast to the Sierra

Arkansas
Nevada and Cascade Mountains on

Then the alpine vegetation, already treated of, is left oat of
in the ease of endemic genera or forms not belonging to
And it must be kept in mind that the eastern
to the arctic-alpine flora.
slopes and outliers of the Sierra and its cont innation, below the wooded
the west.

view, except

portions, belong to the Great Basin or to the region reckoned with it.
So we do not reckon Pinua monophyUa, nor Chilopsis saligna, nor Leucocri)ium, and the like, as common to the Great Basin and the Pacific
floras, bnl as pertaining to the former only; and generally we do not
bake account of species which merely overpass the border of the region
they belong to. For example, we should not reckon Anemone Nuttalliana, nor Dalea alopecuroides, nor Gollinsia parviflora, and hardly Eubus
Xutk«nus as constituents of the Atlantic United States flora. Such
limitations heighten the contrast between the compared floras, but
render the comparison more manageable and effective, and also, as to the
broad outlines, really more faithful to nature than they would be if the
materials were indiscriminately collected from the descriptive books and
every denizen of the frontiers regarded as a true citizen.

All naturalized plants
lect ed,

including such as

and weeds of cultivation are, of course, negmay be of American origin but which have

accompanied man, even the aborigines of the country, almost everywhere.
They belong to no particular flora, or at least are not characteristic of
any.

The natural orders may be taken up seriatim.
IvANUNCULACE^s. Are represented on the Atlantic side by eighteen
genera, on the Pacific by fourteen, in the intermediate region (theEocky
Mountain flora in the broadest sense) by twelve. The species are in
nearly the same relative proportion, and a considerable number are common even to all three floras, the most striking case of this being that of
Clematis (Atragene) vertidllaris. All the genera of the Rocky Mountain
Of such genera, Pceonia
flora (if we except Oro8808oma) are amphigoean.*

—

ranked as a genus) only to the
Trautvetteria, Atlantic and
Pacific; Hydrastis and Xanthorrhiza, wholly Alleghanian; and Crossosoma of California, a genus of dubious affinity, but probably nearest
Pceonia, in two species, one which belongs to the Arizonian district.
The species Of Delphinium increase from the Atlantic westward, and are
remarkably prominent in California.
M A.GNOL1 \ci:.i:. Of three genera and eleven species in the Atlantic
flora; are wholly absent from the westward floras.
Axn.NAci:.];.
Have a peculiar genus (the so-called Papaw) in the
At hint
flora, but nothing to the west of it.
peculiar to the Pacific, and Hepatioa

is

Atlantic

The peculiar genera

flora.

(if

are

—

—

i<-

Thia i> the mod convenienl designation of the genera indigenous to Europe and
Northern ksia as woll as i«> America.
•

Jfo.1.]
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Menispbbmaceje.

— Of

genera and as

three

many

species

in

20
tin

Atlantic flora; are equally wanting westward.
Berberedaoe^:. This is a marked family

—

in North America.
The
amphiga?an genus Berberie has genuine Atlantic and one (southern)
Rocky Mountain species the western mountains have a characteristic
and common low Mahonia (and another on the southern border); and
there are two or three more on the Pacific side. Of herbaceous types
the whole central region lias none: the Pacific coast has Vanoouveria and
Achh/s. peculiar genera of single species; the Atlantic has those foui
al genera, Caulophyllum, DiphyUeia, Jeffersonia, and Podophyllum
peculiar to it and to Northeastern Asia, of single species to each conti;

nent.
NYMni.i-.Aci'.-i':.

— Of the typical genera, Nymphcea

is

represented only

and by two peculiar species (with others in Florida
and Texas], and Hfuphar by three species; a peculiar Nuphar belongs to
XcJionbiuw has only an Atlantic species, which
the two western floras.
even reaches to the West Indies. Brasenia, that genus and single speof wonderful distribution, is common on the eastern and not very
Cabomba is peculiarly Atlantic.
rare on the western coast.
SabrACENIA< -v.a:. This wholly American order of Pitcher-plants has
its leading genus of six species conlined to the Atlantic border; a single
curious representative, ItarUiu/toiiia, on the mountains of California;
the third genus is on a mountain in Guiana.
PapavekacEuE. This small order, the typical genus of which is represented in America only by an arctic-alpine species, has its largest and
most remarkable generic diversification in Xorth America, and in the
belt of country now under observation, partly on the Atlantic yet more
strikingly on the Pacific side. But, except for an Argemone which is
very conspicuous over the great plains, and the alpine Papaver, sparingly met with on the highest peaks, the order is absent from the Rocky
Mountain tlora in general. No European type is indigenous to Eastern
Xorth America, and only one of the American is Japano-Asiatic, viz,
stylophorui/i. of course on the Atlantic side.
The other Atlantic genus
But California has a species of the
is Sanguinaria, which has no fellow.
European genus Meconopsis and the following endemic genera: Romneya
in the Atlantic flora

—

—

of Southern California, with a large poppy-like flower;

Arctomecon.
stigmas and the anomaly of persistent petals;
Canbya, a curious little plant with the same anomaly (the last two really
belonging to the Arizonian border of the interior desert region, although
within California)
Platystigma, including Meconella; Ptatyrfemon, with
gynaecium singularly separating into n> constituent carpels, bo as to
simulate a Banunculaceous plant
Den*
It, a shrub in an Otherwise
herbaceous family; and Esehscholtzia^ the only genua which extends

poppy-like, except in

its

:

;

into the Great Basin, and the singular characters of which are familai
from the forms in common cultivation; add Hunnemannia from tin
Northern Mexican plateau. >•
the Sequoias, perhaps, these Papaveraceae form the most chara
note of the Californian flora.

;
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Fumariace^s.
18

—Three genera, of which only the larger one, Gorydalis,

Its species are of

amphigfiean.

[Vbl.VL

Eastern Asiatic rather than European

types and relationship.
0. aurea and its kindred forms, rather than
species extend across the whole continent and to Japan; the striking

Rocky Mountains to the
Siena, appears to break into analogous forms which have recently been
taken for species. Dicentra, peculiar to North America and the JapanoHimalayan floras, lias perhaps a majority of American species. They
species described as C. Oaseana, of the western

belong wholly to wooded districts. One species crosses the whole continent along the northern border of our belt; in another case Pacific
and Atlantic species hardly at all differ the three or four others are
peculiar. Adlumia, the remaining genus, is of a single Atlantic species.
kucifer^e. For an order of over 170 genera and more than 2,200
species, North America, in her about 40 indigenous genera, none of
over two dozen species, cannot be said to have a large share; and the
exclusion of Arctic alpiue forms reduces the number considerably. The
Atlantic OruciferaB are almost all European in type; Leavenworthia and
Warea are the only peculiar genera. The eastern border of the plains
has a local nenus, Selenia, and there begin the characteristic genera
Streptanthus and Stanleya, and species of Vesicaria multiply southward
the tacky Mountains exhibit no characteristic type, unless it is Physaria,
but the arid region beyond begins to share with California in the abundance of Lcpidium, and in the several endemic genera, of which Thysanocarpus is the most characteristic. It is the Arizonian region that furnishes
the American representatives of the Old Word genus Biscutella, the
5

—

<

I

Dithyrcca of Harvey.

—

Capparidace^e. Within the limits specified North America has
no Capparccv, but all the genera of Cleomecv except two are indigenous
and the greater part of them peculiar to it all in the warmer parts, the
number of species and types increasing south westward, and extending

—

into Mexico.

The peculiar types,
and Oxystylis, are

cies), Wislizenid)

Cristatella, CJeomella (of several spe-

characteristic of the southern part of

the central region.

Besedace^e we exclude, believing Oligomeris subulata to have been a
Spanish importation.
Cistace^e. Two of the four genera of this more conspicuously oriental order. Hudsania and Lcchea, are peculiar to the Atlantic States, to
which also three species of Hclianthemum are indigenous, and there is one
species od the coast of California. The order is wanting to the whole

—

intervening portion of the continent.
Violace^e. In species of Viola North America is as rich as the Old
World, and the Pacific iloraas rich as the Atlantic and with greater diversity of type; a lew species common to each, hut most of them peculiar.

—

The
f«\\

central flora has hardly any except in the alpestrine region, aud these
and of wide-spread species. A Mexican lonidium reaches Arkansas

ami Arizona.
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— Represented by PoJygala.

The Atlantic flora La rich
them peculiar: the Pacific flora lias only two. of a
peculiar type.
The Texano-Arizonian region has several, some of them
Mexican, but from both the mountains and valleys of our bell the genus
and the order are nearly absent.
Kk\mi:riaci:.i:. Should be separately reckoned, whatever view be
taken of the affinity of the warm-American (chielly Mexican) genus
" ria.
Dm Bpecies reaches the plains of Arkansas, and has obtained
K
two or three more extend along the
a Lodgment on the COasI Of Florida
M- rican frontier, but hardly infringe upon the region under considin

v!. \<

1:1:

species, all of

—

1

;

eration.

—

\o:.\:.
Of a single genus, of warm temperate and subtrophas a Galifornian and Arizonian Species; no Atlantic representative, but there is a quite peculiar species at the southeastern base
1

an k f.n

1;

1

ical coasts:

of the Rocky Mountains.

i:\opnYLLACEJE.

—The

represented (by Silene

Silcnccv are feebly

by peculiar species; are nearly wanting
from the Great Plains, scanty in the Eocky Mountains, but of increasamber and diversity as the Pacific' flora is approached. The Almoderately numerous, call for no remark, except for the increased
number of species of Armaria in the interior flora, most of them peculiar.

only) in the Atlantic flora, yet

1

.

Stipulicida is of a single strictly Atlantic species.

—

Illecebraceje. Xowhere very numerous, but most of the species and
a in the Old World.
Paronychia is represented in the Atlantic
flora
also in that of the plains and the eastern part of the Pocky
Mountains. Anyehia and Siplionycliia are peculiar to the Atlantic flora;
1

;

"<( ,u\ to

a

that of the Pacific coast, extending to Chili.

remarkable

genius, of

than the California

Achyronychia^
one species, belongs to the Arizonian rather

flora.

—

PoKTt'LACACA.E. This may be regarded as an American order, although the Purslane has accompanied man all over the world. The
single species of Montia has an immensely wide distribution over the
OOOl parts of the world.
One of Claytonla and several of Calandrinia are
Australian, and two small genera are South African. So, as relates t<>
The Atlantic States have
distribution, it is a very suggestive order.
only the two earliest known species of Glaytonia and a Talinum; New
Mexico has a peculiar genua [TaHnoptis), too like an African one; the
Rocky Mountain region has the characteristic and remarkable genus
and more species of OlaytoniOj &c Spraguea and Calyptridium
are peculiar to the whole country wesl of the Rocky Mountains proper;
vdrinia are all western; and the Pacific flora contains most of the
;

.

of Glaytonia.
\«

lantic,

latter

i:.i..

— Two

<>f

our three species of

J'i"f>i><

occur

in

the At-

Rocky Mountain, and Pacific floras; <>nr 1- restricted to the
The Texan Bergia very sparingly occurs in the Great Basin and

be Pacifi*

\
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\Yol.Yl.

terk 'ace.e. — Represented by

three genera, of which the two
and Elodes, are peculiar to the Atlantic flora
(excepl European relatives of the latter), which is rich in endemic
species of Hypericum) the Pacific flora has three or four endemic sp<
of the latter, the intervening region nothing of the order.
Tkknstimkmiacej;. This Eastern American and Eastern Asian order
is represented only east of the Alleghanies, and by Stuartia, two species
(the third iii Japan); Qordonia, two species, and several hardly genuine
II

small ones, Ascyrum

—

species in tropical Asia.

—

MALVAOE.E. This is one of the great and cosmopolitan orders, of
which North America possesses a fair but not excessive representation.
The species and forms here increase in number south west ward. Indigenous plants only being regarded, no genus is common to North America
and Europe excepting Lavatera, represented by two or three singular
and mostly shrubby species of the Califoruian coast. Xapcca is strictly
peculiar to the Atlantic flora, as also is the unique Sida Napcea.
Qallirsame district and the plains adjaRocky Mountain and Californian floras.
Ingenhouzia (which is TJmrberia) belongs the Western Arizonian flora.
Mdhastrvm and Sphceralcca (too near generically) are numerous in species on the plains and through the valleys of the Rocky Mountain region.
rhoe

cent.

is

peculiar to the borders of the
Sidalcea

Kosteletekya

Bombace^:.

peculiar to the

represented on the Atlantic coast, but most of the species

is

are Mexican.

is

— Fremontia Californica belongs wholly to the

Sierra Nevada,

trict of the

and

its

only relative

is

forest dis-

Cheirostemon, the

Hand-flower of Mexico.
Tiliace^e. Excepting one or two outlying plants on the southern
borders, this order is represented only by the genus THUa, in two species
of the Atlantic States, which hardly cross the Mississippi.
LiNACEiE. Three or four Atlantic species of Linum, as many more on
the plains or Rocky Mountains, one species from the plains to the Pacific coast, and the same is an Old World species, or nearly so: and.
moreover, in California and Oregon an unique group of seven species
(IIis/Hfoliitoii), in which the carpels are reduced from five to three. 01

—

—

even two.
Z\ GOPHYLLAOEJS. Leaving out the species of Tribulus or Kallstrcemiii and the Texano-Ari/onian representatives, among whicli Fagonia
Californica should be ranked, notwithstanding the specific name, only
the Creosote Bush remains, Larrea Mexicana^s shrub of the Mexican
plateau, whicli has passed into or near the southern border of our belt
all along from Texas to California.
ir.KAM \< IB .1:. 111 the restricted sense, are few in North America,
consisting only of a few species of€teranium; the eastern and western
perennial ones different
a biennial species of a weedy character is scattered over the continent.

—

—

(

;

Limn wrii

r..i:.

— Are exclusively North

American

;

Limnanthes, of two
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on the Pacific side, the reduced type Ffarkea on the
Roeky Mountain flora.
Atlantic side also; all wanting to
o\ u liw
A \erv tew species of o.Kiiis. one peculiar t<> the ast
or three species

1

1

and one

t«>

.

1

1 *

-

—

i

<

the west, one

both east and w<
BALS v minim:.

t<>

the east and middle, and the 0. cornioulata

— TWO Spociesof

TmpatU

fU in the Atlantic States;

none

farther westward.

RuTACRfi.
American,

it

Mainly
is

a tropical

and subtropical order and

only to be noted that

tin-

not largely

EutecB are represented along

the southern border by Thamnosma^n Texan species of which reaches the
southern Rocky Mountains, and another belongs only to the southern

PteUa extends quite across the continent,
border of the Great Basin.
whether in one or in three species is uncertain: and tWOSpecieSOf Xamare restricted to the Atlantic border.

'"in

Cneoridium

Galifornian shrub which rather belongs to this order.

is

a little

The American

Siinarubacea- are south of our range.

—

(\ 1:11.1.1:1:. Two strictly Atlantic genera, one tropical American
and a West Indian one. compose the group.
A> a ifui.iack.i; are represented only in the Atlantic flora by a dozen
species of Ih.nxml the peculiar monotypic genus Nermpanthes.
ki.astkacim:. The single Celastvm
restricted to t^he Atlantic
flora, which has also two species of Euonymus: the Pacific coast lias
one.
Pachyatima is a genus of two species, one common through the
mountains from the Pacific to the Rocky Mountains, the other extremely
local in the AUeghanies of Virginia.
Kiiamna<i:.i:.
Excluding the Tcxano-Arizonian forms and the subtropical of Florida, we are concerned only with Rhammu and Fi/tin/nla,
one species of which crosses the continent northward, two Atlantic only,
and two Pacific; Sagerctia and Berehemia, eaeh having one Atlantic
species; and the great American genus Geanothus. The original
es and three others an- restricted to the Atlantic flora: three are
Mexican; but the rest, twenty or more species, belong to the Rocky
Mountains, where there are few, and to the Pacific flora, where they aire
perhaps the most abundant ami characteristic shrubs, forming a large

—

<

ifi

—

:

part

<>f

Vn

the chaparrdL

\(

]..]..

— Ampriopsis

belongs to the Atlantic

flora,

but reaches the

Rocky Mountains.
VUis has eight or nine species, in the same
flora, and i- therefore more developed here than in any other part of the
temperate zone. California has one species; the Rocky Mountains and
their OUtlj ing distl i<-t < none at all.
3apindagbjb. Most largely tropical, except that there is a 8api\
along the southern frontiers; are represented only by certain genera.
characterize the Atlantic flora; one, ofadifand there is none between. Five sp
type, tin- Pacific flora
<»i J
leculiar t«> tin- Atlantic, two to the Pacific flora
one o
only in the western Rocky Monnt
common t<> tie- lattei
south. -hi

—

ii

;

:

•

b

;
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UTegundO) which is hardly distinct from Acer, has
an Atlantic specie- extending to and through the Rocky Mountains; a
to the Pacific flora.

hut closely related species takes

its place in California.
Staphyhas an Atlantic and a (local) Pacific
Glossopetalon is peculiar to the intermediate dry region the.
species.
original species occurs on and beyond the southern borders of the
Great Basin a second one is on its northwestern border.
Ungnadia of
Texas is rather too tar southwest to be well reckoned in the Atlantic

id

Irtt.

which

affects only forest regions,

;

;

forest flora, yet

belongs to

it

it.

An A< akdiackj:. — Represented by the genus Rhus.

The only

species

which extends across the continent is R. aromatica, in a peculiar western
variety.
7/. glabra, the low Sumach, extends to and beyond the Eocky
mountains. The common Sumach, the Poison Dogwood, and some others
are wholly eastern, while Rhus Toxicodendron reaches the Eocky Mountains on the Pacific side it is replaced by an equally poisonous and very
similar species.
Southern California has two other species of South
:

American type.
LEGUMiNOSiE.

—This

being one of the very largest orders in most
The Atlantic flora is rich in genera, but poor, comparatively, in species
the
Pacific is very poor in genera, but several of the genera are very numerous in species. The intervening region on the western side has the CalThey may be referred to under the suborders.
ifornian character.
The great preponderance of Pacific species is attrib*A pilionace^e.
utable mainly to the great development of four genera, viz: Astragalus,
Lwpinus, Trifolium, and Hosackia. The latter is the only purely American type of the four, though very near to the Old World genus Lotus,
and. but for one species which has nearly reached the Atlantic seaboard,
WOUld be wholly western.
The only peculiar Pacific genus is Pickeringia, of a single species.
There is no peculiar genus of the Eocky Mountain flora, Olneya being
Arizonian. The exuberance of Atlantic genera is largely due to genera
which are divided between the Eastern United States and Eastern
parts of the world, only characteristic features can be noted.

;

—

1

A>ia. such 'as WistaHa, Apt08,
to

.1

some exclusive genera, such

mphicarpivn, Lespedeza, Cladrastis.
as

and

Bapiisia, Robinia, Petalostemon

also to the absence toward the Pacific of genera which the Atlantic

States share with Mexico and South America, such as Tephrosia, Indigo/era,

Sesbania, 8tylosanthes

genus),

f'ri/ihriiKi.

over, the botanj

Dalea, since they

)

Clitoria,

Desmodium

(the

Centrosema,

Galactia,

Atlantic

States

Ehynchosia.

More-

Largest

surrender its eleven species of
properly belong to the Arizonian and Great Basin

of California should
all

floras rather than

to

that of the

Pacific region.

genus of the Mexican plateau and of

its

It

is a

characteristic

extension northward.

and

Astra-

appendage,
Oxytropis, have their American headquarters in the plains and mountains of our interior region, under conditions not unlike those of Northern

galut,

feebly

represented

in

the

Atlantic

States,

its

am> BOOKEH OH

CJRAV

i;n

MOUNTAIN FLORA

ROCK!

and Central Asia, where a great majority of the rest of the Astragalea
Amorpka is shared by the Atlantic and Pacific floras. Therv. with
three local Atlantic species, one in the Rocky Mountains
and two id California, has also Eastern Asian species.
OJSSALPmEJS.—Excluding the Texano-Arizoniau forms, the only
the central region has none,
Pacific representative is a single
except, perhaps, a Hoffmameggia or two while the Atlantic has a
of its own. rising to the *i/.< of a foresl tree, also stately trees in Qymadus and Gleditschia (two species), ami of herbs a few species oi
flourish.

(

;

(

;

k

Ha.

MjmOseje

are in oearly similar case.

in the Pacific flora or in the

Not one

Rocky Mountain

is

truly to be reckoned

within our proper
bounds, though several representatives appear a little farther south:
but Schr<t))hi<(. a Mimosa, a Neptunia, and two or three species of DesWMMtkus all herbaceous) come within our limits on the ultra-Mississipflora

barely enter the Atlantic flora.
The shrubby or
Mimosea [Mimosa, Prosopis in its two form-. Acacia, &c.) charthe Te\ano-Me\ican bordering district.

pian plains and
arboreal
acterize

—

This important order has very characteristic North
ROSACEJE.
American genera. Unlike the preceding order, the western genera are
more numerous than the eastern, and also about as numerous in species.
Taken under their suborders or great group
Chrysobalaneje. Are represented only on the Atlantic coast, and

—

—

by

a

Ohrysobdlanus, excluding, of coarse, the tropical one in

single

Florida.

Amy<.i>am

i;.

— Occur in

the Atlantic flora only under the true Vni-

Padus, Cerasus, and Lauro-cerasus sections, except that in Texas
torms approaching Amygdalus occur. The Pacific flora has scanty rep-

The southern ami western borders of
tatives of the same types.
the Great Basin arc marked by two peculiar Amygdalus-like species,
from the stone in two
which Torrey found"
genus, Emplectocladus. Then, the Pacific coast has the carious and
unique genus Nuttallia,Torr. & Gray, which is regularly pluricarpellary.
The rim- Rosacea? have Spircea hi several r
eillia, Ii>
". Agrimonia, Poterium, and Rosa, in common
Poti
ever the continent, the species of Potentilla much increasing westward.
liar to the Atlantic flora are on
of Japanese affinity),
'in. and Dalibarda : to the Pacific flora, CUamasbatia, which abounds
;cin slope of the Sierra Nevada, and Adenostoma, which

which the exocarp

in, in

es like

an almond, and

/'.

falls

fasciculata, on

'

it
!'

ntaii) flora,

into

of

1

the shrub

1:

the foot-hills

and

is

Peculiar to the

most!

soul

Me

!

Peculiar.

v

ery local
.

i.-.in

species

to the

and

tl

called
Etc

award extenshrub of the
two
"ten-
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Wol.Vl.

genera or subgenera, BfarkeUa and Iresia, the former of which
might rather be ranked among the exclusively Pacific types. A single
Aoa iid is one of the Chilian forms which has reached California. Waldsteinia, on the Atlantic side, is an Old World type.
P< »mi;.k.
The ampin ga-an genera or groups, Crataegus, Mains, Sorbus,
Amelanchier, extend across the continent at the north, one Sorbus in the
same species; only Cratcvgus on the Atlantic side displays a considerable nnmlxr of species; and the Adenorachis group is peculiar to
tillitbrm

—

Heteromeles, of Asiatic type,

the latter district.
of

(

Peraphyllum

Jalifornia.

the Great Basin.

is confined to the coast
a peculiar shrub of the western verge of

is

—

Calycanthace <e. Are all North American, except the single Chimonunthus of China; two species of Calycanthus peculiar to the Atlantic
flora, one to that of California.
SaxifragacetE. An order hardly inferior to Bosacese in extent, in
amount of diversification, and in wideness of distribution. Of the amphigrean types, headed by Saxifraga, it is unnecessary to discourse, except to mention that noble and most peculiar Californian species S.peltata.
The peculiar Xorth American genera are, on the Atlantic side, Sullivawtia and Decumaria ; of the Pocky Mountain flora, Jamesia, and farther south, Fendlera; of the Pacific flora, Leptarrhena, Tolmicea, Bolan-

—

dra. Sucbsdorjia, Carpenteria

in

common,

of the

;

Pocky Mountain and

Tellima, Whipplea; of the Atlantic

and

Pacific floras

Pacific floras,

but

not in the intervening, Boykima ; of all three floras, Henchera; of all
three northward, with extension merely into Northeastern Asia, Tiarella and Jlitella, also, with intervening species farther south, Ph Uadelphus.
Then, Astilbe, Hydrangea, and Itea are genera strictly divided between
the Atlantic flora and that of Himalaya-Japan. In Lepuropctalon we
have the rare case of a species peculiar to the Atlantic and the Chilian
The genus Ribes assumes its maxfloras, with no known connection.

imum development and

fullest diversification in

North America and on

western borders. Even with the alpine species included, Saadfraga is
comparatively weak in this country.
Crassulace^e. The amphigsean genera Tillcea and Sediim are not
Mexican group, Echeveria,
largely represented in North America.
extends well north along the Pacific coast, but is wanting in the interior.
DkunorphO) an unique genus of a single species, allied to iScduni, is
of the Atlantic flora. Pentkorum, equally peculiar, is of a single species,
restricted to the Atlantic States and to China and Japan.
DboSEBAOEJB. Appear to be absent from the whole Pocky Mountthe Pacific flora northward has
the cool r >gion far north
Atlantic tlora has four pecuthe
the two common amphigaean species;
its

—

A

—

-

i

liar species,

and also

Hamamki.ii>i:.i;.

:

in

Dioncea.

— Are divided between Atlantic North America, South

Africa, and Asia (to which most of the genera
single

Hamameli8 does

ami species belong); our
monotypic Fother-

not cross the Mississippi; the
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hardly crosses the Uleghanies; the single Liquidambar is equally
of eastern range, thougn it extends into and throngh Mexico.
Arc of small account. The amphigssan HippurU and
ai.mi: \«.i: i:.

(tillti

1

—

1

one or two of ftfyrtopayMuro extend across the continent northward; bnt
rpiiHtcn, of two species, is restricted to the Atlantic llora.
-

RfELASTOMACEiE.

— Rhexia of

t

lie

Atlantic

alone represents this

ilora

great typical order in a temperate climate.
Largely tropical or subtropical
\a Tin: ut..k.

—

two or three species of

;

are of wide distribution;

and the Atlantic States
have a Cuphea and a Kestm, Eastern South American types. The peculiar genus Dtdiplu is nearly an aquatic Ammannia.
OlTAORACEJE. A largely American order. WpildbiUtil, a cosmopoliJ.

mmannia and Lythrttm

—

most diversified in the Pacific flora. Clarl-ia, Boisduvalia,
Euhbu8, Eucharidium,anj\ Heterogaura are restricted to it; Zauschneria,
Qayophytum, and the principal wealth of the great genus Oenothera, to
the Rocky Mountain and Pacific region Qwnra and Stenosiphon mainly
Ludto the great plains east and southeast of the Rocky- Mountains.
a and the diurnal yellow- flowered Oenothera with elavate capsules,
are Atlantic types.
Godetia is one of the most characteristic of Pacificgenera, but also Chilian.
LoASAOEiB. Are wholly American, with the odd exception of a South
African gehusof a single species. It is wanting from the Atlantic flora,
butwell represented in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific floras by various
The most showy vespertine species, M. ornata and
species of Mentzelia.
M. ttuda, are very characteristic on the plains between the Mississippi
and the Rocky Mountains. Eucnide and Petalonyx are Texano-ArizOtan genus,

is

;

1

,

—

nian genera.
i:j:.

—Tropical plants; one or
— Are equally unknown

two species of Turnera ou

the southern borders of the Atlantic flora.

P \ssu 'i.niiAc!;.!:.

to the

Rocky Mountain and

A

very few species of Passiflara are indigenous to the
Atlantic States, one extending as far north as Ohio.
Are few in this country, and from the interioi reruRBi agejb.
He floras.

(

<

!

—

i

gion within OUT proper limits they are absent.

The true Echinocystis

is

peculiar to the Atlantic States; two or three species of Megarrhtea char-

perennial and tuberous rooted species of Cueurthe plains east of the Rocky Mountains (C. perenn is) and

acterize the Pacific ilora
_

bo

:

through drieT Texano-Arizonian regions.
1>\ji-<

\<

i

i

.

a single Datisca

in

California,

faraway from

ail

its

relati

—Are abundant in and characteristic of the Rockj Mountand still more of the Texano-Arizonian, as of the Mexican
plateau.
Twospeciesol Opuntia extend along the Atlantic coast to New
species are enumerated in the Botany of OaliP rnia, bul a majority of them belong to the Arizonian district.
.\:
luiiiiu;.;..
iraely few and uninteresting.
The earlj n

ain

region,

—
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and great abundance of Mesembrianthemum on the coast of
is somewhat wonderful,
IjMBELLIFERuE. This .meat order of over 150 genera is not notably
The number of genera in the Atlantic and the
large in North America.

ralization

California

—

Pacific floras

is

about the same, but the species of the latter are
interior region is equally well supplied.

more aumerous, and the

much
The

western genera are Cymopterus and Peucedanum, the former
peculiar to the region.
Phellopterus, a plant of the northern Pacific seacoast, is also on the coast of Japan.
Angelica Gmelini is common to the
largest

two, also to the mountains and the seashore of Northern
Cryptotcenia of the Atlantic flora

is

New

England.

same in Japan. Ostwo Rocky Mountain and Pa-

identically the

morrhiza consists of two Atlantic; species,
and one of Japan, all closely related.

cific,

Crantzia lineata, a

little

plant of the Atlantic States seaboard, occurs on the border of Mexico

South America, and again on the seaboard of Chili and Patagoon the Falkland Islands, and even in New Zealand and Australia.
Araliace^e. Are few in North America, but interesting for distribuApparently there are none at all in the whole Kocky Mountain retion.
There are only two in the
gion, except one in Southern New Mexico.
Pacific flora; one of them is very close to the Atlantic Aralia racemosa
and is Californian the other, Fatsia horrida, forms an undergrowth in the
Coniferous woods of the coast farther north, and is also in the northern
part of Japan. The Atlantic flora contains Aralia tyinom, the A. racemosa already mentioned, A. hispida, A. quinqaefolia, the American Ginseng, and A. trifolia. Nearly all of these have close representatives in
the Northeastern Asian (and Himalayan) region and not elsewhere.

and

in

nia,

—

;

Cornace^:.

— Are of equally interesting distribution.

Of the ordinary

Cornels, four Pacific species are thought to be distinct from the seven

of the Atlantic flora, although the characters are not very well

made

and they meet more or less in the Rocky Mountains. Then, California only has a species (C. sessills), of the European and Japanese G.
mas type. Cfloridaoi the Atlantic flora has a more showy represent-

out,

and less close relatives in EastThe herbaceous C. Canadensis crosses the continent at the
north, and in Japan meets the allied C. Succica.
Nyssa, of the Atlantic
ative in C. Nuttallii of the Pacific forest,

ern Asia.

has congeners in the mountains of Asia, while Oarrya of the Pacific
has (hem in the Texano-Mexican region and the West Indies.
\PKiFOLiACEiE. Of the amphigaean genera there is little to remark,
except the considerable development of Viburnum in the Atlantic flora
flora,

flora

—

<

'

in

species Strictly cognate if not sometimes identical with those of Japan;

Rocky Mountains, except well north ward, where
hwest coast and the occurrence on the Pacific side of
only one endemic species.
SymphoricarpuSj a wholly American genus,.
has '>!!<• <>r two species common to all three floras, one or two peculiar to
each, in the central re-ion a peculiar .Mexican type.
Triosteum is confined to the Atlantic flora and to Northeastern Asia, with the Himalaya.
their absence from the
t

wo cross

to the oort

;

GRAY AM) HOOKEB OH

Ifc.1.1

im: ROCKT MOUNTAIN

FLORA,

—

Rubia< k.i:. This vast order of ovei 300 genera and 1,000 species
forme an insignificant feature in North America, and in the northern
temperate /.one throughout Bui the poverty of the Rockj Mountain
and the Pacific floras is extreme. There are some species of Galium
in all. and Cephalanthus is on both sides of the continent and of southBesides, the Pacific flora has only the peculiar monoern extension.
typic genus Kellogg ia, with no mar relative in the northern hemisphere.
Atlantic flora nearly monopolizes the genuine species of Houstonia,

and
a

\

ei

its

specially characteristic genus

is

MitcheUa, which

is

repeated

in

similar species in Japan.

;«

v.vi.i:i;ia.n

\<

1

:.i:.

—A

small family, is here onimportant.

The only

and that of Chili.
omposj i:.-Nn detailed analysis can be expected hereof the distribution of an order which is thonght to make up one-tenth of flowering
plants and which composes a still larger proportion of those of North
us

(

is

Plectritis of the Pacific coast

I

Vet a tew points

America.

may be brought

to view, taking the tribes

separately.

Yhknom.u

e.t:.

— Are known only in

the Atlantic region, the princi-

pal genus, Vernonia, however, extending over the prairie border of the

one of those strictly peculiar genera of a single spewhich the Atlantic flora abounds.
EUPATOBIACE^E. This is almost an American tribe, the maximum in
South America, the minimum in our Pacific Territory, which has only
four or live species.
But into the Rocky Mountains and the Great
extends, more largely than into the Pacific Mora, the genus Brickcilia, founded on an outlying species of the Atlantic flora, yet mainly a
mo-Mexican genus. But the Atlantic flora is better supplied, and
with peculiai
viz. Sclerolepis^ Trilisia, Carphephorua (the South
California species is hardly congeneric), the line and rather large genus
Liatri8, which, however, reaches nearly to the Rocky Mountains and
into Mexico, and Kcltuia, which is in the sane- case,
Qarberia of FlorThe
ida, taken from Liatris, is too southern to be properly counted.
^ns Eupatorium is also well represented on the Atlantic side,
and here only is the northern extension, in a single species, of the huge
American genus Mikania.
Asteroidejb. Axe eminently American, and in no other single
so numerous as in the bell across the contin ait which is
under consideration. Aster Solidago^smd Bigelovia are the great ge
Aplopappw, Chry
Erigeron, and Tawnsendia are next In importance.
About four- tilths of the AsU raand Solidagos belong to the At lan tie flora,
with -nine extension into the plains beyond, and there also are more
md forms (but fewer individuals) of Chrysopsis; the ampb
oh has its fullest development and dh ersification in our westAplopappu* is divided between our Koekj Mountain
and that of Chili.
with southward ex ten -inn and into that of tin

plains.

StoJceria is

;th

—

;

.

I

ii

—

^

;he most chat

enera of

tin-

* hole
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[Vol.VL

region, although a few species of the latter reach the

Pacific, while the original

one belongs to the Atlantic coast.

Grindelia

and Guticrrczia are equally characteristic over the plains and quite over
to the Pacific, and both are sparingly represented in extratropical South
America. Lessingia, Corethrogyne, and Pentachceta are peculiarly CaliBolton la and the Belli s integrifolia are peculiarly Atlantic.
fornian.
Baccharis, with an immense development in South America and Mexico,
has penetrated northward on both coasts to about latitude 41°, eastward
in a single, westward in very few species.
Inuloide^e. Are sparingly represented in America, and mostly in
the Gnaphalineous type. They are particularly few in the Atlantic flora,
and increase in number and diversification westward.
Helianthoide^:. On the contrary, are mostly American, and
largely North American. Here are almost all the true species of Helianthus, the perennials mainly Atlantic, the annuals more western. The
Atlantic flora is characterized by Silphitim. Chrysogonum, Tetragonotlieca,
Echinacea, and the greater part of RudbecMa and Coreopsis, and it alone
has a Heliopsis ; the eastern plains have Thelesperma (more developed
farther south, and reproduced in Buenos Ayres!), Engelmannia, most of
Berlandiera, &c. the Rocky Mountains, Bahamarrhiza, Wyethia, Helianthella, &c, which they share with the Pacific flora
the latter reproduces the Coreopsoid type in Leptosyne and Pugiopappns.
Galinsoge^: and Madie^e. Being exclusively American (and Hawaiian), and more related to the following than to the preceding tribe, deserve separate mention. Bahhcinia and Marshallia are peculiar to the
Atlantic flora; Blepharipappus to the Pacific. The rest are Madiece,
and are specially characteristic of our Pacific flora are peculiar to it,
indeed, except for the two Hawaiian Island genera, for the extension of
the common Madia into Chili, and for the eastward extension of some
species into the plains. Madia, Layia, and Hemizonia, in numerous species, many of them showy, are predominant Composite in California.
Helenioide^e (including the groups assigned to this tribe by Bentham). Are specially American, are few in the Atlantic flora (where the
few representatives are all of western types), are more numerous and
characteristic in and towards the Rocky Mountains, while beyond them,
as well as south of them and on the Pacific coast, they attain their fullest
development We will not enumerate the numerous mostly endemic

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

genera.

Anthem ii>K. I-:.— Chiefly of the Old World; would be most insignificant in North America except for the Dumber of naturalized weeds and
for the remarkable development of species and individuals of Artemisia^
which compose the Sagebrush on either side of the
These have already been spoken of. For anything
like this development, as well as of the Cheuopodiacea?, which accompany the Wormwoods, only corresponding parts of Northern Asia can
be looked to.

('specially of those

Rocky Mountains.

Vo.
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si:ni;iii).\ii)i:.i:.- Somewhat equally distributed

east of
s

over the world; offer
There is n<» peculiar type in the Atlantic flora nor
Rocky Mountains. i»ut beyond them Tetradymia and Psathy-

remark.

little for

tlie

an- truly characteristic of the Great Basin;

RaillardeUa (the

rel-

Sandwich or Hawaiian [slands) is peculiar to the high sierra Nevada, and Luina to the Pacific coast ranges.
Western North America is. morever. the headquarters of Arnica.
c\ \aki»ii>i:.i:. Are restricted t«> ('nuns, of which the Atlantic States,
the Rocky Mountains and their accessory western ranges, and the Pacitic side of the continent have about an equal and a moderate number
et' species (more or less peculiar), and the showy Centaurea Americana,
now well known in cultivation, which inhabit- the plains of Arkansas
and Texas.
atives of which are only in the

—

MrnsiACE.K (including
America and Asia.

the Bilabiatiflorai of

all

the southern hemisphere, hut

come

De CandoHe).

—Affect

into a temperate region both in

North

In the former most are of the Texano-Ari/.onian

—

and are outliers of the Mexican flora
Leria, ZHrta, Perezia
one of the latter genus fairly reaches California, and the original
otalia is of the Atlantic Southern States.
ClCHORACEJB, or the lAguliflorce. Avery moderate Dumber of the
sixty genera are indigenous to North America. Apogon, Krigia, and

district

:

l>ut

—

Cynthia are peculiar to the Atlantic flora or its borders, Pyrrhopappus
and the nearer parts of Mexico, ami Nabalus has only one extraneous northwestern species; but the open western country nourishes
to this

the greater part of our representatives of this tribe.

From

the plains

the Pacific spreads the genus Troximon, accompanied by Lygodesmia

tit

ami Stephanomeria, and even by Malacothrix; Glyptopleum. Anisocoma,
and mainly Gahjcoseris are peculiar types in the (heat Basin and fifteen
;

species of Malacothrix are peculiar, or Dearly so, to the Pacific flora,

which has also Bafinesquia, Apargidium, and Phalacroseris. The paucity
of the large and difficult Old World genus Hieracium in America is a

wonder and

a relief to botanists.

LOBELIACR&

Lobelia

Rocky .Mountain

the

is

floras,

essentially wanting- from the

but well represented

in that

Pacific

and

of the Atlantic.

Pacific flora is characterized by four peculiar genera,
Howellia (an aquatic plant of Oregon), Palmerella^ and the
It has also a peculiar Laureutia, whieh
curious A'' macladus.
extends
aid t<» the Rocky Mountains, where it is the only representarr

Instead, the
\ingia)

the family.

\MrA\n.A<

<

representatives
ilarta
//. u

i;.i;.

— Are

in all

ordei

Dumerous; but
(in

Campanula has

a

few

the interior only on the mounts

has fewer; ami two genera of single species, OithopeU ami

rocodon, are peculiar

Erica*

not

three floras

i:.i..

— This

t«»

the Pacific

flora.

important order Deeds

t<>

be considered under

it>

s.

Vacclnejk.

— In

the northern

hemisphere

affect

the eastern

sideoi
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The

continents.

five

species of

\Yol.Vl.

Oaylmsada (Huckleberries), and the

dozen or more eastern endemic species of Vaccinium, as also the
peculiar genus Chiogenes, sparingly enter even the eastern part of the
.Mississippi Valley.
Only amphigaean types occur in the Rocky Mountains and in the alpine or alpestrine region. The moister parts of the
Pacific coast nourish two or hire species of VacchiiumAmt no other
1

the Atlantic types, except Gaylussacla, occur again in
Northeastern Asia.

forms; yet

all

—

EricixE/E. In North America are not unequally divided "between
the Atlantic and Pacific floras; but the interior region has very few,
not one peculiar, and none except upon high mountains or of equivalent

The Pacific flora is remarkable for having an Arbutus
and ten species of Arctostaphylos of the Mexican type, for its solitary
Lcucothoe far away from congeners, its shrubby Gaultheriaj and its species of Bryanthus ; also for the peculiar Ledum which it shares with the
Northern Rocky Mountains. It has one peculiar genus, Cladothamnus.
northern range.

The

specially Atlantic Ericineous genera are Bpigeea (yet with a Japan-

ese counterpart), Oxydendrum, Kalmia, Leiophyllum, and Ulliottia, this

shared with Japan.

This flora

is

particularly rich in Andromedece of

we find a
Rhododendron

eight or nine types, and here alone in the temperate zone

Only the counterpart Asiatic region excels

Bejaria.

and Azalea; yet the

it

in

Pacific flora has three or four fine representatives

Menziesia in one species occurs over the breadth of the con-

of these.

tinent at the north, adding a second species on the

way; thence to

Japan, w here there are more.
r

—

Pyroline^e (including Clethra as the type of a peculiar tribe). The
two species of the latter genus are characteristic in the Atlantic flora;
they are not found west even of the Alleghanies, to which one of them
North America is the headquarters of Pyrola and the
is restricted.
related genera, having nearly all the known species; and the western
floras possess their full share.

—

Monotrope.e. Also are strikingly American, notwithstanding the
wide distribution of the typical Monotropa from South America to
Himalaya, and to Europe of Bypopitys. All the genera and species,
except one iii Himalaya, occur in North America, and all but the peculiar
Atlantic genus Schweinitzia are in the Pacific flora, to which half the
genera are peculiar.

LENNO

\ci;.i:

—A

.Mexican group of three genera, having the habit of

lias one genus, Vholisma^ od the const <>f California, and
Monotropea
another very singular one. Ammobroma, Torr., beyond its borders at the
:

head <>f the dull' of California.
DlAPENSIACEiE, upon which we have elsewhere dilated, consist of the
arctic-alpine Diapensia Lapponica and a congener in Himalaya, of two
monotypic genera in the Atlantic United states [Pyxidanthera and
Qalcuc)) of another (Shortia) divided between the Alleghanies (where it is
apparently verging to extinction) ami Japan, of a related genus in the

okay ami BOOKEB OH

So.i.]

mi. ROCKY MOUNTAIN FLORA.

and of another in Tibet From our western
absent
MBAGINACE^E. In this country very tew. and confined

latter country,

totally

—

1*1.1

coasts

floras

43
it

is

to the

are not uoteworthy.

:

—

Peimulacejs. Need little mention, most of the genera being amphigseao ami widely distributed over the country, although few in species,
many of them alpine or alpestrine. The most peculiar genus, Dodespans the continent in very various Tonus, which seem to be
connected into one species. The true species of Lysimachia are only on
the Atlantic side, and so mainly is the peculiar genius Steironenia,
oatheon,

although the commonest species extends northward to the Pacific.
This is one of several orders which, although mainly
Sapoi
tropical, have temperate representatives in the Atlantic United St
where there are at least three species oiBumelia.
•.<

'

.

—

—

i'.r,r.\ vit..k.
Are in similar case. Diospyros Virginiana, our Persimmon, extends north to latitude 11
and barely crosses the Mississippi.
A Texan species lies beyond our line. Westward the order is wanting.
Si 5 i;.\< A( t..i..
Are found on both sides of the continent, but not at
The order is one of those that affect
all in the intermediate regions.
:

.

—

eastern

the

of continents.

side

Accordingly, the Atlantic

three genera (Symplocos, Halesia, Styrax)

flora

and eight species; the

has

Pacific

only a single 8tyi

flora

Oli:aci:.i;.

— Are

fairly well

represented

the Atlantic flora b\ six

in

and an
Osmanthus; two species of Fraxinus are the sole representatives in the
The wide intervening region has none except a Fraxinus,
Pacific flora.
with simple leaves, on the southern border, where also flourish one oi
two species of Forestiera and of the Texano-Mexican genus Menodora.
Ar« >cynaceje. Tie- two species of Apocynum make a part of all three
floras: the Pacific has a peculiar genus, Cycladenia; the Atlantic. a plant
red to the Northeastern Asian genus TrcLchelospermum^ and Amsonia
ven species of Frcuuinus, a few of Forest it re. a Chionanthus,

—

(which
the

also Japanese), the latter reaching the southern borders

is

<>f

rreat Basin.

(

A»

—

iai>a< k.l
Most of
is is North American, and the spoDumber, are not very unequally divided between the three flo
at least if New M
ad Arizona betaken into the account. This
the
and
southern frontier
country beyond is rather rich in tin- order. The
nearly related to Asclepias; one of them
has
thre<
Pacific flora
genus, Schizonotus, the other two art
of
peculiar
the
type
a
is made
.

:

ts

to

i

d

to the chiefly

divid

that oi

and iPodostigma and

African gen

.i.

I-

The Atlanta- flora
Rocky Mountains the genera
pan- of America the genus

Qomphocarpus.

ind

.

I.im

is

the plains up to the
/.with tropical

.1

,—As our
.

it

monopolizes the genera

nai

species of Buddleia and

the genus

1
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m here restricted to the Atlantic flora. This divides (irhemhim with Eastern Asia. Spigelia and Polypremum with tropical America, Mitreola with
both.

GENTIANACEJB.

—The

Gentians, generally most numerous

in

mount-

ain districts, preponderate in our western floras; yet the Atlantic States

The amphiga-an genus Eri/threa is finely repreand in the Texano- Arizonian region, sparingly

not lack species.

do

sented

in

the Pacific flora

in the Rocky Mountain region, while in the Atlantic States there is
probably no indigenous species north and east of Arkansas. Microrala
has probably reached California from South America. Mcnyanthcx tri3/. cristafoliata is all around the northern part of the temperate zone.
gaUi is one of the few plants which the Pacific flora shares with that of
Japan. The two species of Limnanthemum are strictly Atlantic, and are
connected with tropical species of the eastern side of the continent.
ffalenia is at the same time a high-northern and an Andean genus.
Swertia is absent from the Atlantic side of the continent. As to the
peculiarly American genera, the finest is Frasera, with one Atlantic species, and a few others both of the Rocky Mountains and of the Pacific
side of the continent. Eustoma reaches from the Texano- Arizonian
region just within our border over to the eastern border of the plains.
Sabbatia, of thirteen species, Bart&R&a, and Obolaria are wholly peculiar

to the Atlantic flora.

—

POLEMONIACEJE. Although not wholly absent from Europe and
Northern Asia, compose a truly characteristic American order, and, although half the genera are Mexican and South American, at least niuetenths of the species must belong to the United States. Of these, an
equally large proportion adorn the western regions, whether the mountains, the valleys, or the plains, under the various forms of Oilia, ColJo
in. and Phlox.
Yet, to the Atlantic States belong the herbaceous
species
of
the latter genus, which have longest been known to
perennial
1/1

botanists.

— This

is more strictly an American, and even
Western North American, order than the preA very Large pari of our species and forms inhabit the Rocky
ceding.
Mountain region, chiefly its plains and valleys, and fewest the At1 1

\

dropiiyllacI'L-'e.

more predominantly

a

lantic region.
No genus is restricted to the latter, though into it only
extends the southern Hydrolea; into the lower parts of the intermediate
regions extends the mainly Texano-Mexican genus Wama ; to it belongs
Ciniinitlnis, Tricardia,

and essentially Lemmonia

:

to

it

and

to the Pacific

belong Emmenanthe, H&perochiron, Eriodictyon; to the PacificMora alone belong Draperia and Romanzoffia.
Boeragen \( "i:.i-:. This is a larger order, and is found all over the
The tribes or suborders other than the Borragea hardly come
world.
at all within our limits, excepting two or three species of l/cliofropium,
on.- of which is very characteristic of the plains east of the Kocky Mountains (viz, //. convolvula€eum the Euploca of Nuttall, and it has also
flora

—

)

t]

A'o
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been found in the Great
nia. which extends
i
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and excepting the Tiquilia section of
northwestern verge of the interior \\

Baain),
to the

I

The genera and species are fen in the Atlantic flora. h<
only characteristic genus is Onownodium the yellow -flowered and showy
LithoHperma of the section Batsehia n shares with the plains. The
genus of the whole Rocky Mountain flora, though shared with the Pa
cine, is Eritrichium
the characteristic genusof the Pacific flora, of which
its neighbor takes a pan. is Amwnckio,
Mertentia has most of its spe
cies in the Rocky Mountains and their accessories, yet the finest of them
is l/. Vinjinicit. peculiar to the Atlantic States.
Pectooarya may have
Less region.

:

:

been broughi from Chili to California. Some peculiar genera of the
Arixonian flora are hardly within our scope.

Qokvqlvtjlag&m.

— There are no peculiar genera

and nothing notable

in

distribution.

in

North America,

There are many more Atlantic

than Pacific species.
S. >i.ana< i;_i;.

Texas, and
I'hi/salis is

not

— As to truly indigenous species, are few north and east

<>f

numerous through the western portions of the country.

the largest genus.

racka and the very

little

The only peculiar genera are Chamcesa-

known

Orjjctes.

neither of salient character.

both of the interior region. Into the southern part of the Rocky Mountains extend from .Mexico two species or forms of the Potato type;
ScROPHi'LAitiACE^E. North America has 37 indigenous genera oi

—

them numerous in species. They are
some peculiar genera, and it
is noteworthy that only one of them (SehweUbea) is of near affinity to
Japano-IIimalayan types. Throughout, the types which are not distinctively American are rather European. Mi innliis. however, being an ex-

this very large

order, several of

fewest in the Atlantic flora, which yet has

Thus, in California there LS a remarkable development of the
genus AnUrrhinmm. Of the several tribes, there is one which is particularly characteristic of the Atlantic flora, namely, that which contains
irdia
of ores 20 species), and is augmented by Macrwnthera, s
. and Buchnera.
Some species abound on the eastern part of the
plains, but none reach the Rocky Mountains or appear in the country
and them. Of genera which are sparingly represented in the At
lantic flora or near its borders, and are in feller strength westward, the
e characteristic are CdUirma^ and the great genus PewMemon^ with
about 4 Bpecies at the east and nearly 40 in the Pacific flora Mimulus,
with ;; Atlantic and at least 23 Pacific species; Synthyris; <'<ishlhi,t.
with 3 "i
Atlantic and about 20 western species Ortkocarpus with one
a the northeastern plains and 24 in the western floras, chiefly
on the Pacific Bide, while its relatives in Cordylanthus add half a-; man>
ward
more. Bo /<
withonlj 2 Atlantic species, increa
ception.

:

1

;

.

(

-

)i;

tinct

from

tin
izn

;>t

i

ol

Bosch n

iak ia.

i

for

Wholly

an Bastern
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are wholly Atlantic and one

are more than twice the

Lentebulaoe^.

is

divided (ApJiyllon), the Pacific species

number of the

— Both

Utricula/Ha

ber and diversity in the Atlantic

Mountain

[VolTl.

flora,

Atlantic.

and Pinguicula are of good numare nearly absent from the Rocky

and are very few on the Pacific side.
r.icxoxiACE^E. For a mainly tropical order, are pretty well represented in the Atlantic flora by four species belonging to three genera
(and the most distinct genus, Catalpa, also in Japan and Northern China),
but would be wholly absent from the western floras except for a Mexican
shrub {Chilopsis) which reaches the southern borders of the Great
flora,

—

Basin.

—Are sparingly represented in the Texano-Arizonian
Acanthaceje. — An immense tropical and subtropical order, but probPedaliace^e.

region, but probably are not indigenous to the north of

it.

ably without a single representative in the Rocky Mountain or Pacific
floras within our limits, yet with several in the Texano-Arizonian district.
But the Atlantic flora has an Elytraria and Hygropkila, one or two

many of Ruellia and of Dianthera, a Dicliptera,
and a plant of a peculiar genus, Gatesia.
Yerbenaceje. Of the eleven genera enumerated in the flora of
North America, only four are of such northern range as to come within
our limits. Verbena and Lippia enter into all three floras. Callicarpa
and Phrijma are restricted to the Atlantic flora and to a solitary species.
Both the latter are Eastern Asian, the Phryma in the same species.
Labiate. A large and important order, but after excluding the
naturalized plants and those which range south of the present survey,
neither the American species nor the genera are particularly numerous,
nor is their distribution such as to call for much remark. They are
most conspicuous in the Pacific forest in the Rocky Mountain region,
most diversified in genera in the Atlantic States. Of the Xorth American types, Physostcgia, Lophanthus, Pyenanthennm. and Triehostrma are
species of Cellophanes, as

—

—

common to both

sides of the continent, the latter most largely on the Panumerously on the Atlantic side, with a single Californian
away from its congeners. The peculiar Atlantic genera are

cific; the latter

species far

Tsanthus, Cunila, Collinsonia, Conradina, Ceranthera, Blephilia, Monarda
(which extends into the Rocky Mountains), Brazoria, Macbridea, Synandra.
The Pacific peculiar genera are only Monardella, Pogogyne, Acan-

and the

extending eastward to the
is a remaining characteristic genus, with headquarters in the Texano-Mexican district, extending
over the eastern plains, and one species to the Atlantic. The great
genus Salvia \s meager on both sides of the continent, almost absent
from the interior, except on the eastern plains toward the south, but
fairly numerous in species throughout the Texano-Arizonian region.
IM.w \<;in LOEJB. Are tew in species. Plantago Patagonica, which
abounds on the plains and on the Pacific coast southward, is very polythomintha, Audibertia, the first

Rocky Mountains

i

in single species,

—

last

ITedeoma

GRAI AND HOOKEB OH
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nil.

morphous ami of immense geographical range,

17

worth Doting here
European,
three or four stations within and near the northern

the other genus, Littorella,

rliat

till

now supposed

it

is

to be * holly

has been detected at
borders of the United state-.
\'\ <-i AiiiN \ci: i:.— Air essentially
absenl from the Atlantic flora,
abundant in the Texano-Arizonian arc represented by Oxybaphus <m
ihe plains east of the Rocky Mountains and by Abronia beyond them;
also by QuamocUdion or Mirabilis with several-flowered calciform invo:

lucre.

The Great Basin

a peculiar genns,

lias

Hermidium of

s.

Wat-

South America, but herbaceous.
An lb \MAcr..i: weeds excluded).— Are chiefly of the Rocky MountAenida, however, is more
ain region in its wanner and drier parts.
son, allied to Bougainvilkea of

eastern.

—

ChenOPODIACEJB. Are Of similar distribution, but far more numerThey are the most characteristic and abundant of the
of
dry
interior region, as has been elsewhere stated, and
the
plants
they naturally extend into the Pacific flora more than into the Atlantic.
ous and diverse.

Atriplex

is

the great genns.

shrubby genera.

Spirostackys

Grayia and Sarcobatus are the endemic
is of an extratropical South American

Cijclohnnn and Suckleya are herbs peculiar to the eastern plains.
Piiytolaccace.e. Are represented only in the Atlantic flora, and

type.

—

by a single Phytolacca, Eivina belonging farther south.
POLYGONACE.fi. The genuine Polygoncm on the Atlantic and Pacific

—

by Polygonumnml Burnt p, and by Polygonella in the southern part
of the former ami there are a few in the interior, where Bumex venosns
Bui the most characteristic plants of the two
characteristic plant.
western floras, ami the most numerous in species, if not in individuals,
11 « the Eriogonece.
The genus Eriogonum, founded at the beginnis
the century npon the single-known and still the only Atlantic species,
comprises nearly ion species in our western floras, and the subsid>ides

:

iary genera [Oxytheca, Gentrostegia, Chorizanthe, Nemacaulis, Hollisteria %
-'.all mainly Galiforni an, and three of them also Chilian)
and
about three score more. Pfe
of California, proves to be most
Another type is represented in
ted to the arctic-alpine Kn ligia.
southern part of the Atlantic flora by the peculiar genus Brunnichia.
Podostemaoks. Aquatic plants of tropical or subtropical riv<
A single Podostemdn, on which
ly of the southern hemisphere.
/

.

—

and order were founded., belongs to the Atlantic Unit*
Madagascar, and India
Ab
Absent from the whole intermediate region,
the Atlantic and three othei
species ol
the Pacific flora; tin
»rmerandonein thel
Piper
us in the Atlantic flora,
Hi
if do!
a
me Chino Japanese
M
difornia and then< el
o; its relati
j'tiiH

>ners ai»- all in Brazil,
:.

!

—

I

i

i

—

—
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Laurace.e.

— Mainly

tropical

ye1 there are three genera
tree,

;

and

all

in

or subtropical

all

[Toi.Yi^

around the world,

the Atlantic flora (one, Sassafras, a fine

of Asiatic affinities) and a peculiar one in California.

Thvmkl.ka*
North America

is

—

Most developed in the south ern hemisphere. In
only Dirca, one species in the Atlantic flora, the other,

i;.i:.

very local, in the Caliibrnian.

—

ELJSAGNACE2E. Two of the three genera of this little order are North
The two species of Shepherdia nearly traverse the continent
at the north, and a third species has been discovered on the southern
rim of the Grea t Basin An EUmgnus belongs to Eocky Mountain region.
LoRANTHACEiE. Are represented by two genera, allied to Viscum.
Phoradendron is peculiar to America. The common species in some its of
American.

.

—

forms traverses the continent another belongs to the Californian disArceuthobium
trict and adjacent parts; the others are more southern.
is auiphigsean, of three or four American species, mostly Pacific or southern, one sparingly represented in the Northern Atlantic States.
Santalace^e. Are most largely of the southern hemisphere. The
Gomandra consists of a
distribution of our four genera is interesting.
European species, two North American ones, which traverse the continent northward, and a fourth, which belongs mainly to the Eocky
Mountain region southward. Buckley a consists of an Atlantic (AUeghanian) species and one in Japan Darby a of a single and local Atlantic species, of some ambiguity, because the female plant is unknown
Pyrularia of an Alleghanian species and a Himalayan.
;

—

;

—

Euphorbiace^:. An immense order of 3,000 species and, at the least,
200 genera. The world-wide and prolific genus Euphorbia is very moderately represented in the Atlantic flora, sparingly in the Pacific, numerously in the drier parts of the intermediate country, especially southward. The other large and non-peculiar genera are mainly southern in
range. Peculiar genera are very few Eremocarpus in the Pacific flora;
Crotonopsis in the Atlantic. Of the Buxinece, there is Simmondsia on the
Californian coast, of no near affinity: Pachysandra, in the Alleghanies,
which has a congener in Japan.
Empetrace^e. Have all three genera in the Atlantic flora, and not
elsewhere Empetrum alpine and northern Corema on the coast of the
United States, the other species on the opposite Atlantic coast in Portugal
Ceratiola in the Southern Atlantic States.
CERATOPHYLLEiE. Probably of a single species, amphigrean. both

—

;

:

—

Atlantic and Pacific.

Urticace.e.

— Taken

in

the large sense,

may be

referred to

under

their suborders.

—

Urtice.i:.
Are few on eithei side of the continent, nearly absent
from the Rocky Mountains and Great Basin, an I'rlic.a or two, and the
same of Parietoria; Hesperocnide is divided between California and the
Hawaiian Islands: Laportea, of the Atlantic States, has its congeners
mainly in Eastern Asia. The solitary North American Pilea is confined
to the Atlantic States, and the

same of Bcehmeria.
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—

ri.MACi;.i:.
There arc lour line Elm trees in the Atlantic flora, and
none of these in the Rockj
one farther southwest, also the Planera
Mountain or the Pacific floras; Celtis, either a form <>r the common
eastern of a peculiar species, extends into the Rocky Mountains and even
:

to

Oregon.

Cann

\uim:.i:.

— The common

the Atlantic States and

in

Hop of the Old World is indigenous
the Kockv Mountains; the other species

in
is

rhino Japan.

—

Morns rubra is of the Atlantic States, extending tar southMukk.i:.
ward and thence westward, perhaps passing into a small-leaved species.
Madura aurantiaoa, the Osage Orange, belongs to the northwestern borNone in the western floras.
ders of the Atlantic district.
PLATANACE.fi. There is one Atlantic and one 'alit'ornian PlatanU8]
but none intervening, except on the Mexican borders.
Lei r nf.imi:.!-:. The anomalous Leitneria,oi Florida, is of a single spe-

—

(

—

wholly obscure

cies, of

JUGLANDAOELS.

affinity.

Tuglans cinerea and J. nigra or the Walnut trees

of the Atlantic flora, J.

California of the

Pacific;

Carya

is

of seven

species, restricted to the Atlantic flora.

CUPULIFERJB.

— Are most

fully represented in

tin-

Atlantic

flora,

are

wanting in the whole interior
Scrub
or
a
two
on
Rocky Mountains and their
Oak
the
region, excepting
There are twenty-one Oaks, two Chestnuts, and a Beech in
accessories.
the Atlantic flora; nine Oaks and a Oastanopsis in the Pacific flora;
one Oak in the Rocky Mountain flora, or perhaps more than one; and
two or three others in the district between it and Mexico.
Cokyi.aci:.!:.
An Ostrya and a Garpinus and two species of Gorylus
represent this group in the Atlantic flora. The two western floras want
all but one of the latter, which traverses the continent.
BetulacEvE. Are represented in the Atlantic flora by seven Birches
and three Alders. One of the smaller Birches and perhaps one of the

prominent in the

Pacific flora, but are

—
—

Alders, extends over to the Pacific flora, along with another Rocky
Mountain Birch, and two or three Alders are added.
Mvkka< i:.i:. The ainphigaean Myrica <i<dc is of the Atlantic flora;
one rery like it in the Pacific Of the Bayberry Myriea•. there are one
or two on the Atlantic, and another on the Pacific coast.
The C<>in/>

—

tonia

s

peculiar to the Atlantic flora*

is

\i.k im;.i..

— There

are about

Willows indigenous to the At
flora, very few of them idenfew of these and <>ne or two nunc ot

fifteen

lantie States, nineteen in the Californian

Rocky Mountains have a
There are su Poplars in the Atlantic States three or four
California and Oregon; one or two in the intermediate country, be-

tical

:

The

alpine type.

;

in

sides
all

/'.

tremuloideS) which, passing along the mountains,

is

common

to

three not
Ti,.

tpermea maj best be exibited under the particular groups.

l

Gnkta<
1

i:.i

Q B

..

Ephedra^ the onlj extratro

genus,

is

absent from
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the Atlantic

[Yoi.vi.

has three or four species in the Texano-Arizonian
which enter the Great Basin, and one belongs to the

flora,

region, two of

southern part of California.
Taxink.i: are absent from the Rocky Mountain flora. The Atlantic
flora has the depressed Taxus Canadensis at the north, and an upright
arborescent and perhaps peculiar species in the northern part of Florida.

There

is a

similar one in the

The Atlantic

woods of the

Pacific side of the continent.

possesses the original Torreya; California another;
the two remaining species are of Northeastern Asia.

C

flora

pressinile.

— The

amphigsaan Juniperus communis traverses the
and a prostrate form off/. Sabina probably does
Virginiana, the eastern Red Cedar.
But on a south-

continent at the north
the same; also J.

;

ern range the latter species hardly passes out of the Atlantic region.
J. occidentals and J. Californica are the characteristic species of the

mountains bordering and traversing the southern part of the Great Basin
and of California, Cupressus is wanting to the Atlantic and to the
Rocky Mountain floras, but there are three species in the Pacific flora.
Qhanuecyparis is of one species in the Atlantic flora, two in the Pacific,
Thuja is of two species, one of the Atlantic
the remainder in Japan.
flora, the other of the Pacific and of Japan.
Libocedrus is represented
by a peculiar species only in the Pacific flora.
TAXODiNEiE. Of Taxodium distichum, in the Atlantic flora; Sequoia
gigantea and 8. sempervirens, the Big Trees and Redwoods, in California.
Abietine^e. Are more numerous in North America than elsewhere.

—
—

Like the preceding, they prefer the sides to the center of the continent,
yet are not wanting to the mountains of the latter.

Piniis is represent ed

by twelve species; in the Rocky Mountains and
those of the Great Basin by six different species, not counting those of
Arizona in the Pacific flora by eleven species, four of which are in the
preceding flora. Larix has a single Atlantic and two Pacific species.
one or both of which occur in the Northern Rocky Mountains. Picea, the
Spruces, two in the Atlantic, two others in the Rocky Mountain, and two
Tsvga,
in the Pacific flora, one of the latter a Rocky Mountain species.
one (Hemlock Spruce) in the Atlantic, and one almost the same in the
Pacific flora, which has also the peculiar T. Pattoniana or Williamsomi.
Pse udot.su ga DougUmi) of the Pacific and the Rocky Mountain flora, most
abundant in Oregon. Abies, the Firs or Balsam Firs, two in the Atlantic, two in the Rocky Mountain, and four or five iu the Pacific flora.
one of them common?
Ol C \i>aci:.e. Being represented only by a Zamia on the peninsular
part Of Florida, are beyond our limit.
The monocotyledonous orders must he more briefly dispatched.
Are represented on the Atlantic coast and north of the
Pai.mk.i:.
Three species in two
Florida peninsula by four species in two genera.
genera are described in the Botany of California but two ol" them are
known only beyond the United States boundary; the other belongs
in the Atlantic flora

;

—

—

;

properly to the Arizonian

flora.

GRAY AND HOOKEK
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whole interior region; represented by
PeUandra and Orontium
seven genera
are peculiar, and Si/mjilovarpus. except that it is reproduced in Japan;
on the Pacific coast only a relative of the latter, Ly8%chiton of which the
Ai:.v« ;:.;

.

in

from

the Atlantic flora, of which

)

same species occurs
Li.M\

TYPHAGRJ& — Both

E E,

\<

Japan.

in

same on the two

nearly the

aides of

the continent.

\

a

i

ld

\>

similar oa

1:.— In

•;
.

that

dpi

the

adds

Pacific coast

LUaa and PhyUotpadix.
Ai.tsMAt
era!

v.. v..

— Not

sped

dissimilar, except that the Atlantic flora has

gittaria

and the

Pacific only one. but

it

has the Euro-

pean type of Itdmasonium.

ByDROCHABEDAOEJB.
as

VdUisneria as well

— The

Atlantic flora

j

Linnutlium and

Anacharis; the Pacific, only Anacharis ; the

intermediate regiou none.

BUKMANNIAGELfi.

— Two Atlantic

genera and species of South Amer-

ican affinity; none in the western floras.

—Are much fewer

ORCHID

in

the

Pacilie flora than in

the

and are wanting in the intermediate region, exeept on the
mountains, and there in mostly amphigSMUl species. The Atlantic flora
has the peculiar genera Tipularia and Arethusa (but the latter is in
Japan), and some peculiar Habenarkc ; the Pacific pos
wo European genera, GepkcUatUhera and Epipaetix, but the latter La also in
-. and
an European species of it has recently been detected iu the
Atlantic,

State of

New

York.

CANNACELfi.

—Two

genera and three species

in

the southern part of

the Atlantic flora only.

—

Amakyllidace^e. Are represented in the Atlantic flora by five
a. none of them peculiar, and several species.
There are none in
the two western floras except Agave, and those of Mexican type, and
only along the southern border.

—Three genera, strictly peculiar to the Atlantic
BROXKLIAORfi. — Tillnndsia only along the Atlantic coast; one speFlorida and
northern border.
DOrth to Virginia; others
borders.
the Atlantic
or
IiMDA'K.r.. — Two peculiar genera

ELXKODOBAGKfi.

all

in

it^

in

flora

its

which are more numerous in the Pacific
flora: the former along the mountains between.
DIO0OOKEA4 ;..! —A BU
0, in the Atlantic flora only.
A dozen speck
Uax in the Atlantic flora; 01
them barely reaches the Rockj Mountains: a single and peculiar >pnid

s;.si/riiirltin„i,

I

.

—

litornia.

Boxburghiaj

nngle species, in the Southern Atlantic

i:j..--

aer in .Japan
L11.iv'

km.

:

all

other

relal

.tie.

— Here taken in the extended

bur genera

in

the Atlantic!:

represei
•

not

wery few

in

the

—
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[VoLVl.

Rocky Mountain region, yet of few genera; and are remarkably developed and diversified in the Pacific flora, which has thirty-three genera r
several of them peculiar. Only eleven of the forty North American
genera arc European, but several of those otherwise peculiar are shared
with Eastern Asia, especially the Melanthiece. The characteristic features of the Liliaceous vegetation of the two western floras are given by
the endemic genera, Brodicea and relatives, Leucocrinum, Chlorogahim r
Calochortus, &e., by Yucca, which is also Atlantic, and by the great
development of the genus Allium, exceeded only in Northern Asia.
Jtncace^e. Are numerous and well distributed over the continent,
but require no special remark.
PontedeuiacetE. Tropical aquatics, except the three genera of the
Atlantic flora, one of which (Schollera) reappears in its single species
on the Pacific coast.
COMMELYNACE^E. Also mainly tropical; are represented by twogenera and several species in the Atlantic flora; one or two of these
barely reach the Rocky Mountains southward; all are absent from the

—

—

—

Pacific flora.

Mayaca, a South American aquatic, and sixteen spewanting to the

KYBIDAGE2E.

cies of Xyr%8 are characteristic of the Atlantic flora; are

others.

—

IviMOCAULONE^. Chiefly Atlantic South American; are of three
genera and several species in the Atlantic flora, but none at all western.
The remarkable thing is that the most northern Eriocaulon has effected
a lodgment on the coast of the British Islands.
CvPERAOEiE. The number of species and genera in the Atlantic
flora is nearly double that of the Pacific, and the Rocky Mountain flora
has few.
Gramine je, which would be well worth a particular analysis, are more
equally divided, at least as to genera. Of these the western floras have
many, chiefly of Texano-Arizonian and Mexican types, which are unknown at the east. The Atlantic flora possesses a few peculiar genera,

—

Ziz«nia, Brachyelytrum, Monanthochloa, Hydrochloa, Ctenium, Oryzopsis,

Graphephorum, Diarrhena (reproduced

in

Japan?), Gymnostichum, Trip-

sacutn.
It is hardly worth while to extend this survey into the Cryptogamia r
even to the Ferns.
The subjoined tabular view of the Phaenogamous orders presents to
the eye some of the facts which the preceding pages have brought out
as regards respectively their presence or absence or their relative importance in the three floras which we have been comparing. The name in
full capitals indicates that the older or group has its headquarters in the
Small capitals indicate a full or a notable repreflora of thai column.

sentation, at least comparatively.

indicates a

more or

The name

less considerable

in

ordinary

representation;

or scant} representation; the initial with a

dash

Roman

in italic

(as

N

letters

type, a
in

the
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means that the
not indigenous to that flora. Thus, the second, third, and fourth
orders are not represented, so bras to know, in the Rocky Mountain and
sixth line), indioatofl a treble representation; the blank

order

is

the Paeitie

floras, k «., thej

The oexl

region.

forest

do not extend westward beyond the Atlantic
declares that the order Berberidacea

line

is,

considering the size of the order (in tins instance small), richly represented in the Atlantic tlora. sparingly in that of the Rocky .Mountains

on the easl and the desert basin on the w<
more numerously in that of the Pacific district NymphetacecBsreiathe
same case, having very full generic representation in the Atlantic liora
but hardly any in that of the Rocky Mountains, and a little more on the
Sarraa nun-, ,r take full capitals in the first
Pacific side of the continent.
column, not that the species or types are numerous, but because the
few and remarkable Sarraccnias represent the whole order, excepting
two species; one of them is in California, and the Pacific column is entered accordingly, Such a presentation is only approximate, but in a
(inclusive of the plains

way

general

it

tells

the story.

Rocky Mountain

Atlantic Flora.'

Bammcnlai

Flora.

Pacific Flora.

Rannm-ula.

Ranunculacese.

Berberidacece.

Barbexidaoen.
Xinnphaacece.

P

Papaverackb.

Anon..'

HXVPHJE

\.

A<

T..E.

EXIACE.E.

1

b, Cleome.e.

-eniacece.
.

Fumariacem.

Fnmari

Crucifi

Crucifi

Capparidaceae, Cleomeje.

Capparidaoee, Cleomea.

——

Violate*.

K-

P
.

Viola.

P

.

Kranxi

K

Fran:

Fiankeniaoee.
iphyOacesB.

.

;>hyllace33
Illecebracece.

E2E
Elatin. .

Elatin;..

acece.

M

Malvaceae.

ae.
illactoe.

!

Geraniacecf.
\

Geraniaceee.

icece.

KEM.
Oxalideae.

C

'-'OB.

Cdattracece.

.

lUiamn

I

V

.

Sapindactce.
-'iiacece.

1'AIII.!

C
'ce.

.

c

.

:ae.

•

Ponuce.

Poms a.

ACEX.

1>

laUce.

m.

Rosacea.

D

.

.
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Rocky Mountain

Atlantic Flora.

Paclfio Flora.

Flora.

Hamam elide®.
Halo!.:.

H

II

Melastoma*
Lytliraci

[Vein.

i

I

;r.

j

.

Onagrai .1..
LOA8ACKS.

Onagrsu m.

Onagbacxje.

1

<

ueaj.
•

1

l'iissitlcu.i. c;i'.

Ciicurbitacece.
Oaettu

('murbitacece.
ICKJB.
Ficoid' if.
U.MUEr.UKF.UjE.

Umdklufbsx.

Cornacece.
Capri/oliacece.

Araliacece.
CornaceflB.
Capri/oliacece.

Jtubiacece.

liubiacece.

Ciicurbitacece.

Cactacec.

CACT

Ficoid
Umlxllil.'ia'.
AraliacesB.

Cornaoe®.
CaprifoliaoecB.

v

RouiacesB.
YahiiauaceaB.
Yirnoniai v a
Eupatoriaceae.
Asteroidcai.

Yalcrianacece.

ValerianacesB.

Eupatoriaceae.
Asteroideae.

Eupatoriaceae.

Jnnloidece.

lnidoidece.

llcliaiithoidose.

Henanthoideae.

Asteroidece.
Inuloidcae.
Ifiiianthoidece.

G

G

.

Galinsogece.
Jlclenioidece.

Anthemidece.
Scnccionidece.
Cynaroidcce.

M utisiacece.

.

.

Madiece.

MADIEiE.

JIklemoideje.
Anthmiideae.

Hklkkioidsjb.

Antbemides.
Sinccionideae.
Cynaroidcce.

Scnccionidea?.
Cynaroidcce.
Mutisiacece.

M

.

Cirlioracca:.

Cicborace®.

Cicboraceffi.

Lobeliaces.
Cauipanalacece.
Y.u dXRfi.
Ekicinka:.
Pykoi.ink.e.

Lobeliacece.

LOBKUACBJB.

MuNOTRorE^;.

Monotropece.

Campanulacece.

Campanulacece.

Tate, in ecu.

Vaccinece.
Ericineae.
Pyrolinece.

Erioincce.
Pyrolinece.

MONOTROP&ffi.
Lennoaceae.

DIAI'EXSIACEiE.
Plu mbaginaeece.

P

PiimulacesB.

Primulaceae.

Plumbaginacece.
Primulacece.

.

Sapotacece.

Ebenacece.
Styracaces.

c

OleacesB.

o

Oleacece.

Apocynaceas.

Apocynacece.
Asclepiadaceas.

Asclepiadacece.

AsclepiadacecB.
Loganiacece.

Gentiana(

c;i'.

POLKMONIAfE^E.

HydrophyUacees.

IIYDROPHYLLACE^.

tsolan<ict

,i

.

Sci(i]iluilariaceae.

OrobancbacesB.
Lontilnilaceae.

BignoniaoesB.

BorraginacesB.
Convolvulacece.
Solanacece.

SCROPHULABIACBJB.
OKOBAXCIIACEjE.

SCBOPHULABXACKiR.

Plantaginacece.

A maranta*

Convolvulacece.
Solanaeeat.

L

zonacesB. prop*

1

.

A

.

.

Vt rhinacece.

Yi rlienacece..

Labiatce.
Plantaginacece.

Nyctaginacem

Labiate.
Plantaginacece.
NyctaginaoesB.

AmarantacesB.

Amarantacece.

POl rOOKACEJB.
KlllllCONK.i;.

ERIOGONES.

Phytolacca*

i:—

hobauchaeeae.

(

.

A

Verbenacesa.
Labiate.

POLEMOKIACRfi.
IIYI>R()PttYLLACE.ZE.
liorrajrinaceae.

I.
]>

Acantbaces.

Crcntianaceae.

Jcntianaceae.

(

I'olcnioniaceae.

Borraainacecs.
ConvolvulacesB.

Apocynacece.

POLYGONACBA

PodosU

in"
Ai Lstolochii

Axistolocbiacen.

i

RanroreflB.

Sillll •!.:

Laurai

I.

.>

i

nthod

S\\ AIM
Euphorbia
1

1

EMP1
I'm.,

'i
.1

.

.

a a raccce.

Thymckeacccs.

TlniiiK in iiceoe.

ElceagnacecB.

ElteagnacesB.
act "•
Santalacecs.

LoranthaceeB.
Santalaci ".
EvphorbiaootB.

;

Evphorbiac

RAC1 E

i

Vrtia

i

I'lll! .

.

('mi mi'

M

'

Platani

Platana

LEI

i

I

Juplandacra:

.lie:

CtJFl

i

ii

l

i:.i

.

C

.

CnpulifersB.
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-Ac Flora.

C

l'xtulaceau

'

:cea.
-.

ntct.

Ta^i:.

mimtm

[KM.

.

ntCK.

:ie«e.

Palm
AltM

'

ce.

1

J

I**' III

H*l06flB

Tj^p^ac*«.

A

i<e».

.

lIvdiiK h.iriilaOMft.
BuriiKiimiacoje.

II

.

Cfit.

Orctaidacea.

Orchidacece.

A

llidaeeae.

.

A

.

.

IC€4X.

IndacwB.

Ilid.lceJB.

Iridace».

nee4x.
iL'liiace*.

S

*

i
'

fl

1

'

x

»!•

Liliaceae.

Smilacfcz.
LlLIACEJB.

Jnncacese.

Juncacea.

g

Juuca.

P

-ae.

.

Xyrida
Eriooauloneae.

Ctvbeagbjb.

Cyperaceae.
GramLneae.

Cyperaceoe.
Gramiiiese.

Granii:

The groups in this tabulation, it will be observed, have not
rank of orders. Such as they are, the—
Atlantic flora has
Rocky Mountain flora (in most extensive sense)

all

156
112

Pacific flora

127

But of the groups very
first,

the

slightly represented there is only one in the

while there are twenty-four in the

in the Pacific.

Rocky Mountain

flora

and

fifteen

If these be omitted the greater diversification of the At-

lantic flora will be the

more apparent

Atlantic orders or groups

L55

y Mountain

88

Pacific

.

112

numerical extent, respectively, of these three great divisions
rould be attainable only through
would be a
much labor; and an approximation is nearly as valuable
close count from present and still changing data.
Hann'e Catalog
Ajb to the

of the United

U

the

Phaenogamous Plants of the United

Stat*

:

the Mississippi,

be taken for the Atlantic flora, excluding for our purpose the intro-

duced species and those of the Florida peninsula. The official Botany
difornia, mainly by S. Watson, now just completed, includes or menit«-r pari of the Pacific species and genera, but
incl
many whirl), though indigenous to that State or near its borders, really
an only to the flora of the interior basin. Mr. Watson's careful
elaboration of the botany of this basin and its borders, presented in bis

volume

v.

of Clarence

Parallel,

I

Explorations and 8ui

sums up and analyzes

the

v<

the For-

n of this district;

but
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plains no such summary
and Coulter's Flora of Colorado has brought

Rocky Mountains and the eastern

at hand, although Porter

together some of the materials.
We may estimate that the Atlantic flora north of the thirtieth parallel
(and wholly excluding Texas) consists of 850 Phaenogainous genera and
">. UK) species
that the Pacific flora as now known does not exceed 620
genera and 3,000 species. Mr. Watson ten years ago had knowledge of
L,235 species in 4.')!) genera (and 84 orders) in the Great Basin and the
adjacent Wahsatch and Uinta Mountains. If the ratio of genera and
species to orders is the same as in the Atlantic States, the whole Rocky
Mountain flora, from its eastern plains to the Sierra, and within the
designated parallels of latitude, would contain about 480 genera and
1,930 species and this is probably not far from the mark.
The botanist will see at a glance the principal contrasts between the
Atlantic and Pacific floras. The Atlantic is the region of roun<J-headed
;

;

and deciduous-leaved trees; the Pacific of spire-shaped, evergreen,
Coniferous trees and the Rocky Mountain forest is of the same type as
that of the Pacific, only on a diminished scale, and with the more strik;

ing forms

left out.

The Atlantic flora has almost three times as many genera and four
times as many species of non-Coniferous trees as the Pacific, but it has
rather fewer* genera and almost one-half fewer species of Coniferous
trees than the Pacific.

with one exception (that of Norththe richest in genera and
i. e.
orders, as well as species, of any other temperate region. That of the
Both
Pacific is one of the least diversified, except for its Coniferce.
peculiar
certain
them
of
in
persistence
together are remarkable for the
archaeological types of the latter, namely, Taxodium and Torrcya on the

The

forest of the Atlantic States

eastern Asia),

much

is,

the most diversified,

7

Atlantic side, Torrcya, Libocedrus, and, above

The Atlantic

forest is of

ern hemisphere equal

it

in

no

the stateliness of

Sequoia, on the Pacific.
few parts of the northtrees, but the grandeur

all,

inferior grandeur;
its

of the Pacific forest growth as to Coniferous trees is wholly unequaled.
These points have been brought out in a discourse by the present
writer (entitled Forest Geography and Archaeology), which was pub.

American Journal of Science and Arts, ser. 3, xvi, 1878,
and which, having been prepared in view of this report, it is proposed
to append the more important portions of it.
There are certain orders or groups in which the diversification of
types and the number of forms in the Pacific flora much surpasses that
of the Ailantic. and it is to these that the salient features of the former
are mainly to be attributed; and in referring to these, the western

lished in the

interior flora, sharing in these features,

may be taken

with the Pacific

flora proper.

The

largesl of all the

reckoned as const

it

ut

Plnenogamons orders, the CompOSitCB, used

to

be

ing a tenth part of the Pluenogainous vegetation
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and an eighth pari of thai of North America. It forma
it appears to form between
an eighth pari of the Atlantic flora,
a sixth and a seventh pari of the species in the districl wesl of the Rockj
Mountains, and a Btill larger proportiou of the genera.
Bere are found
most of the Helenioidea and almost all the Ufarfieft, and of the other

of the world
fully

tribes there

no lack, except

is

<>f

Vernoniat

more conspicuous and preponderant on be
western side of the continent, not so much, if at all, in genera, »ut a>lh
This is mainly owing t<> the wonderful develin the number of species.
opment of certain genera {Pentstemon^ Mimulus, Castilleia, Orthocarpiis),

The Scrophulariacecesxe

tar

t

I

\

as has been already stated.

The Polemoniacea form an even more marked feature, the western
having more genera, indeed five times as many forms and Ave times

flora

as

many species as the eastern.
The Hydrcphyllacea arc in nearly

a

similar case: the

Borragim

and so do the Chenopodiacece.
The Eriogon&Bj however, claim the flrst rank; considering the number of the species and the distribution of the group, no other group oi
ordinal or subordinal rank is SO completely characteristic of Western
North American botany as this.

approach

to

it,

Finally, as to the Liliacece (in the extended sense), although

the At

lantic flora Is rich in them, yet the Pacific region considerably surpi
it

in the

species

number

and

in the

and largely surpasses
conspicuousness of the flowers.

of genera,

it

in

the

number

ol

III.

NORTH AMERICAN TYPES
The botany

of the southern

interior arid district,

IN sol Til

AMERICA.

pari of the eastern

and of Southern

California,

great

merges

plain of the
in that

of the

Texano-Arizonian belt, and this into that of the .Mexican plateau. It is
able that from these plateaux our western regions received the
er part of their present forms and types.
We may expect soon to know more than we now d<> of the botany ol
the cooler parts of .Mexico, ami to have this knowledge in a conveni
ently available form.

appears, however, that the Texano-Arizonian srfeciesor their repreo not prevail far down into Mexico, and that the arcticalpine species and other northern types of the higher mountains
It

soon replaced southward by andine forms.
There are clear if not very numerous indications that there bat
former time been greater opportunity than now for the
.

Sortn American species and types

into the southern

bemispl
mainly along the western
of the American continent, on which the mountains abut on the
American phi: ts w Inch have found then

oi'

[)pears that this has talon place

!

:
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extra-tropical South America.

have beeD only
plants with the

a Blight

On

[Yol.vi.

the Atlantic side there appears to

commingling of warm-temperate United States

of the nearer tropical districts.

Thus, the island
Tllidum parviflorum, some species
of Asimvna, all the NymphceacecB of the Atlantic flora, Ascyrum amplexicaule, &c.j our Ampelopsis and Yitis bipinnata, Ilex Dahoon, a Rhexia,
Oldenlandia glomerata, Houston id patens, Pterocaulon, Andromeda nitida,
of

flora

Cuba has Pinus

Elliottii (Cubenris),

CyrUUij Sabbatia gracilis, MitreolapeHolata, Laehnanthes tinctoria, Mayaca,
These, the Ampelopsis excopted, arc peculiar to the Atlantic coast.

&c

Kalmia
But more speculative interest arises from the consideration of the
North American types, and in many cases the actual species, which reappear beyond the tropic in South America, on the western and not
rarely on the eastern side of that continent. There are a number of
(

'aba, moreover, has a species of

plants indigenous to Chili, the presence of which in California

—

— where

they are seemingly no less indigenous maybe accounted for by the
immigration of men and cattle. This may have been the case with
Senebiera, Pentacama, Acama trifida, Plectritis (BetJiea) samolifoUa, Bowlesia lobata, Amblyopappus pusillus, Pectocarya, Lastarricea, and the like.
For Er odium cicutarium, Medicago denticulata, Melilotus parriflora, Oligomeris subulata, and Arena fatua, which are now equally at home in
California, probably arrived by that route rather than direct from Europe.
But we cannot in this way explain the presence in the two temperate zones of plants such as the following, which we assume to be
North American species or types dispersed into South America. Some
few of them might with equal likelihood be viewed as Chilian types
with abnormal northern dispersion. We enumerate only such as come
to view without particular search, and exclusive of those which may
have been dispersed under man's unconscious agency. Identical species

in italics

Anemone
Anemone

decapetala.

Trifolium microdon.

multifida.

Hosackia sabpinnata.
Lathy rus maritimus.
Hoifmanseggia.

Myosurus aristatus.
Sisymbrium canescens.
Vcsicaria, said to be arctica.
Malvastrum of North American
type.

Splneralcea of North American type.
Modiola multifida (Atlantic).
Sida (Pseudo-Malvastrum) sulphuElatine Americano.

and

Chilian).

Gayophytum

$

sp.

sp. aff.

(Enothera dentata.

(Enothera chciranthifolia.

Larrca.

Lithraa,

Lupinus )nierocarpus.
Trifolium MacraH.

sp.

aft".

Fragaria Chilensis.
Lepuropetalon spath ulatum (Atlantic

(Enothera

rea.

Rhus

Prosopis (Algarobia) julifora.

Prosopis (Strombocarpa)

Boisduvalia sp.

Godetia sp.
Mentzelia sp.

aff.
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Va\ ilna-a Chilensis,

Crantzia lincata.

Hydrocotylc ranunouloides^

&c

Collomia grot -His.

Osmorrhiza.
Galium § Relbunium.
Galium § Trichogalium.
Mikania %cana\ nsf

\c

Oilia pusilla.
(iilia

(Navarrotia) involacrata.

(iilia Laciniata.

Phaotlia circinata,

Gutierrezia.

Phaoelia (Microgenetes) OumingiL

Grindelia.

Coldenia

Aplopappus.

Eritrichium fulvum,

Nardophyllum

(aflf.

§

Tiquilia.

&c

Antsinekia angustifblia.

Bigelovia).

Micropns.

Solanum ekcagnifolium.

Adenocaulon.
Polymnia.
Thelesperma scabiosoidesl
Madia tat

Physalis viscosa.

Janmea

Mi inul us

I

k tcus.

trthocarpus australis.

(

(Verbena

§

(ilandnlaria, &c.)

Plantago Patagoniea.

linearifolia.

Lasthenia obtusifolia

Plantagq

Bahia,

Plantago maritima (En. &c).

Schkuhria.

Oxybaphus

Blennosperma Chilense.

AUionia incamata.
Spirostachys sp.

Actinella Bp.

American species im-

migrated
Centaurea (Plectocephalus)

(

sp.

Oxyiheea dendroidea.

Gaillardia (Cercostylis) (Bonaria).

Soliva (Xortb

hirtella.

Ghorizanthe

sp.

Lastarreia

Chilensis

(mentioned

above).

Ibilen

Podostomou.

BIS.

Microseris pygmaea.

Lilcta suhul((t<t.

Downingia

Scirji/is riparius.

pusilla.

Scirpus tatora.

\aria biflora.

Hem ioa rp h a

Monodora sp.
Primula fa rinosa.
.mi,

i

(

iraiiiinca',

I u bsq uarrosa.

severaL

quadrangularis.

Here are near upon 90 species or genera, and almost half of them are
few proximately related species. Most of them affect
the Chilian side of the continent One or two are known only on the
era side.
The mosl remarkable of these arc the QaiUardia and the
ma, of Buenos Ayres; the former closely related to an equally
anomalous Texan species the latter almost identical with a Texano Ne
braskan species. One of the Strombocarpa species of Prosopis, of the
* athera end of Texas, is hardly and perhaps not specifically distingnisfa
from one of Buenos Ayres. or the lOor more identical spe<
only 17 belong to the Atlantic flora
apparently only two of thea
respects North America, namely, the little T*epuropi
»>t'th«- Allan;
nn met with this side <>i Chili, and the In
Modiola multifida* Quite possibly the latter was introduced
into North America as a ballasl w<
identical with a

;

;

I

it
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The natural and obvious line of communication between the botany of
the northern and southern temperate zones has been along the central
part <>t* North America and Mexico, and along the western part of South

America. When our cool temperate flora flourished only along or near
the southern borders of the United States, the warm-temperate (to
which most of the above-enumerated forms belong) were still further
south. When the climate became again warmer, a portion of these
plants were as well placed for southward as for northward retreat.

IV.

NOTES ON THE SOURCES OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FLORA.
Before yielding the pen to his associate,
tions of the whole

North American

who

will develop the rela-

flora to those of other parts of the

northern hemisphere, the present writer may sum up, without developing them, one or two of the probable or plausible inferences or theoretical deductions which the present state of our knowledge, gathered

from a great variety of data, appear to enable us to draw. They are
conclusions the acceptance of which affords at least a clue to the explanation of the condition, constitution, and seeming anomalies of the actual
geographical distribution of the genera and species of our part of the
world. The non-professional reader may best apprehend the ground of
these deductions by a perusal of the discourse already referred to, which
is appended to this report.
The present vegetation of the world is a continuation with successive
modification of that of preceding geological times, and the plants indigenous to any country are completely adapted to its climate, and therefore are capable of enduring its extremes.
Accordingly the explanation of the present assignment of species and
genera is to be sought partly in the geological past, partly in the actual
Questions of the latter kind are comparatively simple. There
climate.
is no difficulty in understanding why our Atlantic region was naturally
covered with forest, why the great plains toward the Bocky Mountains
are woodless, and why plains with a saline soil are abandoned to a vegeThere is no insuperable difficulty
tation resembling that of sea-coasts.
in comprehending how high mountains may nourish forests, even when
favored with

how

little

absolute rainfall

The

difficulty is in ascertaining

a particular species of tree or other plant

of a certain

flora, at

came

to be a constituent

stations widely separated from its nearest relatives,

or even from other members of the

same species. This is not a difficulty,
but only a sterile wonder, to those who suppose that facts of this order
have no scientific explanation, or none which they can hope to reach.
It i> one only to those who assume
that all the members of a species,
and even all the species of a natural genus, were derived at some time
or other from a common stock; but this is the assumption now generally
made in natural history. A reference to the existing state of things will
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reference to the past maj
seldom answer questions of this kind but
sometimes <lo bo.
Although the vegetable palaeontologist goes farther hack, the botantsl
of our era, in the discussion of his problems, maj take the Tertiary
;>

;

At least, the kej to the distribution

period for his point of departure.

temperate regions of the northern hemisphere
is afforded i>\ the later Tertiary botany.
with which we are concerned
Our knowledge fragmentary, yet real of (lie flora around us begins
with a period when it or its direct ancestors occupied the zone between
the arctic circle and the pole, and doubtless several lower degrees oi
There it must have flourished until the coming on of thai
latitude.

of the

flora

ot

the

—

—

—

change o( climate which culminated in the glacial period. It must at
that time have encircled that portion of the earth much as the arctic
During the period of maximum refrigeration, its northflora now does.
ern Limits, abutting upon an arctic flora then in low latitude, musl
have been so tar south in the Atlantic states that the vegetation <>r the
northern shore of the Gulf of Mexico probably resembled that of the
southern shore of the (lull* ot" Saint Lawrence now. Of this northern
yet we could not hazard an opinion
limit there cannot he much donbl
asto where the warm-temperate vegetation of that daymerged into the
Subtropical, as it now does in Southern Texas.
The change between that period and the present, in the opposite direction, has been an amelioration of climate which has carried the arctic flora hack to the arctic circle, with which we now associate it. excepting the portions which, in the retreat, have ascended the mountains
and persisted there, forming the arctic-alpine vegetation. This, as we
have seen, is very scanty m the Atlantic district, where it has abided
only en the most northern mountains: while the more elevated ranges
ot" the western part of the continent have afforded ampler refuge.
A similar advance and ensuing retrogression, consequent upon the
Mining and going out of the Glacial epoch, must have taken place in
other parts of the northern hemisphere.
Under these great and protracted movements of transference, we suppose that a common flora,
which was comparatively homogeneous round the new arctic /one. has
been differentiated into the several existing north-temperate floras, and
that their common features, and the occasional very unexpected identities or similarities (such as those between Japanese and North Ameri
can botany
Their respective peculiarities are
are thus explained.
thought to have resulted from the different vicissitudes and the different
climatic conditions to which the primeval stock has been exposed in
Europe, and America, and upon the opposite sides and great in
tenors of continents, the climates of which
greatly different dow— have
probably been so from verj earlj times. The plants which were most
adapted <-i adaptable to the on.- could not
ted t<> survive In
another, or in any other than one of similar or analogous climate.
But
:

..

—

I

this

is

not the place for considering the application of these principle*
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they come

to be applied to the theoretical elucidation of the great difference between the Atlantic and the Pacific floras it will need to be noted that

the two sides of the continent, at the time

when they

received the pro-

more completely separated than
have been, as it were, two long peninsulas

genitors of the present vegetation, were

now;

they seem to

that

stretching southward from a mainland at the north, the great plains
between our eastern district and the Rocky Mountains being then under
water.
It may be inferred that the Atlantic side of the continent was more
open than the western to the reception of the ancestral flora from the
north, and so received it in larger measure and variety, or that it has
been since hat time more free from disturbance and catastrophe. Probably the two causes may have conspired in the production of the result.
There Is, moreover, reason to suspect that the recession of the glaciation
was earlier on the Atlantic side of the continent than in the more elevated central and Pacific regions; and that, from all these causes, its
preglacial flora was more completely restored to it than to that of the
t

Pacific side.

And,
all

finally,

we infer that the Pacific region, while preserving through
moderate number of boreal types, and receiving a few

vicissitudes a

Eastern Asiatic ones probably at a later date, has been mainly replenished from the Mexican plateau, and at a comparatively late period.
.V large part of the botany of California, still more of Nevada, Utah, and

Western Texas, and, yet more, that of Arizona and New Mexico, may be
regarded as a northward extension of the botany of the Mexican plateau.
This may, at least, be said that two types have left their impress
:

upon the North American flora, and that its peculiarities are divided
between these two elements. One we may call the boreal-oriental element
this prevails at the north, and is especially well represented in
the Atlantic flora aud in that of Japan and Manchuria the other is the
Mexican -plateau element, and this gives its peculiar character to the flora
of the whole southwestern part of North America, that of the higher
;

;

mountains excepted.

[Prom the American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol. XVI,

1878.]

FOREST GEOGRAPHY AND ARCHAEOLOGY.
By Asa Gray.
[A

lecture delivered before the

Harvard University Natural History

Society, April 18, 1878.]

It is the forests of the northern temperate zone which we are to traverse.
After taking some not" of them in their present condition and relations, we may inqnire Into their pedigree; and, from a consideration of what and whore the component trees have been In days of old, derive some probable explanation of peculiarities
*

*

*

which otherwise seem Inexplicable.
In speaking of our forests in their present condition, I mean not exactly as they are
to-day, hut as they were before civilized man had materially interfered with them.
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we inhabit Bach interference is so recent that we have little difitaulty
conceiving the oonditions whioh hero prevailed, a few generations ago, when the
"forest primeval" described in the Aral lines of a familiar poem -covered essentially
the whole count iy. from the Gulf of Saint Lawrenee and Canada to Florida and T<
[n the district

in

—

Cram the Atlantic to beyond the Mississippi. This, our Atlantic forest, Is one of the
largest and almost the richest of the temperate forests of the world.
That i-. it oonv
diversity oi' species than any other, except one.
In crossing the country from the Atlantic westward, we Leave this forest behind na
when we pass the western borders of those organised states which lie along the right
bank of the Mississippi. We exchange it for prairies ami open plains, wooded only
the water-courses plains whioh grow more and more hare and Less green as we
d west ward, with only some scattering Cottonwoods (i. e. Poplars) on the immediate banks of the traversing rivers, which are themselves far between.
Ill the Rocky Mountains we come again to forest, but only in narrow lines or patches;
and if you travel by the Pacific Railroad yon hardly come to any; the eastern and the
interior desert plains meet along the comparatively low Level of the divide which here
ipportunefor the railway; but both north and south of this line the mountains
themselves are fairly wooded. Beyond, through all the wide interior basin, and also
north and south of it, the numerous mountain chains seem to he as bare as the alkaline plains they traverse, mostly north and south, and the plains beat nothing taller
than Sage-brush. But those who reach and climb these mountains find that their ravines ami higher recesses nourish no small amount of timber, though the trees themselves are mostly small and always low.
When tin' western rim of this great basin is reached there is an abrupt change of
This rim is formed of the Sierra Nevada. Even its eastern slopes are forestwhile the -western hear in some respects the noblest arid most
clad in great measure
remarkable forest of the world— remarkahle even for the numherof species of evergreen tree> occupying a comparatively narrow area, hut especially for their wonderWhatever may he claimed for individual Euful development in size and altitude.
.

:

calyptus

tree-,

in

certain sheltered ravines of the southern part of Australia,

no forest to he compared

it

is

grandeur with that which stretches,
ially unbroken, though often narrowed and nowhere very wide, from the southern part of the Sierra Nevada in latitude 36 to Puget Sound heyond latitude 49 and
prObable that there

is

for

.

not a little farther.

ending into the long valley of California, the forest changes, dwindles, and
mainly disappears. In the Pacific coast ranges it resumes its sway, with altered featsome of them not Leas magnificent and of greater beauty. The Bedwoods of the
lor instance, are little less gigantic than the I'.ig-tives of the Sierra Nevada, and
And several species which are
far handsomer, and a thousand times more numerous.
-

merely or mainly shrubs in the drier Sierra become lordly trees in the moister air of
tie- northerly coast ranges.
Through most ot" California these two Pacific forest
separate; in the northern part of that state they join ami form one rich woodland
heir, skirting the Pacific, hacked by the Cascade Mountains, and extending through
British Columbia into OUT Alaskan Territory.
They
re have two forest regions in North America— an Atlantic and a Pacific
lies,- names, for
he\ are dependent upon hi' oceans whioh hej respectively
Also we have an intermediate isolated region or isolated lines of forest,
on both sides by hare and arid plains plains w Inch on he eastern side may partly he
on the west.-l
of arid and alkaThis mid-region mountain forest is intersected by a n
line plateau, OT eastward Of grassy plain
a hundred miles wide from north to .south
t

t

;

t

i!

.

—

;

t

.

•

-

1

1

—

through which passes the Cm on Pacific Railroad. This divides the £
mthern and a northern portion. Theaouthern Is complete!
hern, in a cooler and leas arid region, is larger, broach r, more diffused.
Bid, on and heyond thenorthern houndary oft
•I

t

I

Ti
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and here and there unites with, the Pacific forest. Eastward, in northern British
territory, it makes B narrow junction with northwestward prolongations of the broad
Atlantic forest.
tor these forests as a wliole, their position, their limits.
Before we glance
distinguishing features and component trees, I should here answer the queswhy so curtailed and separated at the
tion, why they occupy the positions they do
south, BO much more diffused at the north, hut still so strongly divided into eastern

much

S.»

at their

;

must not consume time with the rudiments of physical geography
goes without saying that trees are nourished by moisture. They
starve with dryness and they starve with cold. A tree is a sensitive thing. With its
great spread of foliage, its vast amount of surface which it cannot diminish or change,
except by losing that whereby it lives, it is completely and helplessly exposed toevery
atmospheric change; or at least its resources for adaptation are very limited, and it
cannot flee for shelter. But trees are social, and their gregarious habits give a certain
mutual support. A tree by itself is doomed, where a forest, once established, is coniand Western f Yet
and meteorology.

I

It

parat velv .secure.
i

none can withstand a certain amount of cold and other exposure, nor make head against a certain
shortness of summer.
Our high northern regions are therefore treeless, and so are the
summits of high mountains in lower latitudes. As we ascend them we walk at first
under Spruces and Fir-trees or Birches: at (1,000 feet on the White Mountains of New
Trees vary as widely as do other plants in their constitution; but

Hampshire,

at

Rocky Mountains, we walk through
and depressed individuals of the same species

11,000 or 1*2,000 feet on the Colorado

or upon them: sometimes upon dwarfed

These depressed trees retain their hold on life only in
that made the canopy below.
virtue of being covered all winter by snow. At still higher altitude the species are
wholly different, and for the most part these humble alpine plants of our temperate
zone
high

— which we cannot call trees, because they are only a foot or two or a span or two
— are the same as those of the arctic zone, of Northern Labrador, and of Green-

The arctic and the alpine regions are equally unwooded from cold.
As the opposite extreme, under opposite conditions, look to equatorial America, on
the Atlantic side, for the widest and most luxuriant forest-tract in the world, where
winter is unknown, and a shower of rain falls almost every afternoon. The size of the
Amazon and Orinoco brimming throughout the year testifies to the abundance of
land.

—

rain and

—

equable distribution.
The other side of the Andes, mostly farther south, shows the absolute contrast, in
the want of rain and absence of forest happily it is a narrow tract. The same is true
of great tracts either side of the equatorial regions, the only district where great deserts reach the ocean.
It is also true of great continental interiors out of the equatorial belt, except where
cloud-coinpelling mountain chains coerce a certain deposition of moisture from air
which could give none to the heated plains below. So the broad interior of our country is forestless from dryness in our latitude, as the high northern zone is forestless
from cold.
Regions with distributed rain are naturally forest-clad. Regions with scanty rain,
and at one BOason, are forestless or sparsely wooded, except they have some favoring
compensations.
Rainless regions are desert.
The Atlantic United States in the /one of variable weather and distributed rains,
and with the Gulf of Mexico as a caldron for brewing ram. and no continental expanse
between that great caldron and the Pacific, crossed by a prevalent southwest wind in
summer. is greatly favored for Bummer as well as winter rain.
And so this forest region of OUTS, with annual rainfall of 50 inches on the Lower
Mississippi, 58 inches in all the country east of it bordering tin- Gulf of Mexico. 45 to
ii In all the proper Atlantic district from Bast Florida to Maine, and the whole region
drained by the )hio— diminished only to 34 inches on the whole I'pper Mississippi and
ii*-.it Lake region
with this amount of rain, fairly distributed over the year, and the
kter part not In the winter, our forest is well accounted for.
its

;

(

<

—
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district

on aneqaal

oooapied by the I'a« iii. forest has maofa mora aneqna]
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rainfall,
I

b<

\»ry different in the Bame place in different
I'ii 'in the Golf of Mexico to the Golf of Bt. Lawrence the amonnt of rain deon
moderately and rather regularlj from sooth to oortfa hot, at less la Deeded in
eold
climate, there is enough to aonriah foreet throughout.
<>n the Pacific coast, from tinGulf of California to Paget Sound, the southerly third baa almost no rain at all the
middle portion lees than our Atlantic least the northern third has about our Atlantic
;

;

;

ge.

Then,

New England has about

Florida and

the same amount of rainfall in winter and
Alabama about one-half more in tin- three Bummer than in the

in summer;

bree winter
equable distribution. Hut on the Pacific coast there is no summer
And the winter rain, of
rain at ail, «x« «pr in the oorthern portion, and there little.
forty-four inches on the northern border, diminishes to less than on. -halt' before reaching the Hay of San Francisco; dwindles to twelve, ten, and eight inches <»n the
southern coast, and to tour inches before we reach tin- United States boundary below

months

—a

t

fairly

San 1>: _
Taking the whole year together, and confining ourselves to the roast, the average
rainfall for the year, from Puget Sound to the border of California, is from eighty
e.. seventy on
the northern edge of
inches at the north to seventy at the south,
California: thence it diminishes rapidly to thirty-six. twenty (about San Fran<
twelve, and at San Diego to eight inches.
The two rainiest regions of the United States are The Pacific coast north of latitude
But when
forty-five, and the northeastern coast and borders of the Gulf of Mexico.
one is rainy the other is comparatively rainless. For while this Pacific rainy region
ha- only from twelve to two inches of its rain in the summer months. Florida, out of
Ma forty to sixty, has twenty to twenty-six in summer, and only six to ten of it in the
winter months.
Again, the diminution of rainfall as we proceed inland from the Atlantic and Gulf
shores, is gradual the expanse that is or was forest-clad is very broad, and we wonder
only that it did not extend farther west than it does.
On the other side of the continent, at the north, the district so favored with winter
rain is but a narrow strip, between the ocean aud the Cascade mountains.
East of the
latter the amount abruptly declines for the year from eighty inches to sixteen
for the
winter months, from forty-four and forty to eight and four inches for the summer
months, from twelve and four to two and one.
So we can understand why the Cascade Mountains abruptly separate dense and
tall forest on the west from treelessness on the east.
We may conjecture, also, why
this North Pacific forest is so magnificent in its development.
Equally, in the rapid decrease of rainfall southward, in its corresponding restriction to one season, in the continuation of the Cascade mountains as the Sierra Nevada,
cutting off access of rain to the interior, in the unbroken stretch of coast ranges near
and the consequent small and precarious rainfall in the great interior valley
of California, we see reasons why the Californian forest is mainly attenuated southward into two lines into two files of a narrow but lordly procession, advancing
southward along the coast ranges, aud along the western flank of the Sierra Nevada,
:ig the long raUsy between comparatively bare of trees.
By the limited and precarious rainfall of California, we may account for the limitations of its forest.
But how shall we aoOOUUl for the foot that this dist:
i.

;

—

;

:

i.

—

iratively little rain produces the

alone of

all

xtraordinary growth
I

-

upon a

inijjht

-

Is

the world, those two pCCUlJ

I

GB

the w.

I

only

special

pro.:

WOndSt

b

aid Fir- trees, who-.- brethren w.- know, and
scale only less gigantie.
Evidently there is

5

in

Which excite our

mate
sot:

—

—
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able to the development of tiocs, especially of coniferous trees;
to <lc .inline wh.it it can he.

and

Nor, indeed, dees the rainfall of the coast of Oregon, great as it

it

is,

is

[Vol.Vi.

not easy

fully

account

extraordinary development of its forest; for the rain is nearly all in the
winter. \ery little in the summer. Yet here is more timher to the acre than in any
other part of North America, or perhaps in any other part of the world. The trees
are never so enormous in girth a~s some of the Californian, hut are of equal height
for the

—

the average three hundred feet heing common, and they stand almost
,it least on
within arms' length of each other.
The explanation of all this may mainly he found in the great climatic differences
between the Pacific and the Atlantic sides of the continent; and the explanation of
these differences is found in the difference in the winds and the great ocean currents.
The winds are from the ocean to the land all the year round, from northwesterly in
summer, south westerly in winter. And the great Pacific Gulf Stream sweeps toward

away from it, as on our Atlantic side.
and short, and are to a great extent a season of growth,
instead of suspension of growth as with us. So there is a far longer season available
to tree-vegetation than with us, during all of which trees may either grow or accu^
mulate the materials for growth. On our side of the continent and in this latitude,
trees use the whole autumn in getting ready for a six-months winter, which is comand along the

The winters

coast, instead of hearing

are mild

pletely lost time.
Finally, as concerns the west coast, the lack of summer rain is made up by the
moisture-laden ocean winds, which regularly every summer afternoon wrap the coast
ranges of mountains, which these forests affect, with mist and fog. The Redwood,

— the

handsomest and far the most abundant and
bathed with soft showers fresh from the
ocean all winter, and with fogs and moist ocean air all summer. It is nowhere found
beyond the reach of these fogs. South of Monterey, where this summer condensation
Lessens, and winter rains become precarious, the Redwoods disappear, and the general forest becomes restricted to favorable stations on mountain sides and summits.
*
*
*
The whole coast is hordered by a line of mountains, which condense the
moisture of the sea-breezes upon their cool slopes and, summits. These winds, continuing eastward, descend dry into the valleys, and, warming as they descend, take
up moisture instead of dropping any. These valleys, when broad, are sparsely
wooded or woodless, except at the north, where summer rain is not very rare.
Beyond stretches the Sierra Nevada, all rainless iu summer, except local hail-storms
and snowfalls on its higher crests and peaks. Yet its flanks are forest-clad; and, between the levels of 3,000 and 9,000 feet, they bear an ample growth of the largest Coniferous trees known. In favored spots of this forest and only there are found those
groves of the giant Sn/uoia, near kin of the Redwood of the coast-ranges, whose trunks
are from fifty to ninety feet in circumference, and height from two hundred to three
hnndredand went y-iive t'rvt. And in reaching these wondrous trees you ride through
miles of Sugar Pines, Yellow Pines, Spruces, ami Firs, of such magnificence in girth and
seem not out of
height, that the Big-trees, when reached astonishing as they an
keeping with their surroundings.
Its
I cannot pretend to account for the extreme magnificence of this Sierra Forest.
Douhtless most of it is in
rainfall is in winter, and of unknown luit large amount.
gnow, Of which fifty or M\t\ feet f;ills in some winters and different from the coast
and in Oregon, whew i1 Calls as rain, and ate temperature which does not suspend
vegetable action— here the winter must be complete cessation. Fnt with such great
snow tall the supply of moist me to the soil should be ahnndant and lasting.
Then the Sierra much loftier than the oeaettrsnges rising from 7,000 or 8,000 to
11,000 and 14,000 feet, La refreshed in lumaserby the winds from the Pacifio, from
which it takes the last drops of available moisture; and mountains of such altitude,
to which moisture from whatever source or direction must necessarily be attracted,
one of the two California Big-trees
useful

—

is

restricted to these coast-ranges,

—

—

t

—

;

—

—

—
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are always expected to support forests, at least when not cut off from sea winds by
interposed chains of equal altitude. Trees eaoh mountains will have.
Theonl] and
the real wonder is that the .Surra Nevada ahould rear such Immense trees!

Moreover, we shall see that this forest la lull ami superb only in our line; that,
Such tor situation, and extent, ami
favorite trihe, it is meagre enough.
surrounding conditions, are the two forests the Atlantic and Pacific— which are to
be compared.
In order to some to this comparison I must refrain from all account of the Intervening forest of the Rocky Mountains, only saying, that it is comparatively poor in the
size of its trees and the number of species; that few of its species are peculiar, ami
those mostly in the southern part, ami of the Mexican plateau type; that they are

bi\oudone

—

common

to the mountain-chains which lie between, Stretched north ami south ni fluthrough that arid or desert region of Ptah and Nevada, of which the larger
part belongs to the Great Basin between the Rooky Mountains ami the Siena Nevada;
that most of the Koeky Mountain trees are identical in species with those of the Pacific
may add
faesat, except far north, where a few of our eastern ones are tnterminglecL
that the Koeky Mountainsproper get from twelve to twenty inches of rain in the year,
mostly in winter snow, some in summer showers.
But the interior mountains get little, and the plains or valleys between them less;
the Sierra arresting nearly all the moisture coming from the Pacific, the Rocky Mountains all coming from the Atlantic side.
Forests being my subject, I must not tarry on the woodless plain on an average
,")00 miles wide
which lies between what forest there is in the Rocky Mountains and
the western border of oureastern wooded region. Why this great sloping plain should
be woodless— except where some Cottouwoods and their like mark the course of the traversing rivers is, on the. whole evident enough. Great interior plains in temperate
This of ours is not arid to
latitudes are always woodless, even when not very arid.
the degree that the corresponding regions west of the Rocky Mountains are. The
moisture from the Pacific which those would otherwise share, i-. as w. have seen,
arrested on or near the western border, by the coast-ranees and again by the Sierra
Nevada and so the interior (except for the mountains) is all but desert.
On the eastern side of the continent the moisture supplied by the Atlantic and the Gulf
of Mexico meets no such obstruct ion. So the diminution of rainfall is gradual instead
of abrupt.
But this moisture is spread over a vast surface, and i: Is naturally bestowed, first and most on the seaboard district, and least on the remote interior. From
the Low.i Mississippi eastward and northward, Including the Ohio River basin, and
SO to the coast, and up to Nova Scotia, there is an average of forty-seven inches of
This diminishes rather steadily westward, especially mull
rain in the year.
ward, and the western holder of the ultra-Mi seissippian pis
>SS than
Ion, all

1

—

—

—

;

(

inch'

Indeed, from

ih<-

great prevalence of westerly ami southerly winds, what precipitai> on our western plains is not from Atlantic BOUTCes, nor much

tion of moisture there

from the Grul£

The rain-chart plainly

show.-, that

the water raised from the heated

mainly carried northwand and eastward. It i- this which hasgiveo us the
Atlantic forest region; audit is the limitation of this which bounds thai forest at the
The lim- on the rain-chart indicating twenty-four Inches of annual rain i> not
om the line of the western limit of trees, except far north, beyond the Great
less
a, where in the coolness of high latitudes, as In the
coolness of mountains,
amount of rainfall snfflces foi
rth.
yfe see, then, why our great plains grow
proceed from the Mississippi
aid: though we wonder why this should take pi |
,'orupth as
it do.-.
But, as alreadj itated, the general course of the triad-bearing raine from
tin- Gulf and beyond i- such as to water v. .11 the Mississippi Vallej ami a!' eastwasi|
<Hilfi>

I

:

but do! the diet
It doe- no! altOget

"t it.
llel

follow

•
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fore

wherever there

Lb

rain enough,

forest

[VoZ.vx

must needs cover the ground. At
rule—exceptions both ways.

there are Borne curious exceptions to such a genera]

Siena Nevada we are confronted with a stalely forest along with ;i scanty rainwith rain only in the three winter months. All summer long, under those lofty
fyou —tii up the soil you may be choked with dust. On the other hand, tlie
prairies of [OWS and Illinois, which form deep bays or greal islands in our own forestIn the

tall,

which drop more rain than probably ever falls on the
and give it at ail seasons. Under the lesser and brief
trees we know: under the more copious and well-dispersed

region, are Bpread under skies

slopes of the Sierra Nevada,
i

am- we have
we have

the loftiest

without forests at all.
say about the first part of this paradox, and I have not much
The cause or origin of our prairies of the unwooded disto say about the other.
has been much discussed, and a whole
tricts this .side of the Mississippi and Missouri
bour would be needed to give a fair account of the different views taken upon this
knotty question. The only settled thing about it is that the prairies are not directly
owing to a deficiency of rain. That the rain-charts settle, as Professor Whitney well
lain,

There

prairies,

is little

more

to

—

—

9ts.

The

prairies

which indent or are inclosed

in

our Atlantic forest-region, and the

—

and in Iowa
and Nebraska passes into the other, it may be supposed that common causes have
influenced both together, perhaps more than Professor Whitney allows.
He thinks that the extreme fineness and depth of the usual prairie soil will account
for the absence of trees and Mr. Lesquereux equally explains it by the nature of the
soil, in a different way.
These, and other excellent observers, scout the idea that immemorial burnings, in autumn and spring, have had any effect. Professor Shaler r
from his observations in the border land of Kentucky, thinks that they have that

plains beyond this region, are different things.

But, as the one borders

—

;

—

there are indications there of comparatively recent conversion of oak-openings into
prairie,

and now

— since

the burnings are over

—of the

reconversion of prairie into

woodland.
I am disposed, on general considerations, to think that the line of demarcation between our woods and our plains is not where it was drawn by nature. Here, when
no physical barrier is interposed between the ground that receives rain enough for
forests, and that which receives too little, there must be a debatable border, where
comparatively slight causes will turn the scale either way. Difference in soil and

difference in exposure will here tell decisively.

—for

And

along this border, annual burn-

—

the purpose of increasing and improving buffalo feed practiced for- hundreds of years by our nomado predecessors, may have had a very marked effect. I
suspect that the irregular border line may have in this way been rendered more irregular, and have been carried farther eastward wherever nature of soil or circumstances

ings

of exposure predisposed to

it.

does not follow that trees would re-occupy the land when the operation that destroyed them, or kept them down, ceased. The established turf or other occupation
of the soil, and the sweeping winds, might prevent that. The difficulty of reforesting
bleak New England coasts, which were originally well wooded, is well known. It is
It

equally but probably not more difficult to establish forest on an Iowa prairie, with

proper selection of trees.
The difference in the composition of the Atlantic and Pacific forests is not less
marked than that of the climate and geographical configuration to which the two are
•

ctively adapted.

With some very notable exceptions the forests of the whole northern hemisphere in
the temperate zone (those that we are concerned with) are mainly made up of the
same or similar kinds. Not of the same species; for randy do identical trees occur in
any two <>r more widely separated regions. Hut all round the world in our zone the
woods contain Pines and Firs and Larches, Cypresses and Junipers. Oaks and Birches,
Willows and Poplars. Maples and Ashes, and the like. Yet with all these family like-

AVi-
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throughout, each region has some peculiar features—some trees by which the
country ma; at oner !>.• distinguished.
Deed not take
ginning by a oompariaon of our Pacific with oui Atlantic forest,
the time {o enumerate tin- trees of the latter, as we all may be supposed t<> know them,
and many of the genera will have to be mentioned in draw ingthe contrast to which
your attention. In this you will he impressed most of all, I think, with the
from
fact that tlu- greater part of our familial trees are • conspicuous by their absence
-

I

I

'*

the

Paciti<

forest.

For example, it has no Magnolias, no Tulip-tree, no Papaw, no Linden 01 Basswood,
pom- in Maples: no Locust-trees neither Flowering Locnat not- Honej
is v.rv
-;
nor any leguminous tree
no cherry large enough tor a timber-tree, like our
wild Black Cherry no Gum-trees Nyssa DorLiquidambar) t nor Sorrel-tree, nor Kalmia;
no Persimmon or Bumelia not a Holly only one Ash that may be called a timher-t ree

—

and

—

:

:

:

:

not a single Elm nor Hackberry; not a Mulberry, nor Planer-

no Catalpa or Sassafras;

Madura not a Hickory, nor a Beech, nora true Chestnut, nor a Hornbeam
one Birch-tree, ami that only far north, where the differences are Less striking.
But as to coniferous trees, the only missing type is our Bald Cypress, the so-called
Cypress of our southern swamps, and that deficiency is made up by other things. But
as to ordinary trees, if you ask what takes the place iu Oregon and California of all these
missing kind-, which are familiar on our side of the continent, I must answer, nothnor

tree,

:

:

There is the MadroOa (Arbutus) instead of our Kalmia (both
and there is the California laurel instead of our southern Red
Bay tree. Nor in any of the genera common to the two does the Pacific forest equal the
Atlantic in species. It has not half as many Maples nor Ashes nor Poplars nor Walnuts
nor Birches, and those it has are of smaller size and inferior quality it has not half as
many Oaks and these and the Ashes are of so inferior economical value that (as we are
told a passable wagon-wheel cannot be made of California wood, nor a really good
one in Oregon.
This poverty of the western forest in Bpecies and types may be exhibited graphically, in a way which cannot fail to strike the eye more impressively than when we
say that, whereas the Atlantic forest is composed of 66 genera and 155 species, the
Pacific forest has only 31 genera and 78 species. * In the appended diagrams the short
side of the rectangle is proportional to the number of gemra. the long side to the numnearly nothing.

:

trees in some places);

;

;

'

ber of spe

Now the geographical

areas of the

two

forests are

From

not very different.

the

Mexico to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence about twenty degrees of latitude intervene. From the southern end of California to the peninsula of Alaska there are wentyeighr
und the forest on the coasf runs some degrees north of this j the length
therefore make up for the comparative narrowness of the Pacific forest
How can so meagre a forest make -«. imposing a show
Surely not by the _
number and M/e of its individuals, so far as deciduous or more coi rectly non-coniferiic.i neii
tor on the whole they are inferior to their eastern brethren
r

I

.

i

.'

•

if

not in

:

number

of individual-.

Tie- reason

i-

that a larger proportion of the

ami these

'
the
being
aspiring port and eminently gregarious habit, usually dominate where
While the East has almost three time- a- many genera and tour times as
non-coniferous trees ;•- the West, it ha- slightly fewer _
one-halt fewer -j"
that i-. the Atlantic
tiferous trees than the West

are coniferous trees;

•t

it

:

ion- forest
*

We

tak.- in

sented by

only timber trees,

which gives them

11

oi

sou b as

a clear title to the si
•

gion,

genera and 25 species
attain in the

the Pacii

;

moe

boreons rank.

12 g

'

>le

Locality

The subtropical southern

Kcluded.

which may touch the evanescent southern borders of the

In counting the coniferous genera, Pinna,
admitted to thi- rank, but
'

I

(

Mm-., and
genua.
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and U species. This relatire preponderance nia> also be expressed by the diagrams,
jii which the smaller Inclosed rectangles, drawn on the same scale, represent the coniferous port ions of

hese forests.
Indeed, the Pacific idicsi is made np of conifers, with con-coniferous trees as occasional undergrowth or as scattered individuals, and conspicuous only in valleys or iu
the parse tree-growth of plains, on which the oaks at most reproduce the features Of
t

"oak openings" ken- and there bordering the Mississippi prairie region. Perhaps
the most striking contrast between the Wesl and the Bast, along the latitude usually
traversed, is that between tin- spiry evergreens which the traveller leaves when ho
the

quits California, and the familiar

give him the feeling of home

the Mississippi. The Atlantic forest is
not meagre in coniferous trees. All the glory of the
coniferous trees. Its desperate poverty iu other trees appears in

particularly rich in these,
Pacific forest

is

in its

woods of various-hued round-headed trees which

when he reaches

and

is

the annexed diagram.

1.

Atlantic American forest.

2.

Pacific

American

forest.

3.

4.

Japan-Manchurian
European forest.

forest.

These diagrams are made more instructive, and the relative richness of the forests
round the world in our latitude is most simply exhibited, by adding two or three similar ones.

Two

will serve, one for Europe, the other for Northeast Asia.

A

third

would be the Hiinalay-Altaian region, geographically intermediate between the other
two as the Arizona- Rocky Mountain district is between our eastern and western.
Both are here

left

out of view, partly for the same, partly for Special reasons pertaining

These four marked specimens will simply
to explain.
and clearly exhibit the general facts.
Keeping as nearly as possible to the same scale, we may count the indigenous forest
trees Of all Europe at "'"> genera and 86 species, and those of the .Japan-Manehurian
legion, <>f very much smaller geographical area, at (>(> genera and 168 species.
I hero
include in it only .lapan. Eastern Manchuria, and the adjacent borders of China. The
known species of trees m nst he at hef roughly determined, l»ut the numbers here given
BN not exaggerated, and are much more likely to be sensibly increased by further
knowledge than are those of any of the other species. Properly to estimate the surpassing richness of tins Japan-Manchurian forest, the comparative smallness of geographical area must come in as an important consideration.

to each,

which

I

must not stop

i
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To complete the view, let it be noted thai the division of these forests Into coniferous and non-coniferous is. for the
Genera.

European non-coniferous
European coniferous

Japan-Mauohurian non-coniferous
Japan-Manohuriaii coniferous

In

otlici

words, a narrow region in Eastern

many

about twice as

a

fco

Ajsia

contains twice as

Speciea.

\

17

i"

123

19

\->

86

l»w

many genera and

by all Europe; and
genera than the latter has species, and

species of indigenous trees as arc possessed

coniferous trees, the former has mor<

over twice and a half as many species
The only question about the relation of these four forest region-, as to their oomponeut species, which we can here pause to answer, is to what extent they contain
If we took the shrubs, there would be a small number, if
trees of identical species.
the herbs, a very considerable number, of species common to the two New World and

two Old World areas, respectively, at least to their northern portions, even after.
excluding arctic-alpine plants. The same may be said, in its degree, of the North
European flora compared with the Atlantic North American, of the Northeast Asiatic
compared with the northern part of the Pacific North American, and also in a peculiar
way (which 1 have formerly pointed out. and shall have soon to mention) of the Northto the

eastern Asiatic flora in its relations to the Atlantic North American.
here

is

very

little

community

The Red Cedar (Juniperiu

among

Virf/iniana)

But as to the fort si
not absolutely wanting.
coniferous trees, and Popuhis tremulouks
Yet this

of species.

among

is

the deciduous, extend across the Americau continent specifically unchanged,

though hardly developed as forest trees on the Pacific side. There are probably, but
not Certainly, one or two instances on the northern verge of these two forests.
There
art as many in which eastern and western species are suggestively similar.
The Hemlock-Spruce of the Northern Atlantic States and the Yew of Florida are extremely like
corresponding trees of the Pacific forest. Indeed, the Yew-trees of all four regions
may come to be regarded as forms of one polymorphous species. The White Birch of

Europe and that of Canada and New England are in similar case, and BO is the com(in America confined to the Atlantic States), which, on the other side.

mon Chestnut

is also represented in Japan.
A link in the other direction is seen in
one Spruce-tree (called in Oregon Menziee Spruce) which inhabits Northeast Asia,
while a peculiar form of it represents the Bpecies of the Rocky Mountains.
Bat now other and more theoretical questions conic to be asked, Bucfa as these

of the world,

Why

should our Pacific forest region, which

is

rich

and

in

some respects unique

in

coniferous, be so poor in deciduous

Then the two
found only
to

in

(

have them
Such relatives

Sequoias, as Isolated in character as

Big-trees,

'alifornia,

and having no neai relatives anywhere

In

— how

Location

— being

came California

.'

^ the Sequoias have
are also local, peculiar, and chiefly of one
each genus. Only one of them is American, and that solelj eastern, the
Taxodium of our Atlantic State- and the plateau of Mexico. The Others M
-

and

(

;i

to

hi:.'

Why

should trees of
naturalh one to th

sis related

od very locally, the
should eonifei

rest to s

Why
in

tl

genera, w hich w

side of the

.

;ld

?

Am<

ill

all

thrive

in

Europe, be

rican continent, one genus

small portion of the eastern bordei

t.

.

t

rest

h.

u

i

?
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And why should

[Vol.VT.

Northeast Asian region have, in a comparatively small area, not
ootably larger number of trees altogether than any
other part of the northern temperate zone I Why should its only and near rival he
tin-

only most coniferous

trees, bul a

in the antipodes, namely, here in Atlantic North America
tin Pacific

ami the European

poorest of all in deciduous

The

f

yd

why

should

and why the

Pacific

In other words,

forests he so poor in comparison,

rich in coniferous trees

step toward an explanation of the superior richness in trees of these antipodal regions, is to note some striking similarities of the two, and especially the
first

number

which they divide between them. The ultimate conclusion
is normal, and that what we really have
to explain is the absence of so many forms from Europe on the one hand, from Oregon
and California on the other. Let me recall to mind the list of kinds (i. e. genera) of
trees which enrich our Atlantic forest but are wanting to that of the Pacific.
Now
almost all these recur, in more or less similar but not identical species, in Japan, North
China, &c. Some of them are likewise European, but more are not so. Extending
the comparison to shrubs and herbs, it more and more appears that the forms and types
which we count as peculiar to our Atlantic region, when we compare them, as we first
naturally do, with Europe and with our West, have their close counterparts in Japan
and North China; some in identical species (especially among the herbs), often in

may

of peculiar types

at length be ventured, thai this richness

strikingly similar ones, not rarely as sole species of peculiar genera or in related generic
I was a very young botanist when I began to notice this
and I have from
time to time made lists of such instances. Evidences of this remarkable relationship
have multiplied year after year, until what was long a Wonder has come to be so common that I should now not he greatly surprised if a Sarracenia or a Diona-a, or their
like, should turn up in Eastern Asia.
Very few of such isolated types remain without
counterparts. It is as if Nature, when she had enough species of a genus to go round,
dealt them fairly, one at least to each quarter of our zone but when she had only
two of some peculiar kind gave one to us and the other to Japan, Manchuria, or the
Himalayas; when she had only one, divided these between the two partners on the
opposite side of the table. The result, as to the trees, is seen in these four diagrams.
As to number of species generally, it cannot he said that Europe and Pacific North
America are at all in arrears. But as to trees, either the contrasted regions have been
exceptionally favored, or these have been hardly dealt with. There is, as I have intimated, some reason to adopt the latter alternative.
We may take it for granted that the indigenous plants of any country, particularly
the trees, have been selected by climate. Whatever other influences or circumstances
have been brought to bear upon them, or the trees have brought to bear on each other,
no tree could hold its place as a member of any forest or flora which is not adapted to
endure even the extremes of the climate of the region or station. But the character
of the climate will not explain the remarkable paucity of the trees which compose
tin- indigenous European forest.
That is proved by experiment, sufficiently prolonged
Probably there is no tree of the northern
Ln Certain cases to justify the inference.
temperate /one which will not flourish in some part of Europe. Great Britain alone
eangroff double or treble the numbei of trees that the Atlantic states can. In all
the latter vreoan grow hanlh one tree of the Pacific coast.
England supports all of
them, and ;ill our Atlantic trees also, and likewise the Japanese and North Siberian
species, which do thrive hen- remarkably in some part ^( the Atlantic coast, especially
the cooler temperate ones.
The poverty of the European sylva is attributable to the
absence of om Atlantic American types, to its having do Magnolia, Liriodendron,
A>imina. Negundo, DO iEsculus, none of that rich assemblage of leguminous trees
represented by Locusts, Honey-Locusts, Gymnocladus, ami Cladrastis (even itsCerois,
which Is hardly European, Is like the Califbrnian one mainly a shrub) do Nyssa, oor
Liquidambar; DoEricacea ii>in^ to a tree; no Bumelia, Catalpa, Sassafras, Osage
Orange, Hiokory, or Walnut; and as to conifers, m> Hemlock Spruce, Arbor-vitas,
Taxodinm, DorTorreya. As compared with Northeastern Asia, Europe wants most of

types.

;

;

;

JT«

i
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these Bame types, also the Ailantus, Gingko, and i goodly number of coniferous genera
thai is, to any n«>t
I cannot point to any types tending to makeup the deficiency
either in East North America or in Northeast Asia, or in both.
edrns, the true Cedar,
which comes near i<> it, is only North African and Asian. I need not say that Europe
has no Sequoia, and slnuvs no special \ ;••• w n h ialifbrnia.
;

(

t

Now

the capital fart

is

(

many ami perhaps almost

that

all

of these genera of trees

were well represented in Europe throughout the Later Tertiary times, it hadnot
only the same generic types, but in some cases even the same species, 01 what must
iss i- such, in the lack of recognizable dist [notions bet ween fossil remains and Living
analogues. Probably the European Miocene forest was about as rich and rarious as
The Glacial period came and passed, and
is ours of the present day, and very like it.
these types have not survived there, nor returned.
Bence the comparative povertj
of the existing European sylva, or, at least, the probable explanation of the absem e
of those kinds of trees which make the characteristic difference.
Why did these trees perish out of Europe, but survive In America and Asia Before
we inquire how Europe lost them, it may be well to ask how it got them. How came
And among the rest, how came Europe to
these American trees to be in Europe
have Sequoias, now represented only by our two Big-trees of California
It actually
wed two species and more one so closely answering to the Redwood of the
ranges, and another so very like tin- Sequoia gigantea of the Sierra Nevada, that) if
such fossil twigs with leaves and cones had been exhumed in California instead of
Europe, it would confidently be affirmed that we had resurrected the veritable ancesIndeed, so it may probably be. " Caelum son tmimwm
tors of our two giant trees.
mutant ," <fcc, may be applicable eveu to such wide wanderings aud such vast intervals of time. If the specific essence has not changed, and eveu if it has suffered some
I

I

I

—

change, genealogical connection is to be inferred iu all such cases.
That is, in these days it is taken for granted that individuals of the same sp<
or with a certain likeness throughout, had a single birthplace and are descended from
Che Bame stock, no matter how widely separated they may have been either in spa< e
or time, or both. The contrary supposition may be made, and was seriously enterIt is even supposable that plants and animals
tained by some not very long ago.
originated where they now arc. or where their remains were found, But this i> D01
science in other words, it is not conformable to what we now know, and i> an

—

tion that scientific explanation

is not to be sough!
Furthermore, when species of the same genus are not found almost everywhere,
they are usually grouped in oue region, as are the Hickories in the Atlantic >
tin- Asters and GrOldenrods in North America and prevailingly on the Atlantic side, the
heath- in Western Europe and Africa.
From this we are led to the inference that all

have had a common birthplace and origin. Bo
when we find individuals of a species or of a group widely out of the raj
their fellows we wonder how they got there.
When we find the same species all round
the hemisphere, we ask how this dispersion came to p
Now, a very considerable number of species of her))- and Bhrubs and
fev
of the temperate /one are found all round the northern hemisphere; many othc
found part way round — Borne in Europe and Eastern Asiaf some in Europe and our
Atlantic state-, many, as I have said, in the Atlantic state- ami Eastern Asia—fewer
species closely related to each other
that,

(which

is

curious)

common

to

and Eastern Asia, nearer though these

Pacific States

countries be.

We may

Bet

it

down

m

a> useless

operation and opportunities now afforded,
and current- and bird-. The-.- ;•.

-

.

bis distribution by causes now in
distribution across oceans by winds
their part in dispersion from].;

place, by step after step, but Dot from continent

and

subordinate w
tunately we are not obliged

in a

what might

for

t

foi

to

continent, except foz tew things

i

possiblj

have

o*

i

urred

to

b

:.'••••

i

aed supp

ind then, in the Lapse of time, bj the

chance

—
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[Yol.vi.

oonreyanoe of seeds across oceans, or even from one mountain to another. The plants
of the bop of the White Mountains and of Labrador arc mainly the same but we need
not Buppose that u is bo be< ause birds have carried seeds from the one to the other.
bake it that bhe brne explanation of the whole problem conies from a just general
And am clear that it is
view, and not through piecemeal supposil ions of chances.
to be found by Looking bo the north, bo bhe state of things at the art tic zone
tirst. as
it now is. and then as it has been.
North of our foresl regions comes the Bone unwooded from cold the zone of arctic
bation. In bhis, as a rule, the species are the same round the world as exceptions,
some are restricted to a part of the circle.
;

I

I

—

;

The polar projection of the earth down to the northern tropic, as here exhibited,.
as our maps do not
how all the lands come together into one region,

—

Shows to the ey<
and hoW natural

—

may be for the same species, under homogeneous conditions, to
When we know, moreover, that sea and land have varied greatly since
spread over it.
these 8peoies existed, We may well believe that any ocean-gaps now in the way of
equable distribution may have been bridged over. There is tiow only one considerait

ble gap.

What would happen if a cold period were to come on from the north, and were very
slowly to carry the present arctic climate, or something like it, down far into the temperate zone ? Why. just what has happened in the Glacial period, when the refrigeration somehow pushed all these plants before it down to Southern Europe, to Middle
Asia, to the middle and southern part of the United States, and, at length receding,
left some parts of them stranded on the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Appenines, the CauT
casus, on our
hite and Rocky Mountains, or wherever they could escape the increasing warmth as well by ascending mountains as by receding northward at lower levels.
Those that kept together at a low level and made good their retreat form the main
body of present arctic vegetation. Those that took to the mountains had their line
of retreat cut off, and hold their positions on mountain tops under cover of the frigid

W

The conditions of these on different continents or different
mountains are similar, but not wholly alike. Some species proved better adapted to
one, some to another part of the world. Where less adapted or less adaptable, they
have perished where better adapted they continue, with or without some change,
and hence the diversification of alpine plants, as well as the general likeness through
climate due to elevation.

;

the northern hemisphere.

all

All this exactly applies to the temperate zone vegetation

and

to tin trees that

we

The clew was seized when the fossil botany of the high arctic
regions (ante to light when it was demonstrated that in the times next preceding the
Glacial period in the latest Tertiary from Spitzbergen and Iceland to Greenland and
Kamtschatka a climate like that we now enjoy prevailed, and forests like those of New
England and Virginia and of California clothed the land. We infer the climate from
ate

<

onccrned with.

:

—

—

the trees, and the trees give sure indications of the climate.

and published the explanation long before 1 knew of the fossil plants.
made known, lender the inference sure, and give us a clear idea of just
ciiniat" was.
At the time we speak of. Greenland, Spitzbergen. and our arc -

Iliad divined

These, Since

what the
tic

Sea shore had the climate of Pennsylvania and Virginia now.
It would take too
time to enumerate the sorts of trees that have l»een identified by their haves

much
and
I

fruits in the arctic later Tertiary deposits.

can only say

at

large that the

same species have been found

that the richest and most extensive finds are in Greenland

;

all

round the world;
most

that they comprise

—

have spoken of as American trees which once lived in Europe MagSouthern Cypress (for all we can see
of difference), and especially Sequoias, not mil \ the two Which obviously answer to the
two Big-trees, now peculiar to California, i>ut several others that theyeqnallj cotonow peculiar to Japan and China, three kinds of Gingko-trees, for instance,
one of th«;uinot evident ly dist iugui^hahle from the Japan species, which alone stir-

of the sorts

which

I

nolias, Sassafras, Hickories, Gum-trees, our identical

;

-
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vives

;

that

W6 haw

evidence, not merely Of 1'ines and Maples, Poplars. Birches,

I- iii

else characterize tin-

temperate-sone forests of our era, but also of
particular species of these, so like those of our own time and country thai we may fairly
reckon them as the ancestors of ><\ era! of ours.
Long genealogies always deal mom
or less in conjecture, bat we appeal to be within the limits of scientific Lnferenoe when
dens,

and whatever

75

w* announce that

onr existing temperate trees came from tin- north, and within the
oigh probability when we claim not a few of them as the originals of present species. Remains of the same plants have been found fossil in our temperate region, as well ss in Europe*

honmls

..t'

we haw reached

a fair answer to be anest Ion, how he same or similar
be so dispersed over such widely separated continents. The
lands all diverge Gram a polar centre, and their proximate portions, however different
from their present configuration and extent, and however changed at different times,
were once the home «'t' those trees, where they flourished in a temperate climate. The
cold period which followed, and which doubtless came on by very slow degrees during
ages of time, must, long before its culmination, have brought down to onr latitudes,
with the similar climate, the forest they possess now, or rather the ancestors of it.
Daring this long (and we may believe first) occupancy of Europe and the United
States were deposited in pools and shallow waters the east leaves, fruits, and, occasionally, branches, which are embedded in what are called Miocene Tertiary, or later
deposits, most abundant in Europe, from which the American character of the vegetation of the period is inferred. Geologists give the same name to these beds in
(ireenlaiul and Southern Europe, because they contain the remains of identical and
very similar species of plants, and they used to regard them ss of the same age, on
account of this identity. But in fact this identity is good evidence that they cannot
be synchronous. The beds in the lower latitudes must be later, and were forming
when Greenland probably had very nearly the climate which it has now.
Wherefore the high, and not the low, latitudes must be assumed as the birth-place
of our present flora :* and the present arctic vegetation is best regarded as a derivative
of the temperate.
This rlora, which when circumpolar was as nearly homogeneous
round the high latitudes as the arctic vegetation is now, when slowly translated into
lower latitudes, would preserve its homogeneousness enough to account for the actual
distribution of the same and similar species round the world, and for the original endowment of Europe with what we now call American types. It would also vary or
be selected from by the increasing differentiation of climate in the divergent continents, and on their different sides, in a way which might well account for the present
diwi-iiiration.
From an early period the system of the winds, the great or. an (orients however they may have oscillated north andsoutb), and the general proportions
and features of the continents in OUT latitude at least of the American conf im-nt

Here, then,

i

I

species of om trees came to

|

much

as now. so that species

plants, ever so little adapted or prewinters and hot summers, would abide and be developed on the east
cm si, i,. of. ontinents, therefore in the Atlantic United States and in Japan ami Manchuria: those with preference for milder winters would incline to the western sides;

disposed to

the sain,

ot'

<(»ld

those disposed to tolerate dryness would tend to interiors, or to regions lacking sumtin.
promiscuous]; into these
Bo that if the same thousand species were thru
-. and carried slowly
onward in the way supposed, they would inevitt

ably be sifted in Mich a manner that the sun ival of the
explain the present diversity.
Besides, there are
to take into the account.
:

eration from the north, which at

its.

fittest for

The

each

district d

glacial period or refrig-

inception forced the temperate flora into

om

*Thista]
.

skiold, that there «;i- n<> precedi
mted, aftea
as neithei paleontology nor the study ,.t arctic sediments

evidence
question.

«-t

it.

Ch

if

there were an]

Bmote

in time to

concern the pi

l

any
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tude, at its culmination must have earned

extent displaced, and

how

much

Lee,

or by ice

;in<l

conflicting are the views of geologists

it

is

difficult to

it

quite beyond.

which

in

upon the Glacial

period.

To what

our day borders

form mora than general conjectures

•he
ent

itself,

or most of

far Bnperaeded by the vegetation

\Vol.vi.

— so differ-

But upon any,

•r almost any, of these views, it is safe to conclude thai temperate vegetation, such
as preceded the refrigeration and has now again succeeded it. was either thrust out of
Northern Europe and the Northern Atlantic States, or was reduced to precarious existence and diminished forms.
It also appears that, on our own continent at least, a
milder climate than the present, and a considerable submergence of land, transiently
.supervened at the north, to which The vegetation must have sensibly responded by a

northward movement, from which it afterward receded.
All these vicissitudes must have left their impress upon the actual vegetation, and
particularly upon the trees. They furnish probable reason for the loss of American
types sustained by Europe.
First, Europe, hardly exI conceive that three things have conspired to this loss.
tending south of latitude 40°, is all within the limits generally assigned to severe
Second, its mountains trend east and west, from the Pyrenees to the
glacial action.
Carpathians and the Caucasus beyond, near its southern border and they had glaciers
of their own, which must have begun their operations, and poured down the northward flanks, while the plains were still covered with forest on the retreat from the great
ice-wave coming from the north. Attacked both on front and rear, much of the forest
must have perished then and there. Third, across the line of retreat of those which
may have Hanked the mountain-ranges, or were stationed south of them, stretched the
Mediterranean, an impassable barrier. Some hardy trees may have eked out their existence on the uorthern shore of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic coast. But we
fUmbt not Taxodium and Sequoias, Magnolias and Liquidambars, and even Hickories
and the like were among the missing. Escape by the east, and rehabilitation from
that quarter until a very late period, was apparently prevented by the prolongation
of the Mediterranean to the Caspian and thence to the Siberiau Ocean. If we accept
the supposition of Nordenskiold, that anterior to the Glacial period Europe was
*' bounded on the south by an ocean extending from the Atlantic over the present
deserts of Sahara and Central Asia to the Pacific," all chance of these American types
having escaped from or re-eutered Europe from the south and east is excluded.
Europe may thus be conceived to have been for a time somewhat in the condition in
which Greenland is now, and indeed to have been connected with Greenland in this
Such a junction, cutting off access of the Gulf Stream to the polar
•or in earlier times.
sea, would, as some think, other things remaining as they are, almost of itself give
glaciation to Europe. Greenland may be referred to, by way of comparison, as a
country which, having undergone extreme glaciation. bears the marks of it in the
extreme poverty of its flora, and m the absence <>t' the plants to which its southern
it ought to
portion, extending six degrees belov* the arctic circle, might be entitled,
have trees and might support them. But, since destruction by glaciation, no way has
Europe tared oraob better, but suffered in its degree in a
been open for- their return.
similar way.
Turning tor a moment to the American continent for a contrast, we find the land
unbroken ami open down to the tropic, and the mountains miming north and south,
riii- trees, when touched on the north by the on-coming refrigeration, had only to
move their southern border southward, along an open way, as tar as the exigency
required and there was no impediment to their dut' return. Then the more southern
latitude of the United States gave great advantage over Europe.
On the Atlantic
border proper glaciation was felt only in the northern part, down to about latitude
in
in the interior <>f the country, owing doubtless to greater dryness and summer
heat, the limit receded greatly northward in the Mississippi Valley, and gave only
local glaciers to the Rocky Mountains; and no volcanic outbreaks or violent changes
of any kind have here occurred since the types of our present vegetation came to the
;

:
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So oqi lines have been oast in pleasant places, and kibe goodly heritag
1*
oonsequenei -.
is one of
The still greater richness of Northeast A -i in arboreal vegetation may find ezplaoation in the prevalence of particularly favorable conditions, both ante-glacial and
The trees of the Miocene oircumpolar foresl appear to have found tl
.umI the Japanese [elands, to which most of these trees belong, most
land.

forest trees

1 1

•

;i

i

.

1

1. >t

1

1<

:

markablj adapted to them. The situation of these islands—analogous to that
of Great Britain, but with the advantagi of lower latitude and greatei sunshine—
their ample extent north and south, their diversified configuration, then- proximitj
to the great Pacifie gulf-stream, by which a vast bod] of warm water Bweeps along
their accentuated Bhores, and the comparatively equable diffusion of rain througli
out

the

>far. all

probably conspire

ample inheritance.
The ease of the Pacifie forest

to

tin

preservation

and development

of

;i i.

originally

the sole refuge

<»t'

is

remarkable and paradoxical

It

is,

as

we know,

the most characteristic and wide-spread type of Miocene Conifer®,

the Bequoias j it is rich in coniferous types beyond any country except Japan; in it*
gold-bearing gravels are indications that it possessed, seemingly down to the very
beginning of the Glacial period, Magnolias and Beeches, a true chestnut, Liquidambar,

thus, and other trees now wholly wanting to that side of the continent, though common both to Japan and to Atlantic North America.* Any attempted explanation o(
ctreme paucity of the usually major constituents of the forest, along with a
great development of the minor or coniferou- element, would take us quite too tar,
aud would hriug us to mere conjectures.
Much may he attributed to late glaciation;t something to the tremendous outpours of lava which, immediately hefore the period of refrigeration, deeply covered a
very large part of the forest area; much to the narrowness of the forest belt, to the
want of summer rain, aud to the most unequal and precarious distribution of that of
winter.

which we are not prepared to discuss. I have
could hope to do in one lecture if I have distinctly shown that the
races of trees, like the races of men, have come down to us through a prehistoric (or
prenatural-historic) period; and that the explanation of the present condition is tobe sought in the past, and traced in vestiges, and remains, and survivals; that for
the vegetahle kingdom also there is a veritable archaeology.

Upon

done

all

all

these topics questions open

that

I

* See especially, Report on the Fossil Plants of the Auriferous Gravel Deposits of
the Sierra Nevada, by L. Lesquereux, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zoology, vi, No. 2. Determination of fossil leaves, &c, such as these, may he relied on to this extent by the

—

general botanist, however wary of specific any many generic identifications.
must be mainly left to the expert in fossil botany.

These

t Sir Joseph Hooker, in an important lecture delivered to the Royal Institution of
Great Britain, April 12, insists much on this.
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